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.168,700 Expected To Go To Polls Nov.
MISSISSIPPI
— TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
VOL. VII, No. 50
TriStairi tlEi5TEelender
"The South's Independent Weekly"
'Negroes Can Gain
By Consolidation,
Says J. T. Walker
FOR AND FlainDOM — Arthur B. Spingarn, president
of the NAACP, and Minorite Belafonte, of New York City.
were 4 parts-stopping couple as they took to the dance floor
at a recent -Twist for Freedom" party In honor of Langston
Hughes' new book, "Fight For Freedom: The Story of the
NAACP." Each of the guests attending the party, held at
Small's Paradise in New York, received a personally auto-
graphed copy of Hughes' book. (Bagwell photoi
Relatives Deny Train
*Victim Killed Self
Homicide officials wrote off
the death of 60-year-old Caw-
thorn Dawkins as a suicide
last week, but his relatives
refuse to believe that he would
take his own life.
According to W. H. Burnell,
engineer of an Illinois Central
train, Mr. Dawkins waited for
the train to reach an embank-
ment between Mallory and
Third and stepped in front of
it.
The body of Dawkins, who
lived at 166 E. Essex, was
Lirown about 36 feet down the
embankment when hit by the
slow-moving train and he was
killed instantly.
"We don't know what hap-
pened," Mrs. Dorothy McClain,
his daughter, told the Tri-
al State Defender, "but we know
111111, it is not suicide. My father
loved lite too much to kill him-
self."
•
•
Asked if he might have
been worried about money
matters, she said, "No, it could See WALKER, Page 2
not have been that, because
he was self-employed as a
huckster."
Engineer Burnell, however,
told officers that he saw the
victim stand beside the track
until the train reached him.
"Suddenly he stepped in
front of the engine, facing it,
and threw his arms over his
head. There wasn't time to
stop," Burnell explained.
Funeral services fcr Mr.
Dawkins were held on Monday
night at the New Allen Chapel
with Rev F. M. Cooper deliv-
ering the eulogy. Burial was on
Tuesday morning with Wil-
liams Funeral home in charge
of arrangements.
Aside from Mrs. McLean. he
is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mary Ella Dawkins, another
daughter and five sons.
James "Jimmy" T. Walker,
1002 Leath ave., a local poli-
tician and union leader, said
earlier this week that "Ne-
groes can gain most from con-
solidation," in a news release.
While discussing the proposed
charter for consolidation of
Memphis and Shelby county
governments which will be
voted on during the general
election Nov. 6. he stated
further:
"Surely we sometimes lose
sight of the forest for the
trees. Some members of the
Negro community oppose the
Charter.
"A defeat of toe mesent
Charter would provide them
with the possibility of obtain-
ing this in a new Charter.
Such a result would clearly
make it more difficult for a
Negro to be elected to posi-
tions on the Council and on
the school board," said Wal-
ker.
"Why then do Negroes work
to defeat a Charter which of-
fers so many good things for
them as well as the white
citizens? Surely, we recognize
that election of members of a
Council from small districts
which are largely Negro or
white is no good for either
race." Walker continued, "Our
white friends are right when
they say this would keep seg-
regation alive as part of gov-
ernment. It also results in se-
lecting people 'ou..ed on where
they live rather than their
ability to be good public ser-
vants. We do not want this
anymore than we should
want a Mayor without enough
JAMES WALKER
Fisk To Meet Lane College In Benefit
Games At Melrose Stpdium Saturday
The neutral territory of
Memphis will serve as the bat-
tlegrouud for the Fisk Univer-
sity Bulldogs, and the Drag-
ons of Lane College, when
they Meet in a benefit tussle
here itt Memphis at Melrose
stadium, Saturday, Nov. 3,
starting at 8 p.m.
Proceeds from the game will
be used by Fisk to bolster. its
scholorships and grants-in-aid
for fellows from the Memphis
area.
Fresh from last week's ram-
ble over the Bisons of How-
ard university, Fisk will be at-
tempting to rack up its fourth
win of the season. They have
so far suffered only one de-
feat, which was dealt by Ala-
bama A&M. Lane, on the oth-
er hand, has a 1-3 record and
will attempt to crack the win
column for the second time.
Fisk won its homecoming
game over Knoxville college
last Saturday 26-22.
A bevy of former Memphis
gridiron stars will highlight
much of the activity. Fisk has
the largest squad of several
seasons, 52. and of these eight
are Memphis boys. Of these
eight, Melrose High school can
boast df contributing six, while
Hamilton high has contribu-
ted two.
Fred Malone, Charles Lee,
George Bradsha w, Johnny
Rutland, and Larry Mitchell
were team captains while at
Melrose, while Lewis Simmons
was co-captain at Hamilton.
William Hudson and Roose-
velt Hancock of Melrose and
Hamilton, respectively, wili al-
so be expected to see much of
the activity as the two teams
meet.
Two of the former Mem-
phians are now co-captains
for the Bulldog squad, Fred
Malone and Charles Lee. Ma-
lone has led much of the Fisk
defensive strategy in the
tackle slot, while Lee has
commanded the quarterback
position.
John Rhodes and Benjamin
Walton of Lane, round out the
roster of former Memphians.
Admission will be 60 cents
for students and $1.25 General
Admission.
FISK LANE
Pos.
QT. C. Lee' E. Butler
RH. G. Banks R. Valrie
LH. J. Bell E. Smith
RE. W. Johnson R. Black
L.E. E. Wilson W. Wimberly
RG. C. Ferguson L. F. Lowery
LG. L. Norris N. Hogg
RT. F. Malone* E. Primus
LT. H. Benjamin M. Cyrus
C. L. Shannon S. Range
FB. 0. Holden E. Cobb
•Former Memphians
Photos on Sports Page.
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FRANK J. LEWIS
Named Chairman
Of UNCF Drive In
Memphis Area
Frank J. Lewis of 210 Ash-
land at., principal of Grant
Elementary schoal, has accept-
ed the chairmanship of the
United Negro College Fund's
1962 campaign in the Mem-
phis area. The goal this year
is $25,000. The kickoff meet-
ing is scheduled for Nov. 12.
The drive will continue
through Dec. 31.
Lewis is a graduate of Ten-
nessee A8r1 State university in
Nashville and holds the mas-
ters degree from Columbia
university, New York City. He
once served as basketball
coach at LeMoyne college and
later .tabliahect • an enviable
record as a basketball coach at
Melrose High school. Current-
ly he is president of the Mem-
phis chapaer of the Tennessee
State Alumni asociation.
UNCF is a national fund-
raising agency for 32 member
colleges and universities, in-
cluding LeMoyne in Memphis:
Lane, Jackson, Tenn.; Fisk,
Nashville; Knoxville, Knox-
ville, Tenn.; Philander Smith,
Little Rock, Ark., and Touga-
loo Southern Christian, Touga-
loo, Miss.
The member schools, all ac-
credited and in the South, re-
ceive a share of the overall
fund which usually exceeds
two million dollars each year.
The sum of $15,000 was
raised in the Memphis area
last year a n d LeMoyne re-
ceived about $35,000 as its
share of the national fund.
A. C. Williams of the WDIA
radio sta ft was last year's
chairman.
CORE Sit-Ins Tackle
Tallahassee, Fla,
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Only
major city in the state where
department store lunch count-
ers are not open to Negroes.
Tallahassee is the scene of a
major sit-in campaign by the
Congress of Racial Equality.
The campaign is particularly
directed at the McCrory's chain
where a near-riot developed
when 15 college students joined
in a two-hour sit-in and were
jeered by white yoUths.
Ben Covina, CORE chairman
here, said the demonstrations
would continue to desegregate
the lunch counters. He reported
that five eating places have
voluntarily desegregated al.
ready.
CME's Transfer Rev. D. Warner
Browning To Chattanooga Post
Rev. D. Warner Browning,
one of Memphis' outstanding
civic leaders and pastor of Mt.
Pisgah CME church in Orange
Mound, has been transferred
to Chattanooga where he is
to pastor the Phillips Temple
CME church.
The change was made at the
Jackson - Memphis, Tenn. con-
feren held in Chattanooga
and which was concluded on
Sunday at his new church. The
assignment was effective im-
mediately following the an-
nouncement.
Rev. Browning has been suc-
ceeded en Memphis by Rev.
M. E. Hendricks, with whom
he will be exchanging Pulpits.
Rey. Hendricks recently com-
pleted building the church in
Chattanooga at a cost of $125,-
000.
LED PROTEST
Assigned to Memphis about
eight 'Fars ago after pastur-
ing in St. Louis, Mo., Rev.
Browning immediately became
active in civic affairs and was
spokesman for a committee of
citizens who investigated and
complained about police bru-
tality in Memphis.
For this he was granted the
Tri-State Defende.'s Award of
Merit in 1967 "Cpr construc-
tive efforts in dikempting to
effect better understanding be-
twcen local law enforcement
representa:ives and the Negro
public." 4
When the sit-in mo‘ement
was launched in Memphis,
Rev. Browning helped raise
funds to bond out students
jailed when they refused to
leave establishments in the
downtown area.
The prominent minister was
an active candidate for bishop
during two General Confer-
ence meetings of the Meth-
odist church but was unable
to muster suffieient votes for
See POST, Page 2
Are Fighting For
These Leaders Charter For Consolidation Expects
15c
Consolidation
Why are some of the leading To Be Voted In During Nov.6Electiow
citizens of Memphis urging all
others to vote "Yes" on the is-
sue of consolidation on Tues-
day. Nov. 6.
Duplication of services and
Alt
EDMUND Oltc.11.1.
lower taxes as a result of an
elimination of one appeared to
be among the main arguments
DR. HOLLIS PRICE
advanced by the pro-Charter
forces.
Former Mayor Ermund Or-
Of the approximately 241.-
000 registered voters in Mem-
phis and Shelby County an es-
timated 168,700 ate expected
to go to the polls on Tuesday
November 6, to vote in the
General Election. Approxi-
mately 72,300 Negroes in Mem-
phis and Shelby County are
predicted to vote and 96,400
whites. Also it is assumed that
approximately 72,300 will not
vote.
In other words it is' predict-
ed that about 40 per cent of all
white registered voters will go
to the polls and approximate-
ly 30 per cent of Negro voters.
The most heatedly contested
issue at stake during the Gen-
eral election here is the pro-
posed charter for consolida-
tion of the Memphis City and
Shelby County governments,
LOWER TAXES
Proponents of the charter
point to some of the benefits
which could be derived from
consolidation: (I) lower taxes,
(2) stabilized tax rates, (3)
elimination of duplicate tax
assessors and t ax collectors,
(4) more jobs by inducing more
industry to locate in this area,
(6) elimination of duplicakion
in governmental functions, (7)
economy in government, (8)
better representation, (9) sep-
aration of legislative actions
and functiont, (10) better
school systems, (11) elimina-
tion of bickering between city
and county officials.
Opponents to the charter are
countering with loose state-
ments such as, (1) it will bring
rule by special groups, (2) cor-
ruption and political machine,
(3) foreign people can be im-
ported to conduct our govern-
mental affairs, (4) disfran-
chisement of the rigl.t to vote
for public officials, (5) higher
taxes, (6) taxation without
representation, (7) dictator-
ship, (8) denial of trial by jury.
$31.2 MILLION
However a report prepared
by the Research Staff of the
Tennessee Taxpayers Associ-
ation on the proposed charter
for consolidation of the Mem-
phis and Shelby county goy-
claims of the opponents to the
ernments, contradicts t h e
charter.
The report was submitted to
E. B. LeMaster, president ot
point,41 out: in addition
to providing data in support
of saving $31.2 million in 12
years under co:isolidation, itl
also clearly points out the
need of a modern ceetral ac-
counting system for all of our
local government. Sore of the
inadequacies and unsound ac-
counting procedures are re-
fleeted by the follo—ing state-
ments in the report:
"The financial records hav-
ing to do with the receipt and
expenditure of county funds
may be broadly divided into
two major categoties — the
County Chairman's Funds and
the Commissioners' Fund s.
This division stems from the
present division of responsi-
bilities with respect to county
finances. The county actually
has two major administrative
divisions, although in practice
a great deal of the adminis-
tration is dune by semi-inde-
pendent boards and commis-
sions.
CASH BASIS
The County Chairman
keeps his accounts .on the cash
batis while the Commissioners
keep their aceonnts on the ac-
crual basis, at least with re-
spect to expenditures. This
one fact alone makes the com-
pilation of financial data of
the entire county government
into any semblance of a logical
breakdown by function an ex-
tremely difficult matter," said
the report.
"Other factors compound the
difficulty. The Commissioners
have followed the practice of
deducting certain revenues
from their related gross ex-
penditures so as to arrive at a
net cost of operation. Refunds
are handled in a similar man-
lier. This practice necessitates
a detailed analysis of the de-
ductions from expenditures in
order to determine which of
these' items are really reve-
nues."
"The amount of the Trustee's
commissions do not appear in
the recorded expenditures of
any of the county's funds, al-
though the excess fees of the
See CHARTER, Page 2
Evers Tells Why He
Favors Consolidation
0. Z. Evers, 2'17 Carpenter
at., president of the Binghamp-
on Civic League, mid the Tri-
State Defender that there are
our reasons why he is pro-
moting and planning to vote
for the consolidation of Mem-
phis and Shelby County on
next Tuesday, Nov. 6.
The former postal employee,
who opeartes a pest control
company, said, "Under the new
Charter we will have one
board of education instead of
the two we have now.
"Why should we go to this
great expense of maintaining
two school systems," he asked,
"when our educational system
needs the standards of the
highest level?"
DUAL SERVICES
His second reason for pro-
moting the Charter is to elim-
inate duplication, such as the
two auditing departments now
maintained by city and county.
the Memphis Chamber of "Why should we, the tax-
Commerce on Oct. 9. The re- payers, have to pay for such
unnecessary duplication and
overlapping g o v er n-
mental waste and burden on
our pocket books?
"One of my main reasons
for supporting the Charter is
that it will eliminate racial
segregation and discriminatiyin
in employment. The new law
reads: No person in the classi-
fied service shall be appointed,
promoted, removed or in any
way favored or discriminated
against by reason of his poli-
tical or religious opinion or
affiliation or by reason of
race."
MORE RIGHTS
His fourth reason for favor-
ing the Charter, he concluded,
is that the present ones for city
and county do not protect "us
as first-class citizens."
"Our biggest fights have
Leen over local laws on dis-
crimination and segregation,
and the Charter will do away
with them when we vote them
in on Nov. 6."
WILLIAM ARRIS - 
fl 
E • •
gill said he wants consolida- ditofiAal.lion because it will mean lower
taxes, new industry, better 
Vote For The Charter
B. G. OLIVE
schools and school buildings
and home rule.
"Consolidation will stop the
fighting among city and county
governments and protect the
rights of all citizens," he said.
PRICE FOR CHARTER
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
See LEADERS, Paie 2
Elect S. African
Nobel Winner To
Honorary Post
GLASGOW -- As a ges-
ture of sympathy. university
students elected the former
president of the banned
African National Congress,
who lives under restriction,
to the honorary post of Lord
Rector of Glasgow universi-
ty.
A Nobel Peace Prize win-
ner, former Chief Albert
Luthuli fo South Africa, re-
ceived an overwhelming ma-
jority of the students' votes.
On Nov. 6 voters in Memphis and
Shelby County will be faced with the
serious task of deciding whether we
will move forward with metropolitan
government or whether we continue
to operate under the obsolete, waste-
fully duplicating systems which are
presently overlapping in our city-
county governmental systems.
It is generally agreed by the vast
majority of voters in Memphis and
Shelby County that something must
be done to remedy the unreasonable
and continued inexcusable squander-
ing of taxpayers hardearned money.
A research staff of the Tennessee
Taxpayers Association prepared a re-
port on the proposed charter of con-
solidation of Memphis and Shelby
County governments in which it was
established that $31,200,000 could be
saved in the next 12 years by the
merger of the two governments. It
was also clearly indicated that a mod-
ern central accounting system is
needed in order that inadequacies and
unsound accounting procedure may
be discontinued.
However, the above statement is
not to be interpreted to mean that
tax rates will automatically begin to
lower with the passage of the pro-
posed charter. Rather, it will mean
elimination of duplicate tax assessors,
tax collectors and establishment of a
stabilized tax rate. Thus, more effici-
ency in obtaining and spending the
tax dollar. Herein lies the long range
saving in taxes—and consequently,
lower taxes.
Undergonsolidation more industry
can be inSiced to locate in this area.
Thus„ more jobs.
Under consolidation we can elim-
inate duplication in many govern-
mental functions. Not only in the tax
assessors offices but also in the school
systems, fire and police protection,
roads and streets and public works
departments, in our parks and recre-
ation departments as well as the Insti-
tutions, health and welfare depart-
ments.
Under the council-mayor form of,
government there will be a correction
of elected officials being required to
be both legislators and administrators.
Twelve elected councilmen will be
the legislators and the mayor and "
seven commissioners of department
will be the administrators.
Under consolidation, many of the
petty jealousies between city and
county officials will be eliminated.
We urge you to give prayerful con-
sideration to the above facts before
Nov. 6. We urge you to go to the polls
and vote your own convictions con-
cerning the proposed charter. Being
a newspaper which believes in the
democratic ideology of government
we cannot ask you to do otherwise.
However, we feel assured that
when you have compared the progres-
sive advantages offered in the pro-
posed charter against the wasteful.
outmoded methods of the present
governmental set-up in Memphis and
Shelby County, you will VOTE FOR
THE CHARTER.
The TRI-STATE DEFENDER be-
lives this is the right step in the right
direction at the right time. Vote For
'tie Charter.
StorkStops
AT E. H. CRUM, HOSPITAL:
Oct. IL
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Marble,
695 Hanley; boy, Derek Robert.
Oa. 13.
Pldr. and Mrs. Jolin D. Can-
non, 1515 S. Barksdale; boy.
Johti clark.
Mr. and Mrs. William Har-
ils, 909 Tampa; boy. Perry Ven-
aril •
Mr. and Mrs. James Scott,
2.400 Perry cove; boy, Roderick
Eugene.
Oct. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. James Malone,
1235 'Marble; boy, KelVizi 'Len-
-
Ott. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Jack-
son; 445 E. Trigg; boy, Aaron
Myers.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lind-
sey, 887 Randle; boy, Fredrick
Holm.
Mr. and Mrs. Olion Sanders,
Jr.; 4767 Ash., boy, Alanza .Lu-
ciu;s.
Mt. and Mrs. Willie Staten,
861 S.'Lauderdale; girl, Jocelyn
Tette,
Oct 17.
Mi.:and Mrs. Joseph Atkins,
4948 Ortic dr.; girl, Pamela
Joyce.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie R.
Catnfa,', 1510 gastrin' ; girl, Ella
Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Lirnuel Lock-
ail, 1917 Quinn; girl, Laurie
Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wil-
liams, 352 S. Fourth; boy, Char-
les Edward.
Mr. und Mrs. Brodie Bowan,
255 Maryland; girl. Mechelle.
Mr_and Mrs. Nolan Bethany,
605-D St. Paul; boy. Keith.
Mt.....and Mrs.' L. V. Bullock,
127=Watkins; boy, Leon Van.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Shields.
2723 Kate Bond; girl, Brenda
Louise..
Mr. and Mrs. Notion Flerron,
593-N. Fourth; girl, Donna
Louise.
Oct.-17.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wilson.
671 Franklin; boy, Kenneth:
191i. and Mrs, James Rowell,
390-C Butler; girl, Janet Lor-
raipe..
Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Bell,
890-D LeMoyne; girl, Tommy
Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Farr,
857 Neptune; girl, Norma Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Green, 521
Lyceum; boy, Card Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Wade,
1245 Smith; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Climm on s
Jones, 832 E. Trigg; boy, Clim-
mons Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Thorn-
ton, 1490 E. Mallory; girl,
Gwendolyn.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Johnson,
1208 •Looney; boy, Jonathan
David.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Moffett,
540 Pontotoc; boy, Eddie Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Long-
street, 842-H Walker ct.; boy,
Victor Bernard.
AT JOHN GASTON
HOSPITAL:
Oct. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ag-
new, 2853 Autumn; girl, Mar-
sgarct Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Nel-
son, 279 Hernando; girl, Daisy
Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Newton,
172 W. Person, Apt. 2; girl,
Angela Sharee.
Mr. and Mrs. Jetties Edward
LeWis, 884 Latham; boy, Tony
Lavell.
Oct. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Crump,
3419 Dillard; girl, Jennifer
Brickey.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Ruf-
fin, 21 W. Sean Alley; boy,
Marty Vinson.
Ms. and Mrs. Willie Shields,
1839 Bismarck; girl, Janet De-
nise.
-Mrs and Mrs. Bobby Bates,
1190 Woodlawn; boy, Russell
Kevin.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gordon,
1043 College, Apt. 4; girl, Rob-
bie.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Johnson,
1313 Spruce: boy, Curtis Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Bailey,
985 Speed; girl, Daph ne
Adraine.
Mr. and Mrs. William
cock. 848 - C Walker;
Mr. .and Mrs. James Carro-IClaudia Marie.
way, 1607 Florida; boy, Greg- 
ory.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Brown.
613 Edith; girl, Jacqueline De-
p
nise.
•
Mr. and Mrs. William Lundy.
1691 Ragan: boy. Antonio. •
Mr; and Mrs. Phillip Slaugh- (Continued From Page
ter, 3166 Hilda; boy..Phillip III.
Oct. le.
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Turner.
2043 Hale; girl. Barbara.
Mr. and Mr's. Jriseph Apple-
berry. 888 Stafford; girl, Donna
Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jones,
6463 Brownsville .rd.; girl, Sa-
turian Rena.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley-Harris,
2686 Select; girl, Debra Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence John-
son, 131 Silverage; girl, Donna
Lashon. •
Mr. and Mrs. Jcisaph Jamer-
son, 638 S. Orleans, Apt. E; boy,
Joseph Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gooden,
1155 Dunnavant; girl. .Debra
Jo. .
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Wedding-
ton, 1820 Kansas; girl, Monica
Lacheryl.
Oct. It.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Brown-
ee, 1990 Warren; boy, Danny.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Williams,
1744 S. Barksdale: girl...Doris
DAISY
Starts SATURDAY
November 3
ONE BIG WEEK!
Elvis Wigs as lever before!
a. HIRSCH COMPANY
ELVispries!
ELVA RIMS INE
1111WITIO
e moor
S0116 141112
551i113
Galahad
COLOR .,re Lua
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
-PLUS-
Han-
girl,
I)
aLfy
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Hou-
Mon, 490 Belt Line; boy, Alon-
zo Mitchell Jr,
Oct. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dinkin,
730 Mitchell; boy, James.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Doty,
398-C S. Lauderdale; boy, Der-
rick Dewayne.
Mr. and Mrs. James Logan,
2387 Brookins; boy, James
Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Gabell Mitch-
ell, 745 Alston; boy, Chedrick
Renae.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hill,
1094 Walk pl.; girl, Angela Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Justice,
421-G Vance; boy, Patrick
O'Neal.
Oct. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Hale,
1411 Alston; boy. Jerry Lee.
Mr. And Mrs. Jesse Pearman,
22 N. Main; boy, Jesse James.
Mr. and Mrs. George War-
ren, 2953 Hale; boy, Larry Ed-
ward.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hare-
ton. 1320 Brown; girl, Jamie
Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hill, 952
Kerr; girl, Debbie Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Hall, 287
Butler; girl, Betty Ruth.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Gray,
1637 Grove rd.; boy, Kim.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Louis
Jones, 1785 Castalia; a boy.
Oct. 24.
'Mr. and Mrs. James Raylaorn,
1228 S. Orleans; boy, Gemeal.
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Col-
lins, 235 Turley; boy, Derrick
Turmane.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wil-
liams, 4654 Getwell; boy, Her-
bert.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Matlock,
1175 N. Evergreen; girl, Raze-
lene Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wugh-
oter, 605-C S. Lauderdale; girl,
Adrienne Lanise.
Oct. 25.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Z. Mitchell,
695-E Georgia; boy, Tony Le-1
vette.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Carpen-
ter, 520 Wicks; boy, Edmond.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Adair,
593 Wells; boy, Antonio.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Owens,
1421 James; boy. Derriel
Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Williams,
1641 Webb; boy, Trance Tracy.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wafford,
233 Personc boy, Rancry,'Ray.
Mr. arsil Mrs. Finis Richard-
son, 80ff Buntyn; girl, Silvia
Mr. and Mrs. James Willis
Boyd, 386 Hernando; boy,
James Willis Jr.
Mi. and Mrs. Louis Jones,
1502 Castalia; girl. Cherie Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stew-
art, 972 N. Second; boy, Joseph
Bern a.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jack-
son, 1295 Effie; girl, Denise
Marveen.
Mr and Mrs. George Ratliff,
1381 Michigan; boy, Eric Greg-
ory.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scott,
3116 Horn Lake rd.; girl, Pa-
tricia Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J. Dean,
1653 Latham; boy, Jesse James
Jr.
Oct. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Moore, 2233 Stovall; girl, Laz-D. WARNER BROWNING ette Fay.
NM and Mrs. Tony Taylor,
2451 Wyoming; girl, Debbie
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Terrell,
273 Bkkford; girl, Machelle
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Page,
1t42 W. Davant; girl, Justine
ost
the office.
During the last Conference
meetings, he threw his sup-
port- behind Rev. Henry C.
Bunton, who was at the time
I pastor of Mt. Olive CMEchurch, and Rev. Bunton was
elected a bishop. He has since
moved to Washington, D.C. 1 nya.
The new pastor o Mt. Pis-1 • Mr. and Mrs. Elam Boyd.
gah CME church is coming to
f 
Memphis after aboat five years I
in .chattanooga He is a grad-
uate of Philander Smith col-
lege in Little Rack and is
married.
Another change involving
' Memphis included the transfer
of Rev. P. A. Hamilton from
Harris Memorial CME church
to Featherstone Chanel CME
church in North Memphis.
ALSO TRANSFERRED
-Rev. H. C. Walker, who lives
in Memphis, but who has been
pastor of Lane Tabernacle in
Jackson, Tenn., will be thel
new pastor of Harris Memorial
church.
It is expected that Mrs.
Browning will remain in
Memphis for a while after
her husband goes to Chatta-
nooga to teach at Florida St.
Elementary school. She has
two daughters who are also
employed in the local sch ol
system.
DEFENDER
LE KR HIGH'S QUEEN for the 1962-63 years was crowned
last week In a coronation ceremony which preceded the
school's homecoming Day Activities. From left are Misses
Marion Roberson, Norma Taylor, seated on her throne; and
Rosetta MsKinnei, all seniors at the senora. iPhoto by
John Wesley)
Leaders(,....ed From Page 11 ‘Miss Owen' In
of LeMoyne college, favors
consolidation. He urges all to
vote for it because "the present
commission form of govern-
ment is inadequate for a com-
munity the size of Memphis.
"It tends to accentuate and
highlight differences of opin-
ions and viewpoints among of-
ficials," he .claimed,
MY- Commissioner William
Farris, who made a bid for the
governor's seat In the Demo-
cratic primary, said, "I am
supporting the charter for con-
solidation of government for
Memphis and Shelby County
because I believe it is an im-
provement over the existing
form of government.
"Under the proposed charter,
the mayor and his commission-
ers have the responsibility of
providing services in a coordi-
nated manner without prefer-
ence to any particular function
of the government.
REPRESENT ALL
"The legislative council will
be representative of all the
people, and offers a separation
of administrative departments
of government. Checks and
balances between the t w o
functions of government will
be instituted under the new
charter," he explained.
B. G. Olive, Jr., secretary of
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany, says he believes that any
fair-minded person who takes
lima to read the proposed
charter will vote for it.
T h e insurance executive
said he had talked to a num-
ber of people - some who had
read it and some who had not
-and those who were most op-
posed to it were very frank in
admitting they had not become
informed about it and did not
know what it would accomp-
lish.
"I sincerely believe that if
the citizens of Memphis arld
Shelby County would take
time to read and understand
the proposed charter there
would be no question abut,
them voting for it," he said.
Rev. J. A. McDaniel, of the
Memphis Urban League said,
"Memphis and Shelby County
will be called upon to make
one of the most serious decis-
ions, perhaps in their history,
when the citizens vote upon
the preposed change of govern-
ment.
Walker
(Continued From Page 1)
authority to do a good job.
"Careful study of the Char-
ter shows that the mayor does
not have too much power. Is
there confusion of proper au-
thority with feelings toward
an individual," asked Walker.
"This is not a sound 'bah
for a decision about a form of
government. The ballot box is
the place to answer such
questiot
$189"
1497 Kansas, Apt. 2; girl, Bar-
bara Lareta.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Young
274 Henry: boy, Tony Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Doss,
1321 Empire; girl, Tonya De-
nise.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Johnson.
890 S. Fourth; boy, Fredrick
Anthony.
QUALITY
FURNITURE CO. ,
1294 So. Lauderdale WM 8-3378
_ 
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Model 55C31F
A lovely French, Provincial SYLVANIA Stereo High
Fidelity console. Two 6' i" bass speakers, two 4"
tweeters. Automatic 4-speed record changer inter-
mixes, shuts off automatically. Ceramic dual channel
cartridge, dual sapphire styli. Cherry veneer cabinet.
Available with AM/FM tuncr.
, Dinish Walnut Also.
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
Reg. Retail Price $2111.15
No Monday Down S1.99 per week
4-Room Special
I pc. Living Rome Suite All FOR7 pc. Bedroom Suite
5 pc. Dinette set 
S199"Refrigerator & Stove
All You N••d Is $1.99 A Week.
Students Elect
Campus Poll
Miss Willie Frank Taylor, a
1961 graduate of Mitchell Road
High school, was elected to
reign as "Miss Owen College"
1962-63 by the student body
during an election held at the
school on last. Friday.
Miss Daisy, Hodges 'was
named sophomore attendant
and Miss Ethel Criss was se-
lected freshman attendant to
the queen.
Election results were an-
nounced at the "Witch" so-
cial at the school last Friday
night.
"After prayerful considera-
tion and serious study of the
charter. I wholeheartedly sup-
port and endorse its provis-
ions for more' progressive gov-
ernment.
"Under the charter, more
rood men will become involved
in government rather than a
few. I believe in the honesty
and integrity of the leadership
of the business and profession-
al men who support this chart-
er.
"I believe that they are
solely concerned about the
common good of all citizens in
the city and county without
being concerned for either po-
sit inn or power.
"I do .not believe that there
are any:provisions...in the (Aar,
ter that will work any hard-
ship or lesian the power of the
;allot cif Wriv'minority group
in the city and county. I
rather believe that under the
charter, minorities have a bet-
ter chance of representation in
a. council of 12 men rather than
a commission of five men.
"I believe that education can
e improved. Equality of edu-
cation for-both rural and city
hildren must be provided as
well as the equality of salaries
or teachers which can be
achieved under the charter. I
also believe that lost industry
can be -reelaimed and further.
new industry induced to come
here: for without full employ-
ment a large segment of our
largest minority stands to suf-
fer first arid most from lack of
job opportunities.
"Finally. I trust the wisdom
of the charter commission for
presenting their document
which is an instrument for
good government, second only
to the Constitution of the
United Stntec."
GRANT'S
BLOCKBUSTER
SUBURBAN SHEER
...WITH SEAMS
FULL FASHIONED
27tpr.
Nylons for every day
wear with extra 'alumina
for the woman,' 911 the go'
all day. In siziailt toll.
W.T.Grant
Co.
DOWNTOWN STORE
Charter
(Continued Fran Page 1)
Trustee does appear in the
statement of county revenues.
some counties in Tennessee,
including Shelby, have in the
past treated commissions paid
to the County Trustee as a re-
duction of the revenue against
which they are calculated. We
do not consider this procedure
correct, since it results in an
understatement of the reve-
nues actually received. The
total revenues and expendi-
tures of Shelby County last
year were, in this light, both
understated by $452,203.07, the
amount of the trustee's com-
missions deducted."
136' AUDIT
"In view of the preceding
discussion (which cites many
detailed examples in the re-
port), it is not surprising that
the County's annual report is
a strange and wonderful docu-
ment. In fact, it defies anal-
ysis. Even the experienced
staff of the State Comptroller
after days of intensive study
of the County's 1961 audit re-
port found it impossible to de-
termine with any degree of
precision the revenues and eX-
oenditures of Shelby County
for that year," continued the
report.
In comparison to the pres-
ent confusing and inadequate
accounting and fiscal manage-
ment procedures, the report
providea the following com-
ments about the procedures re-
quired in the Charter for Con-
solidation:
"The proposed charter wise-
ly provides for the centraliza-
tion of all accounting systems
necessary for the Consoli-
dated Government under the
supervision of the Comptrol-
ler. The accounts are to be
kept 'in accordance With gen-
erally recognized accounting
principles and procedures.'
The Comptroller, moreover, is
charged with the duty of
'keeping accounting records for
and exercising financial and
budgeting control' over all
sATUTWAY, NOVEMBER 3. Hhir,
expenditures of the Consoli-
dated Government in accord-
ance with appropriations made
by the Council, e xce p t the
Memphis Light, Gas and Wat-
er Division; the Memphis
Housing Authority; and such
other boards and commissions
as may be specifically exempt
ed by the Council.
VERY DESIRABLE
"Adherence with these pro-
visions will, in our opinion, re-
quire a complete overhauling
of the accounting methods now
prevalent in the County Gov-
ernment and some changes in
the accounting procedures em-
employed by the City of Mem-
phis. Along with the other
necessary changes, will be the
consolidation of major ac-
counting activities into one de-
partment. Subsidiary records
will need to be maintained as
may appear desirable to the
Comptroller.
"Such changes, we think,
are very desirable, and would
constitute one of the benefits
of the proposed Consolidated
Government. T h e preparation
and presentation of financial
data in the proper form as
suggested above will have at
east four desirable effects:
1. It will facilitate the ac-
cumulating, processing, a n d
presentation of financial data.
2. It will make financial re-
ports meaningful and under-
standable to interested citi-
zens and taxpayers.
3. It will provide an efficient
working tool for those charg-
ed with the administration of
the several departments and
activities of the Consolidated
MRS. VELMA u. MeLEMORS1'
associate professor of EnslisS"
and In her nineteenth year sc.,
LeMoyne college, was surprise'
at a belated birthday party and
"This Is Your Life" program*
sponsored by members of thilar
English club. She received fl1ft4.4.,
flowers and an album eontaiii7r
tag testimonials. Mrs. MO.S-;
Lemere is the wife of Theodora,
R. McLemore, a member of Si*.
LeMoyne board et trustees.
Government.
4. It will speed up and simV
Oily the work of the auditor.;
He can do his work at less',
cost."
Proponents for the charter,
predict that the charter will,
receive a majority vote bods.
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THE M4IIN STREET DEM-
OtRATIOP HEADQUARTERS
— taisapparently — is an an-
at —, as far as certain
1o 
I politicians are concern-
- ' !Ito claimed to have be-t
e very conspicious by
absence. Questions are
asked about their fail-
to visit the headquarters.
AN AGE OLD BARRIER
tuenbled with resounding
ttnder last Monday nighten Congressman Clifford
Dtvis addressed members of
t e Shelby County .Demoera-
club at the UAW Union
Doesn't the good reverend
know that people who go
around striking others usually
end up in jail?' Distinguished
guest only reminded him of
his pay-off. He was most dis-
turbed. This is when the
drama unfolded.
The minister, chairman of
a feuding political organiza-
tion, which needs to consoli-
date itself, rose with tears in
his eyes to defend his good
name with physical violence.
We wonder what shook him
up?
T h e present insurance
1 on Walker Ave. Davis agent, super salesman, wheel-
pr ised some of the club mem-
rs and paid backhand com-
pliments to others. He said of
flank Kilpatrick, "he is one
or my good local represents-
tates." Of Rev. Alexander
Gladney, president of the club
Davis said he has indicated
several times that he would
like to be on my side, but evil
forces got to him." Davis said
of Russell Sugarmon, Jr., "we
haven't always seen eye-to-
eye on all issues but we are
both good Democrats." That
was the first time Davis had
addressed the club in many-
rotrioons because — as he put
it '‘- "t h e y (club members)
w-ould not invite to speak."
A HAUNTING QUESTION
Is — why did all of the top
officers in the Bluff City
Teachers Association resign
etem their posts in the mid-of the term and have the
several pieces picked-up by
Nat. D. Willliams whom they
president . to complete the in-
terim terrn which will run
through May? Williams, who
has been ,publicly accused of
being an "Uncle Tom," is not
necessarilm recognized for his
leadership abilities — nor
does this particular group
have any yen for him.
"I ORDERED CHICKEN
NOODLE SOUP," complained
Fredrrc E. Letcher "not chick-
en feathers." We will not say
where Letcher registered the
complaint about tinding fea-
thers in 1 his chicken. soup.
However, we will' say that
"Melvin Bond attempted to
convince the man that feath-
i s are not neoassarily feathertithat they can be noodles.t
ord-io Tampp lof the Blf-
M restaurant. Letcher burst
out in wild laughter despite
the fact that its was a humor-
ous situation. Feathers do
tickle — you know.
Had the sophisticated and
dignified etzti-Charter element
been present at the meeting
In Woodstock Training School
Friday night, they might have
been embarrassed to tears.
We refer to the ranting and
raving insurance agent and
the antiquated preacher who
conducted himself most unbe
coming for a minister.
The real estate man told
pro-Charter members, "Go
home, you Uncle Toms," but
when the preacher offered to
whip one distinguished guest,
that was the last straw.
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALS
• Save Up To 10%
• No Down Payment
I Up to 21 Months to Pay
FREE ESTIMATE, Materials
Shown In Your Horn•
ESTOILE'S
UPHOLSTERY
2563 Poplar
Ph FA 7-0744
•
•
WINDOW GUARDS
$3 Ea. Installed
TYPES OIN•kIENTAL 1104
• Alter•tourrt Door,
• Al.on,uro St•••fti
CASH IRON CO.
FA 3-7212
2687 YALE
Buy Your 1963
CARS DR
USED CARS
From Us
1.4 a.rJ SO
k '
HULL DOBBS
NEW FORD
One year $6.00 Six
I TO
er and dealer, known for his
loud stomping and yelling
orations, might be due for a
good inking-up by this publi-
cation. The research on him
would stink to high heaven.
Ad Man Speaks On The
UN's Role At LeMoyne
James Draper, president of
Draper-Swearingen Advertis-
ing Agency and an expert on
the United Nations, addressed
la general asembly Thursday
morning at LeMoyne college.
He discussed "The Important
Role of the United Nations in
Relation to the March of
Events in Our Time."
DEVII:NIXER
CREATIVE HOMEMAKERS A new area In home economies,
the creative arts. has been introduced to the home econom-
ics class at the Shelby County Training School at Woodstock,
land this week various items were placed on display by the
class. Here are seen members of the junior class with items
they made which were Judged the best in that category.
From left are Mrs. Imogene Hill, assistant principal; Mrs.
,
Air
111 11111111111
Alma H. Bacon. home economics teacher; Shirley Clark, hats
for mother and daughter; Billie Barnett, doll manicuring
set; Rosa Dean Harris, vase; Margaret Taylor, picture cre-
ated with dyed rice; Harris Porte, table cloth end napkins;
Christanna Williamson, planter; Catharyn Thomas, piggy
bank; Beatrice Mason, stenciled table cloth: and Cynthia
Malone. smocked pillow.
Woodstock Girls Add Art To Homemaking
Today's society is demand-
ing greater efficiency from
the homemaker. In keeping
with the demand, the junior
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
months 83.50
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
I Street Address
City
Zone No 
Stain 
RADIO & T. V. REPAIRS
AUTO RADIO REPAIRS WHILE YOU WAIT
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
HENRY'S ELECTRIC SERVICE
1747 Castello WH6-4349
home economics class of Shel-
by County Training school at
Woodstock has added a new
area to homemaking.
Under the supervision of
Mrs. Alma H. Bacon, the class
has been introduced to the
creative arts phase of home
economics. It is based on cre-
ative efforts involving origi-
nal thought, imagination and
personal interpretation.
Each student in the class was
asked to produce some item
with an original design as a
part of the project.
Students utilized many
items which would ordinarily
be thrown away. Beautiful
vases and planters have been
made from discarded plastic
bottles.
The fad in home beautifica-
tion is decorative pillows made
of bright colored corduroy.'
satin and velvet material, and
many of them were made by
the class.
Winners were determined in
the various categories by the
number of votes cast by fresh-
men, sophomores, juniors and
seniors in home economics.
Taking first place in the all-
around exhibit was Shirley
Clark, whose prize items were
a mother-daughter hat set.
Other winners were Billie
Barnett with a doll manicur-
ing set, Rosa Harris with a
vase; Margaret Taylor with a
picture made from dyed rice,
and Harrie Peete with a table
cloth and napkin set.
Also Christanna William-
son, a planter; Catharyn,
Thomas, piggy bank; Beatrice
Mason, stenciled table cloth;
GO BY BUS-
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
"GOOD CLOTHES
OPEN ALL DOORS"
NATURAL SHOULDER
VESTED SUIT
WITH PLAIN FRONT
TROUSERS
$35 to s125
Trousers
$695 to s29"
Sport Coats
S2495 to '75"
Free Parking
In Rear Of
Store
228 South Main St.
Manhattan Shirts—Mallory Hats
and Cynthia Malone, a smock-
ed pillow.
Some 23 girls entered the
contest. R. J. Roddy is prin-
cipal of the school.
LeMoyne Family
Rolls Up Sleeves
Work that would have cost
hundreds of dollars was done
free on LeMoyne's campus
by students, faculty members
and administration officers
during the college's third an-
nual Work Day.
Elizabeth Ann Lacy, a sen-
ior of 56 West Waldorf, served
as chairman of the event
which is sponsored by the
Student Council. Work includ-
ed moving magazines from the
old library to the new libra-
ry building and painting and
redecorating the arts class-
room
THE BIG "M"
Phone S23-1274.-Heleetnes You
STEAKS -.CHOPS - CHICKEN
AND SEAFOOD
OUR SPECIALTY
M. &MO. Wrog..ISS S. Wellington
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NAACP Asks JFK To Prpthet
IMiss. Integration Leaders
WASHINGTON — President
Kennedy was urged this week
to invoke all steins at his dis-
posal to protect life, limb and
property of Negro integration
leaders in Mississippi.
The appeal came from Bish-
op Stephen Gill Spottswood,
chairman of the NAACP board
of directors, who cited the
bombing of the home of Dr.
J. L. Allen, of Columbus, vice
chairman of the Mississippi
State Advisory Committee to
the U. S. Commision on Civil
Rights.
Bishop Spottswood's letter.
dated Oct. 17, also cited bomb-
ings of the properties of Dr.
Gilbert Mason and Dr. Felix
Dunn, NAACP leaders in Bil-
oxi and Gulfport, respectively,
and the firing upon of Negro
homes in Leake County.
TELEPHONE THREATS
The "frequency and inten-
sity of telephoned threats
have greatly heightened,"
President Kennedy was ad-
vised.
"We respectfully urge," the
NAACP official continued,
"that the U. S. Government
invoke every means at its dis-
posal to ensure the safety of
those now, or likely in the fu-
ture to be, exposed to repri-
sals by reason of their activ-
ity in behalf of racial justice.
"It is conceivable in this
connection that the reaction
throughout the state might be
such that only the broad dis-
persal of federal forces would
suffice to provide effective
assurance
"Unhappy though such an
action would be, we believe
it would be thoroughly justi-
fied should the circumstanciliA
we fear actually materialize,"V.
Bishop Spottswood added. '
Jim Crow Fading Front'
Okla. Public Places
OKLAHOMA CITY — More
and more public places are sari
tending service to Negroid
throughout the state of 
th 
Okl%
home, NAACP Sou west fie 
secretary U. S Tate has mi.-,
ported..
In September Tate and Jaietz
Simmons, Jr.. of Oklahorieks
City held a conference wSky
Oklahoma Gov. J. H. Edmond-
son concerning service to Nino
gross in hotels and placed
which serve food.
S) Complete Fountain
4c., SERVICE Cosmetics
Y.. wont
Jewelry
550 %VANCE
Fast
Free
Delivery
Pho IA 6.8112 IA 6-9120
PHARMACY
Cot a cold? 666 cold medicine will
NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS-f
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because "it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular" too.
Than are 5 major symptoms of •
cold: stuffineee, itchiness, fever,
constipation, and general "sick-
feeling." 666, the time-tested and
proven cold medicine, lights all 5.
No "one-ingredient" product can
do this. 666 was mode especially
for colds.. and only for colds. It
really works!
The fait decongestant action of
666 works through the blood
stream...reaching places where
nose drops and sprays can't pos-
'Ably mech. Its gentle laxative ac-
tion keeps you "regular" during
this critical time. The uneewilled..0
effectiveness of 666 has been
proven to thousands of users.
When you ham a cold, taim
666, and ses what real relief can be
like. Satisfaction guaranteed
or your money beck. At all dreg
counters, only 490. If you prefer
tablets, take 666 cold tablets...
same fast relief. Convenient and
economicol, too.
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ONE LEVER • ONE PARTY • ONE STATE
ONE VOTE 101 DEMOCRATIC
Lxi FRANK CLEMENT 5,1 CLIFFORD DAVIS
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STATE° SENATE.
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THOMAS H. TODD, JR.
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JAMES B. MITCHELL
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_
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Political Alt. Paid for by Shelby County Democratic Executive Committee
"And ISS Is. reasoned of
kic• righteousness. temperance,
•nd judgment to come. Felix
sw.•
tu, trembled and answered, 'Go
• do, way for this time; when
- 
have • convenient season, I
111. will call for thee.' "Act 24:25 ed upon the number of con-
Mr."POSTPONEMENTS veniences we can acquire.
No one can think of or look
,:. • Not only is this true in the
ut.at the life of Felix without world of materialism but it is
.„.„pasuming some kinship. In spite 
equally true in our moral and
,of all the sound and logical rea- spiritual outlook on life. Each
.....  awing presented to many of one with whom I come in con-
„, Us. we still get great enjoyment tact is fully aware that we
• ,out of leanng things off to a should do something — some-later date. Paul spent much thing tangible — somethingtime with Felix trying tb get drastic in our thinking and
...„. him to accept the seriousness dealing with men but in most
of the occasion,
cases we have chosen to put itC u r r e n t world conditions off like Felix until tomorrow.
.1./ point to the fact that in far
This idea of constantly nut-ters Many instances we have iLnur.satisfied ourselves merely to ting off has n our day and time
tw..:ptit Off that which should de- made for the breakdown .1'nfamily life, the rise of juvenile
„ bland our immediate attention.
lir' No doubt deep within himself
, • Felix knew what Paul was
Saying was what he needed to
.” heed.
• 1 Day by day we hear advice
that we need to heed. Day by
— day we fail to heed this advice.
Apparently deep within our-
selves we feel we are doing
{.1* someone a favor by heeding ad-.
'vice that will make not only
our lives but all the lives withth e..
which we come in contact far
richer.
DAY OF CONVENIENCE
.k.'Today we think in terms of
convenience. Materially we
• have come further in the last
' few years than ever before in
history. But with all of this
advance we still reach out and
Tong for even greater ones.
We have come a long way
from the ox-cart, the horses,
- First Baptist Church
' To Observe Laymen's
Day, This Sunday
serve Laymen's Day 1-18
When Laymen's Sunday is
, observed at First Baptist
Church, 2849 Broad ave., the
featured sermon is expected
to be delivered by Rev. E. W
Williamson, pastor of Olivet
Baptist church, at 3 p.m. Sun-
day, Nov. 4.
Following a series of church
-a, activities, various auxiliaries
are sponsoring leading pastors
.,ft. during a 3 p.m. program Sun-
• day, Nov. 11. Engaged have
- z5 been Rev. Samuel H. Herring,
UC pastor of St. Paul Baptist
sa., church; and Rev. Eugene
ler of Early Grove Baptist
Church on Lester st, will
• speak at 8 p.m.
sr:: The public is invited to at-
e", tend. Rev. H. C. Cherry is
pastor of First Baptist church.
4th Regional Ushers
Conference Here
The National United Church
Ushers of America Inc., will
hold its fourth Southern Reg-
ional conference here on Sat-
urday, Nov. 3. The meeting is
slated to be held at the Mount
Zion Baptist church. 1427 Main
st.. Rev. L. D. Sanders, pastor.
The theme of the conference
is Building A Spiritual Force
to Match the Military Powers
of the World. A panel discus-
sion will be held at 3 p.m., on
"Is Our Present Rate of Dues
Sufficient to Carry the Finan-
cial Obligations to Our Na-
tional Convention?" Panelists
are James Chapman, Willie
Lacey. R. E. Harshaw, Lula
• Mae Woodard and L. B. Davis.
The program will be high-
lighted with a banquet at
8 p.m. Jetsie---4ishop, toast-
•.master; Robert Allen, director
a and R. E. Harshaw, jr., state
president.
Ant.
cdl
NEED
CASH!
144,
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
The,. Is s r  why people
lik• to do bush.ess with us. Yew,
two, will Ilk• err courteous Moat-
merit end dealt* to help yew.
"Open Therstioy end friday
Nights Until 8:00 P.M.
Seturdeve 11,00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Howe Owned - Nemo Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We Ilk* to say yes to y•ur
I..., nieta•st"
Examined end Supervised by
9he State Department of
Iesuranee end Bonkins.
LOCATIONS
III L Main, JA 1-1511
(12 Mallsea, JA 14811
participation in things that IN MEMORY OF —
have wrecked us physically and MR. AND MRS.
morally. °Dimes when we are WILLIAM B. WOLFE
warned we lull ourselves to "Forgive my grief for one
sleep .thinking that tomorrow removed, thy creature, whom
we will be able to change. I found so fair. I trust he
POWER-CRAZY lives in The*, and there, I
How tragic it will be to wake find him worthier to be loved."
up one day to learn we are so —Tennyson
in grips of evil forces that we November is the eleventh
can not turn back and start month of the year. "Novem"
anew. A prejudiced person does is the Latin word for "nine."
not become prejudiced over In the Roman calendar, No-
night; a greedy person does vember was the ninth month.
not become greedy over night; July was named for Julius
a power-crazy person does not Caesar, and August for Augus-
become so overnight but in tus Caesar, and so the Roman
each instance these persons get Senate offered to call the
like that when they fail to face eleventh month after Tiberius
up to the fact that little by lit- Caesar. But he modestly re-
tie we have allowed ourselves fused, saying, "What will you
to become involved in these do if you have thirteen em-
things. We realize we should perors?" Originally, there were
offer some opposition to those thirty days in November, then
things that haunt us by day twenty-nine, then thirty-one.
and by night. Paul spoke to From the time of Augustus, it
Felix in terms of righteousness, has had thirty days.
temperance, and judgment to November comes between
autumn and winter; the trees
are quite bare, and the dead
leaves on the earth have lost
the brilliant color they had in
October.
Many outdoor activities come
to a halt in November. Nature
seems to be resting after the
harvest. The crops are sorted
putting off. History has taught
individuals, groups, and na-
tions that there is little or no
virtue in putting off. As we al-
low time to elapse we also al-
low our resistance to weaken,
In the face of weakened resis-
tance we allow ourselves to
fail to live up to what is ex-
pected of us.
Fe/ix, by virtue of his posi-
tion and station in life was in
a keen position to render a real
service. Today we are in a keen
that will enable us to take aposition to render real service,
Position for that which is mostmorally and spiritually. This
meaningful to us and our fel-
, will never be achieved by de- lowman. Each one should do it
..y. When the opportunity pre- without delay. Tomorrow is
sents itself for decision
-making too late.
come.
Many of the ordeals of life
Felix later encountered never
would have happened had he
listened to Paul. In the same
token of thinking many of the
things happening today never
would have happened had we
listened to sound judgment.
Our policy has been one of avisY or have been shipped to
the city, and the farmer knows
whether he has had a success-
ful year.
Football is the outstanding
sport in November. The weath-
er is ideal for the exciting
garnets and thousands of spec-
tators do not seem to mind sit-
ting several hours in the frosty
air to watch their favorite
teams.
As we flip the calendar to
November, our minds seem n to
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
and mules. No longer do wom-
en have to stand over hot
gives and iron or wash clothes
on washing boards. Life is
stepped-up.
Our whole lives are predict-
B H
INC.
241 Vance Ave.
Memphis, Tenn c
"YOUR Comptimy Makes Wires Yee Ask For And
  Whet Yea Think Of"
TAILORS
JA 7-9320
Friendship Baptist
Church
1355 VOLLENTINE
REV. W. A. SUGGS, Pastor
SUNDAY SCHOOL 9:30 A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP 11.00 A.M.
DEVOTION
SERMON BY PASTOR
BTU.... ..... 6:00 P.M.
EVENING SERVICES 7:30 P.M.
NEW SALEM
Missionary Baptist Church
REV. WILLIE G. WILLIAMS, PASTOR
955 S. 4th St.
9:45  Sunday School
1100 LAI  Morning Worship
Devotion Sermon Delivered By The Pastor
BTU 6:00 P M
Room For Small Children
)Evening Service t  8.00 P
The Owen Collet* 41=W
Association will sponsor a Ba-
by Context on Sunday, 'Dec..
16, at 310 p.m in the College
Auditorium.
Friends and members will
enter babies up to five years
old in the contest which will
name a King and Queen for
the boy and girl entrant with
the most vote s. All babies
will be given prises.
Greater New Salem
Honors Its Pastor
The third anniversary of
Rev. and Mrs. G. B. Brown
as pastor and first lady of
Greater New Salem Baptist
church was celebrated Oct. 24,
28 and 28. A number of
preachers were on hand to
participate.
Officiating on the program
were Rev. L. L. Love, Friend-
ship Baptist; Rev. R. W. Tay-
lor, Zion Hill Baptist; Rev. W.
E. Ragsdale, Emmanuel Bap-
tist; Rev. E. W. Williamson,
Olivet Baptist.
And Revs. J. H. Patton, Sec-
ond Baptist; L. A. McCargo,
Salem Gilfield, and J. W. West,
Greater Moriah.
BUFFINGTON TAILORING CO.
SPEGIALI SPECIAL! SPECIAL!
THIS WEEK'S PANTS SPECIAL AT PRICES YOU CAN
AFFORD. IF OUR PRICES DO NOT SAVE YOU MONEY.
THEN WE DO NOT WANT THE BUSINESS. STOP IN AND
SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION.
ill BEAU AVENUE
8:6
STAR
delinquency, crime, illnesses
P
4.$1
WOMAN'S DAY was a big 511411:411111 at the Suns-
Deerfield Baptiet church recently, and her.
the Immo responsible for it at the ekareh at
15511 Britton beam proudly. Seen after a Fel-
lowship Boer which feted septains raising
the highest amounts for the day are from
left, front row, Mn, Joule Billiard and Mrs.
Evelyn Richardson. On seemed row, same or-
der, are Mies Berdie Thomas Mrs. Lucille Joy-
ner, general chairman; Mrs. Vera Lesamons,
DEFENDER SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 062
ea-okahmam Mks Peedleton, Mrs. Jewel Por-
ter. Mrs. Novelle Brookins, Mrs. Dorothy Dan-
iels and Mrs. Minnie Gray. On third row, from
left, are Mrs. Naomi Gray, morning weaker;
Mesdames Girt* Pendleton, Nary', Daniel,
who raised highest amount for the day; Thel-
ma Bailey, Zanies Malone. Negate Jones, Etta
Robinson am. Annie Davis. Mrs. N. A. Craw-
ford was groat speaker. Rev. Leon Brookins
I. pastor of the church.
LAKE VIEWING WITH GERM
will either come by her resi-
dence or call her at EX 8-3927.
• • •
Choose light colors when you
paint your basement walls. You
will obtain a maximum amountdue to leek of rest and over. .111111111MiiiiiiIIIINIIIIIIIMMINIIIIIMIsuriiiiitiiiiiiiiIIMMI1111119111111119111111111111111111111111111111111ir
'immediately flash to Thanks- of light reflection.
giving — a very special holi-
day — a religious holiday when
men and women of all faiths
give thanks for their many
blessings. It is a patriotic holi-
day as well, for our prayers
are, by their very nature, as
much for the future of this
country as they are for our fam-
ilies and ourselves.
"November woods are bare
and still;
November days are clear and
bright;
Each noon burns up the
morning's chill.
The morning's snow is gone
by night."
so.
Lakeviewites with children
as well as other interested
Memphians are sure to like the
idea of a nursery in the com-
munity. Mrs. Maurice W. Fow-
ler, an R.N., at St. Jude's who
lives at 158 Honduras Drive,
has the answers for you if you
FREEMAN FURNITURE CO.
"62 CLOSE OUT SALE"
Whit* Bed.Roorn Suite. S209.95
s - - $299.95
6 Pc. Living-Room Se .$ 1 6 9, 9 5
Was... $229.95
Pick Up Note: On "62 Motorola
Stereo.. .28.00 per ma.
Motorola et Sylvania TV's
Bargain Pric•••
Also New & Used Appliances
WH 8-2666
FREEMAN FURNITURE Co.
1940 So. Lauderdale St. -
CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS
AN Comes and Coles
Cambieations
Or Mmes./
soft*
Flit1111011 Stn.
PR/f, Comm talks
lowest Prices Available
WRITE FOR FREE (ATAI.06
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 N St., 14.1. 77 Alabama St., S.W.
, VIsslaigtea 1.0 AtiSlItI 3, Neil7lia
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
"WHIR/ SOLKS list VOL.'
GET P.tfilRiNtiAl
S/RVICI
The Proceeds
On Any
National Burial
Insurance Company
Contract
May Be Used For
Funeral Expenses
Incurred At Any
Funeral Home
And/or Mortuary
Mrs. Mary Telford, Mrs. Sa-
rah- Gray, Slim Ruth Twine,
Miss Valeria Smith Ana Kim
Ruby Mister compose the com-
mittee in charge of the con-
test.
REDEEM YOUR
COUPONS
SERIES #2
WORTH 300 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
‘11
s•,"0 • 1
DELIVERY
SERVICE
DISAP•
POINTING?
Make Yourself Happy!
Cull ORIOLE DRUGS
3
DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
Phones: WH 2-1721 WH S-925
Fel
FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
MYSTIC
SEER
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
REV. C. W. F. JEFFERSON .
Depressed Worried - Broken flisorted,
Lone/y, Ushoppy, Unnatural Feelings,
Need Les• Alonsy Proles**
• GOD CAM DO ANYTHING BUT FAIL.'
SEND DONATIONS
Wtit• 432 East 44th • Coll WA 4-0522 • Chicago $3,
Get your NEW Qualify Stamps Gift Book FREE!
72 Pages of Beautiful Gifts in Vivid color to satis-
fy your needs for home and family!
For Quality Gifts
Anytime Of The Year
consult your
Quality Stamps
Gift Catalog!
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MANASSAS HIGH NEWS
Ilk By CODY SMITH are in love. Irene Barber could
capture a certain senior's
a-• Hi! Guys end dolls. These
Are your guest reporters Donna 
heart.
BIG TIME SENIORS
.,4 Clemons and Evon Brown, Barbara Malone, Iren Barber,
''" 'bringing you the news around Wilma Parker. Ava Hurd, Ma-
th. Big "M". rie Kirk. Juanita Branch, Ber-
Monday we had a swinging nice Johnson, Lillie Balton.
, dance in the gym. It was soon- Mettle Davis, Gwendolyn Se-
e:- ord by the Future Teachers
- Ur. R. J. Kelly, a 
teachero 
word, Gloria. Moore, Lawaret
America. The guest dee jay Wright, Charlie Davis, Charles
Powells, Sam Delk, Harold
' it Misnames and a former dee
OeY on WLOK. 
The 
Cooper, Robert Rivers, Jesse
. i' officers of the E.T.A. 
Jackson, William Harris, Rod-
erick Diggs, Alvin Currie.
*re; Robert Owens, Lewis Bing-
President - Claudia Walton; ham, and Buster Townsend.
Vice President - Betty Buford; TOP JUNIORSSecretary - Shirkey Purnell; Lprenzo Childress. Marvin
Assistant Secretary - Doris Bledsoe, Lenon Coleman, Jo-
r'eGamman; Treasurer - Eleanor seph Flagg, Charles Diggs,
• Houston; Business Manager - Wesley Mitchell, Barbara Bun-
t Carita Harrison' Parliamenta- can, Phyllis Atwater, Cartia
tat .- Zhn
VIIR' Walker,in;SeCht. 81); Harrison, Brenda Rice. M
elba
Watson, and Carol Wilson.
7 Arms - Anita Coburn. TOP SOPHOMORES
HAVE YOU HEARD THAT Elsie Porter, Commersine
. Joe Duckett has majored in Clemons, Carmella Guy, Jack-
hall walking. Willie C. Owens ie Claybon, Maxine Seaborn,
is a young Cassanoya. Adell Richard Simpson, La r r y
! ...Smith is out to capture some Shores, Reuben Hall, and Ga-
.. !girl's heart. Morris Webb came rid l Balfour.
- ever to Manassas to check on CAMPUS PERSONALITIES
-Lutesha Wyett. Melba Watson Betty King, Leola Tucker,
l'-'as 1414 a claim on Ronald Doris Grammon, Betty Bu-
s _Aster (B.T.W.). Eugene Lee ford, Beverly Hooks, Eleanor
: Isis eyes for a certain junior Houston, Margaret Newmon,
‘, girl. Ophelia Rainey. hes gone Charles Branham, Willie Kel-
i on a diet for Leon Hurd. Max- lit, Catherine Bailey, James
: me Curry has eyes for Law- Smith, Patricia Griffin, Milton
( rence H111. Avar Hurd said, Brooks, James Walker, La-
• "the strongest natural disaster vern Curtis, Quincy Morris,
( is a lady." Lavern Bonner's Lorne Williams, Mae Donel-
`, mind is at Morehouse. Bobbie son, and Calvin Cleaves.
...-Agness and Roy Jones are a DEDICATIONSi
: strong twosome. Minnie Walk- Jesse Johnson to Margaret
• or and Thurman Reddick are Hankins - "Darling."
--light. The Personette Social Sam McDowell to Virginia
Club is giving a swinging Knight - "Gee Baby."
411 dance. Eddie Mae Springfield Hazel Hollins to Willie M.has gone crazy over C. S. or Watton - "Stop the Music."
.t W. D. Norma Lofties goes William Richardson to Joyce
t with .Billy Moore (A.M.N.). Carney - "Bring It On Home
. WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF To Me."
Thelma Phillips would sud- Gerald Thomas to Adnan
! denly lose her voice. (I won- Sown - "I Can't Take It."
i. der) The N. D. C. C. Sponsors Patricia Scurlock to Charles
; finally learned to march?" Ford - "Do You Love Me."
• Mary Campbell and Abraham Don Cook to Naomi Nevels
Campbell weren't so close - "Try A Little Tenderness."
; (Bishop) De Fraces could bowl Personettes Social Club -
' 200. Yvonne Griffin wasn't so 'Party Lights," and "What
t. ladylike. Certain girls would Time Is It."
give the boys time to ask for Jackie Smith - -Looking For
i a chance. Pastoria D el kA Love."
I wouldn't go around spilling TOP COUPLES
; tother people's business. Claud- Robert Mitchell and Marga-
. is Walton wasn't so brainy. ret Atkins; Iva Jackson and
Verdia Foster wasn't so fond Chester Taylor; Frankie Mat-
of Henry Montgomery. (How- thews and Wardell Allen;
, ard) Lora Mee Taylor and Claudine Cooper and Albert
Z Vernon Hatch found out they Buford; Rosie Miles and Roy
• weren't meant for each other. I iwis; Willie C. Owens and
Up Ilifeletke Walsh would choose his Shirley Purnell; Willie Conley
' one and only.' Mine Kirk 'and and Delores Cleaves Mary
! ' David Coleman , realized they liorris and John Collins.
DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP
Hamilton MO School
By ROSIE TABOR
, TTaonhoed . r 
MYRTLEmighty Hamilton 
IN  T
HA  ENiCAIINRii" Wild- 
Wryanitc 1 enBhoe HI algraoanIndriethesaaswnei.athspeLmar-and.
By FLORA FLEMING and iverly Hopson; Miss Freshman, oer Goodman and has club,
WILLIAM FLEMING Henrietta Smith, escorted by cats shattered the Thunder- President Elizabeth Hall. Adell
HOMECOMING McArthur Henderson; Miss bolts, 31-12. The Thunderbolts
Douglass held its annual Junior High, Mary Owens. es- scored first During the second Srimelairth ee, How a 
certain
about that Barbaraiat°-
homecoming activities last corted by John Davis: Foot- quarter a pass was made from Tabor? Madeline Curry has a
week, which commenced with ball Queen, Beverly Braswell, Lallon Boyce to Theodore Pie_ mad crush on Larry..Johnson
the Coronation and Corona- escorted by William Fleming; kett on the goal line, then or James Elmore. Rebecca Hill
tion Ball and climaxed with Miss NDCC, Flora Fleming, another tuuclidown was made goes with David Lewis. Pres-
he homecoming football game. escorted by Harvey Tharp. by C a r r 0 I I. Ile also scored ton Payton and Uriah MeGhee
The Coronation ceremonies The ceremony was reenacted twice during the third quar- is in theaswing of things. Flody
and ball were held Wednesday Thursday morning in the ter. Last and final score came Burge is handsome. Delo Wat-
night in the Douglass High Douglass High auditorium, in the fourth quarter by Lar. kins and Albert Gray (BTW).
gymnasium. We salute "Mr. Douglass" ry Dailey, and t Ii en Boyce TRIBUTE
Miss Kathryn Elizabeth and "Miss Douglass" and the made pass to Dailey. We feel Hamilton's student body is
Smith was crowned -Miss entire Royal Court. that this game proves who de- very proud of Dorothy James,
Douglass" for the school year The homecoming parade serves the blue and white "We our Teenage Page reporter,
1962-63. She is the daughter was held at 1:00 p.m. Thurs. Love You Boys." who was d is c j o eke y on
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. day. It proceeded to Willis at., WE ASSEMBLE WLOK. Keep up t h e 
good 
tical science and minor in bi-
where he will major in poll-
Smith, 2164 Clayton ave. She Chelsea ave., Warlord at.. and The Hamilton faculty and work. Dorothy. From the stu-
is president of the Daughters Mt. Olive ave. student body assembled for dent body to you. "A Twenty- 
ology.
of Douglass, feature editor of The homecoming football two kispiring programs during One Gun Salute" 
So hats off to a young man
the Maroonette, an, NDCC game was played Thursday our activity period last week. CAMPUS GOSSIP 
who is determined to get all
sponsor, and a member of the night at Melrose stadium. It The first session of the pro- 1. Lena Richmond is foxy. 
he can of this life.
NOTE FROM THE WRITER
student council and senior ended in a tragedy with the gram was the installation of 2. Dorothy Lewis talks about D. "Heartbreaker" J. why do
band. She is an active member Devils being snowed under the Hi-Y boys. The speaker one subject in the male field, you want to be so bold?
of Macedonia Baptist church, by the Carver Cobras, 25-7. was Mr. Kenneth Whalum. Thomas Walton. 3. Deola Wat- 
 I
don't think even you know
Sterling Thompson is "Mr. DID YOU KNOW His subject was, "At the Cross- kins is called Bow-Bow in our 
Douglass." He is the son of The MONELLY men are the roads," which was very in- 
the answer to that. Just for
law class. 4. Eyvonne Cole- clarification, I go with the
Rev. and Mrs. H. J. Thomp. life of the band. spiring. President, James Rob- man is still captain of a cer- one that cares for me and the
son, 1452 Britton st. He is a Ida Pete was seen with inson; vice president. Robert tam n Shipp. 4. Lee Ann Coop-
member of the Royal Gents Charles Brown. Wells, Instructor, Rev. Scuggs. er has the power where Arch- 
one I care for. Need I call any
and Schola Cantorium. He is Gloria Knox has her eye The next half of the pro- 
names? You messed up your
ie S c r u g g s is concerned. 6.
a member of Macedonia Bap- on a certain senior, 
own chances remember? So
tist church. 
gram was the installation of
Harvey Tharp is looking for the Art Club. Speaking 
.„_. Dennis James studies Barbara
""'* Knight in the study hall, 
from here on out forget me
SOCIALITES 
as I have forgotten you. Ok ...
The remaining court includ- a love. • Mr. Boyce, a native of Arkan-
ed the following: Attendants Joshua "Mickey" Ware has OM 
Ok.
to Miss Douglass, Florin* Ave- a fan club, but he won't have The purpose of his speech was DOLLS 
IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT
ry and Maxine Bernard; first It long, for the season is al- to promote good taste in art. 1. Lena Richmond 
Popularity Isn't for . Mary
alternate, Graice LeeVila Mar- most over. President-Elroy Carter. 9. Dorothy James 
Lynn Morris ... Joseph Young.
dy, escorted by James Parker; James "Pick" Branch is aft- We would like for the prin- 3. Doris Rowe
favors (you're mighty right)
second alternate, Alva A. Criv- er all the girls. 
. . . Iris Corporal has a new
cipal and faculty to know we 4. Lora Greene
ens, escorted by Nathaniel James Parker has been call- really enjoyed and profited 5. Ann Buford body in th
e Lay-Away . . .???
Guinn; third alternate, Lois ing Lydia Campbell (Melrose). from these fine programs. 6. Carole Jones, L. Cooper 
should be a businessman so he
Williams, escorted by Ernest Make it easy on yourself, *STRANGE AS IT SEEMS" 7. Julie Sevile 
can learn how to take care
Ellis; Miss Senior, Bonnie James. Matthew Dandridge has an (I. Patricia Hooks 
of business ... Bonnie Collins
Jean Kind, escorted by Sher- Jacques Tate wasn't alone at admirer in his home room. 9. Carla 
Allen will and can burn (in more
man Yates; Miss Junior, Glor- the coronation ball. 
ways than one) . . . Oscar
Maxine Perry has discovered a 10. Dorothy Lanos
ía Price, escorted by Andrew Edith McCoy (Melrose) was new love, am I right, Emmit GENTS 
Reed is giving Bettye Agness
Hall; Miss Sophomore, Chey- admiring Mr. Douglass. Look- Madnit (Mel.) Dorothy James I. Theodore 
Pickett the gold off his shoes to put
enne Deener, escorted by Wa- out James Kincaide. is out to capture certain Thun- 2. Preston 
Payton in the vacant spaces in her
- 
derbolt. Cliveta Hoskins and 3. Earnest Batten, J. C3rpen- mouth . 
. . Lora Green was
BTW School Notes Robert Davis (R. 
D.) are get- ter
but surelyetSfaJa 4. William James 
embarrassed because she asked
Lallon Boyce for a chance and
By JOSEPH YOUNG , „. al Thompson, who is the 
ti
itingg 
toslowgethly
slowly but sure- 5. Archie Scruggs he said yes, but this still didn't
lucky fellow?
SPOTLIGHT 
ly. Maudette Brownlee can 6. Robert Davis help her 
become football
This week the radiant beams 
Julian Banks, what's wrong concentrate only on the 
sound 7. Larry Dailey queen (By the way Lee Ann
with you and Virginia Harris? of Earnest Batten's voice. Mar- 8. Ervin 
Keith Cooper tried the same thing
of the spotlight falls on a tal- 
ented young man. He is Har- 
What would happen if Barbara eine Jones has come down off 9. 
Leon Bennett on Archie Scruggs) . . . Lucy
White would stop thinking she's a certain cloud named R-A-Y. 10. Ru
fus Coleman Yates is not only referred to
old Taylor. He is the newly so much.
Ida Coburn, Julia 
 Dorothy Reed, Mattie
------ 
------ 
as the "Little One" by Lewis
elected president of the Junior 
H
Class, and a Payne, Barbara Elrod, Georg-• 
 
Hines but the "Only One" . ..
Georg-
member of 11- 
Flora Fleming, Loretta Shores.
15 class. Harold, eds. 
TEENAGE EXPRESS ' Yvonne Riley are members ofette Walker, are swinging co-
who is well 
that great society (three of
liked by many 
are a couple now. Delois and  
a kind) . . . The corner of
Ruby Jones and Robert Melia
Julius are tight, but we see 117 BRENDA MeCULLOUGH pened to D. H.? 
 
Kerr and Wilson is "TABOO"
known and
mans, is a memo- 
Maxine trying to break in, but 
for certain Bertrand girls (eh,
forget about it Maxine. Shirley 
And CAROL THOMPSON Fannie Bush, are you still
 Gi-GI?)
Washington-
quires. He is 
Gardner and isaaa Knox are HOW ABOUT THATI 
going strong for Lawrence
Kelly? 
.
tionary m e m- , 
Yvonne Riley, who has your TEENAGE PHILGEOPHY .
DIGGINGS WITH
DEE D •
By DOROTHY GRAHAM POPULARITY POLL -
and DAN HANCOCK Eunice Logan, Charles: Lo-
LIMELIGHT gun, Lars; Thelma Glesd,../ohn
This particular week hap: Edwards, Mel; Granville liar-
pens to fall on a very interest. ris, Walter Winfrey, Doug;
ing ycnmg man, WilliaM Troy Velma Renuner, Alvin Floyd,
King. He Is a senior at Father Car; Gloria Miller, Lawrence
Bertrand, a member of the Trotter, Wash: Diane kerns.
Thunder staff and he runs Ernest Bell, Bert.
track. Incidentally, he shows TID-BITS
a great deal of promise this
gar Davis
imonM
 
cAn
t 
Gulty
lewnad8 saysts Ed.year. 
He is secretary of the fabu. "Don't you worry, How about
bus "Counts" Sqcial club. that Edgar . Carolyn Jones
He ic the son of Mr. & Mrs. has been misinformed about•
Willie T. King who reside at her beauty, it's not even skin
2497 Staton ave. deep . . . Dorothy "Heart-
He is a member of St. An- breaker" James tried“to _add
thony's Catholic church. He another broken heart to hei
plans to enter St. Joseph's collection, but failed says a
College in Philadelphia, Pa., senior at FBH Eddie Vitals
now has a girl at every Khoo,
since he took on Cheryl 'Wal-
ton . . . Myrna WilliaMirand
Charles Little are trying to
reach a mutual understanding
. . Janice Hill people have
been shot for less tl.an what
you did Friday nite . Geor-
gia Garmon get hep Ernest
Battun doesn't want you.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF
Helen Prudent waar0. cute
. . . Amelia Gibson was cute
. . Lester's Ball lasted after
9:30 p.m. . . Howard Jackson
wrote Edna another letter.. . .
Kemieth Porter believed a
certain young lady wasn't
playing . . Georgia Brown's
,...rty was swinging (eh; Irene
Calloway) ... Georgia Ggt.mon
found herself?
"My Man" for Letin:
.
:and
Shirley.
"Sherry" for Willie Mae and
Robert Clark
"These Arms of Mine" from
Ernestine to Willie %nth.
TOPS ON THE CAMPUS;
James Wittney Jackson; Lois
Washington, Marlon • Green.
Willie Nesby, Bonnie Williams.
Cleauther Morris, Connielish-
cr, L. T. Jackson.
QUESTIONS
Montine, is William. Garner
the reason you dent like Bar-
bara Hughes?
Beverly, aren't you _wasting
your time on Charles?
'nen, what has happened be-
tween you and Horacel.
Ernestine, is it resift love
that you and Willie haeef
Why , is a certain. Junior
sticking ' under the teachers?
Did Y.K.W. get h7 ilow
WdoAwNnTessAhDo:nestly? 
, 
ma Snipes.
"Help me please," sa.yi
ber of the Es-
pretty tight. Earteen Milan is Why were so many 
people
bar of the Na- Harold TWO. 
It true about you-rand Nobble put in a trick at 
a certain heart? A lot of people wOuld'also a proba- ,
' 
resides with his parents, Mr. 
NOTICES
the lucky fellow? ... . - Eddie Walsh 
and YvonneCarr? Amelia Gibson who 
is Hamiltonians party?
. . 
like to know.
Alice Taylor is Out to get 
..REBLEW,ILFLOIER DAUNDNIsHII OF ciarl aCnsn: s,f,Ail.sw,iorittliiinhstihg:..AN.e 1.z reoJneiiwa,nss, m.:Icteahx
liii.
Indians, Cauca-i
il CARVER HI NEWS tional Honor Society. Harold
and Mrs. J. L. Taylor at 1949 
Wanted! A haindsome and in' 
Williams are still going strong
Myrna WU- Fred Dorseys nose! HUMAN RELATIONS
By VELMA RIMMER and Robert Evans, is it true Lapalorne. tel
ligent 
young um (experi. - how about that Donald Moss is the sweet- Got a' taste for something nese, Filipinos, Russians, Jap-
VERA MERRITT that Bobbie Thomas is your CAMPUS TALK 
ence needed) by Helen Coburn, 
liams?
different?' Perhaps a "bowl" of anese; Graecians, Polish, 'Ger-
Patricia McClellan, Mary Pet- 
Jig's really has a fan club that?)
of a club (How about
human relations will hit the mans,„ Hawaiians and YOU
Morris Webb has high hopes Sallye Bowman, did Wayne 
. Clho.) w about tlrit. president B. Why can't Glenda Mitchell spot.AS QUIET AS IT'S KEPT: new lever? As I walk the beat around ties and Shera Williams.
"Darling" once again. chance?? one of the swing seniors! Ray- by Harold Gardner, Edward 
Twiffy Arnold has a New hold on to her proper
ty? Has hate,)
she lost her touch? Co-Etts 
add the rest„ You see, these
• 
the campus this week I saw A sweet and charming youn. First, get a large bo
wl-(be spices bring out the flavor of
John "Spookurn" Jordan was 
Love - Lydia Campbell!
Diggs has a brand gave their new members a
Next, sift 1 cup of love into spFreoard a
of Galling Barbara Lancaster Evans really give   you a and heard: R. E. Freeman is lady with no experience needed sure to rinse off the strife and this whole 
dish.
given the privelege but didn't 
Milton Parker, are y o u mond Gibson has an admirer Johns". Samuel Campbell and neCw
hanrolisees job on a Washing- hard time. Why did so many
aware of the fact that Rose- (D- J. R.)! Maude Todd you Ronald Craneford. 
make it? We know. the bdwi-add a dash of open- and compassion. And-if you're
psoemrfeect 
understanding
James Spencer, are you still Craneford what's with you and We have added a new attrac'-' 
ton junior.
tore thoroughly, then add a tasty "big" heartedness mum.
"Looking for a Love"? osalyn James from (Hamil- tion to my colinnn, it's the 
Robert Davis has or is try- TOP GIRLSFlora Fleming (Les), Nor-
teaspoon of togetherness. You Now,' bake in an -interne.
• have the power. It is said that mary Waller is out to get you? better watch o u t. Ronald MELLOW TOWN 
.
mindedness. Blend this mix- a connosseur, you'll want some
Robert Love, why won't you ton). Judith Martin has an ad- 
ing to get swinging, girls!!!
Tyrone Byrd, have you been man Taylor (Les), Joyce Wal-
ton (Ham.) see, all these ingredients are tiopal oven for 24 hours ivery-
. Jean O'Neil has the power,
?but never the privelege.
tell 'us if you and Cheryl mires' but won't give him a Of 
inmgeinmapehqsis.town in, the Ci,ty reading your literature on 
D.
B.? necessary for a happy and day ,ra.icoi.risause againat p05-
Simone 
' Joseph Bell is boogie to
Dixon are going together, is chance to explain. OUT OF SIGHT GIRLS 
Ricki McGraw (F.B.H.). Ava
peaceful world in which to sible prejudice. ' the fact that -"Love's a Hurt-
it because you're afraid it will Is it true about Joyce Coch- 
' William Elmore's Favorite Hurd (Man.), Helen
 Prudent
Ang Game."
be publicized?? rane and Stanley Beal. Bar- Duncan, 3. Gladys Young
, 4. in.
I. Bertha Purdy, 2. Betty Saying is "Got to have a 
sten (B.T.W.), Sally Bowman (Car- live.
Now, we'll Put in the neces- 
anTdheafti.naulnustleploivsetofoeratm, eat,
' McAnulty has big
Peaches Goodman, is Lomas bars Dukes has an admirer 
ver), Diane Briscoe (Melrose). sary
ears and wide open eyes; she
Payne going to be your 
Barbara Johnson, 5. Gloria Leo Kolheim, what's 
this TOP BOYS
hears, sees and writes all. spires •-i-- ektracts Of peo- kind fills your tummy! a
Mae Jennings are tossing coins
to see which one will get luck charm
?
Carla Cunningham, why is
good (J. Y.); Jewel Berry and Gloria Fleming, 6. Ann Taylor, 7. Vivi- about Joan Ford 
having your
the campus as a couple. Billy Ida Coburn. 10. K at h r i n a three hearts!
Fleming are swinging around an Carter. 8. Gloria Smith, 11. class ring? You 
are breaking neth Porter (B.T.W.),. William
Robert Wells (Ham.), ken-
--
• MEMPHIS CITY WIDE
Geraldine White and Willie
110 
Tommie Bonds.
"Laonely Heartaches" your Gray and Harry Hunt are two Wortham, 11. Doris Richardson, 
Richson, Henry Petty (Mel),
'Dorothy Brown home.
Raymond J 0 n e s walks favorite song? swinging band members, Iris 12.• Deloim Mar
ie Grant. 
Robert Wells, you have so James Kincade 
(Doug.), Hu-
By JAMES HOLLINS and That Jennifer Harris is realy
1)en Hancock are you oc- Corpal is not watching herself. MELLOW FELLOWS 
many girls sighing over you! bert McGhee 
(F.B.H.), Van
MARGARET WILLIAMS • what's happening?
Mary Alice Randle has a
copying Dorothy James' time Is it true about Laura Scott I. Stanley Be
al, 2. T. W. Tay- on Adell Smith what ever hap- 
TLhucomassa .44FeBl.H)..), Roychester
.That Ethel Byrd has a se-
nose unti' Frank Reynolds re- and Larry Clark? Zero has a lor, 3. Johnny 
Hunt, 4. Ray- 
Janice Hill has a nose job
JACQUELINE d HARMS cret admirer at Manassas?-job oil John Wiley.
. Stella "Estalite" Harris is I :rush on a certain sophomore mond Gibson, 5. Robert {Boo
krsow that "where there's life ing with the clock. Joseph 
rms. 7. Charles Thomas, 8. Garry 
CITY PROPERS .trying to keep people in the turns??? TOP SENIOR GIRLSFreddie Richardson, do you (Y. B.). Edna Griffin is rock- Baby) Milam, 6. Orlander Mar- THE BIG "C"
dark about her new love. Lois. Love, Clenora Hudson,The student councg gave
(Eddie Franklin) Doris Sharpe, Vera ' Meritt,there's hope, but where there's Young has his eyes on Lois Woods, 9. Eddie Richards
. 10. their nominating coneention
'Pe city Champs. 
a arse thereis a rope?" Simone MacAnulty (F. B. H.)? Ccx. 12. Leroy Weakley. 
By ORA DOUGLASS and Hamilton? ,
Ethel Byrd, Sherlene'Itandle,The 
Carver Cobras will be Love (Carver). How is life George McMurray. 11. Julius Kathryn Guinn, Louise Doss,
: Jame, Hollins has more MATES THAT RATE: 
Well, hello there. This is LESFATEnanFaulkner, L. H. would
NAOMI REID
Joyce I:ollowell, Barbarti:Lan-
• Wednesday, Oct. 24: Some of
the people nominated for of-
ORRE1AD 
again
ramandfr NAO0Murl like for you to stop pestering
_Beverly Parker - president. hie Conley,
backUa  khnimowbyecoauus.e. .heicadyoe 
Joy,
Beverly Parker and Ethel
girls in his fan club than Dan .Gerald Samuel and Peggy caster, - Effie Deberry, and
fleets were: Presidency - Miss
Hancock. The officers are: !Ave. Rodric Samuel ar.d Bob- MT. PISGAH NEWSw teven Betty Johnson and James )4Hoisls- Gladys Palmer.
,4oyce Hollowell-vice Fisher and Acquit- .ay BARBARA ANN FINLEY Memphis. He is a m
ember of know what we've found olita happened to your fellows? 
A.trip around the 
city to let you
Floyd Lynch, Robert Her-
tiny. 
- Vice Presidency .- TOP SENIOR . SOTS
*lie, Lenore Lindsey-secre- Is Gill, Chester Moore and and WILLIE MAE JOHNSON First Baptist Church in Eads, 
Shall we begin our trip? S., how about you and a cer- rod, James Spencer, WilliamJohnson; Secretary - Gerald-
; Secretary, Jacqueline Denson- William Farmer and Mar- the Sunday School, and junior
Tenn. He is also a member of HAMILTON tam n girl at 
Manassas? STEL-
Owenk,- Wane Evans, - Willieor
Doris Sharp - assistant Bonnie ‘Ingram, This is Willie Mae . and Bar- Farmer, Jerry Hill,' - Rozell
inc Logan - Lewiette Draper.
/ cheplin, Sherlene Randle- viaette Henry, William Carter happenings around the Greater
beta letting you in on the latest
choir at the church. At school are you trying to do, play "Burning 
Stella" now.Say, 
Archie Scruggs, what LA HARRIS is known as DID you 
KNOW???
That Velma Rimmer has to Wilkerson, llbonald Turner and
t . publicity managers. Archie Scruggs and 
Dorothy
Stepping into our spotlight is 
he is an active member of the the field? Carole Jones 
seems MELROSE
N.F.A.
Wayne are tighter than ever ters to all of her fellows?, MELROSE !PS a• '
1 business manager, Yours truly and Flora 
Fleming, Mt. Pisgah High. have a secretary to write let- Dennis Simmons.
Lois Love his e crush on a Graham, Paul Sims and Miss After graduation he plans to 
to be in the swing. (really)
now . . . What's with That James Spencer hat this WhaLwoukit impen if'
Dianne & Edwin, Magnet &
'certain fellow around Carver. Wonderful, 
.. Horace L. Free-
attend Tennessee • A&I State 
Cotis Woods wants all the girls
. •
namely Johnnie Lawson, but Alvin White a n d Car
ol man, vice-presi- university. So hats off to Mr. 
to know that he may drive a
, .:firatueinti4s and Cbarm-
"MARCHING;" a certain SA- own formal? (Wait---) .
1 SO does Kathryn Guinn. Gates. 
dent of Miss Freeman. 
truck, but "IT'S LOVE THAT
•
BOREITE . . . James Waller That Charles Payne has flip- e tes ' vFoufd sign a feace
By -PENNY" ISHMAEL and in a certain sophomore at Mel- 
VII
Barbara J e a n
Anderson's 11-4
Horace is the
home   room.   The Parent and Teachers As-
son of Mr. 
P.T.A. MEETING
sociation of Mt. Pisgah High
school held a meeting at the 
Bolden; reporter, Joyce Moore;
pianist, Stella Kirkwood; ser- ing someone that's single.
REALLY COUNTS" . . . Is
there a "SEASON GIRL" at
you trying to prove, oh? To
a certain sophomore; try lik-
& Amelia Nelson, what are ped over P. Wright?
woman's man? (But who?)
That Jerry Love is a one 
Treaty'? ,
 sneakerback over to Melrose?
- Jo • Ann 'Mitchell qOietly
Erma would take WayneMELOSE REVIEW
II,
PATRICIA SCOTT rose namely C. W. 
George F r e e- school, last . Friday. Devotion geant at arms, Cather
ine Chat- Meaning you, Miss S. G. Sid- off well . . . Nellie Moss is from Margaret? •
man and Mrs. was conducted by Rev. S. Cole. fin; historian, 
Mildred Flem- ney Matlock is looking for known as the Queen but a re- Lois Seen would stop eiding
•
Say Mary Truitt, I hear you ing; parliamentarian, M a r y a love . . . I
n reply to a cer- cent survey finds her queen around in. a white Bonaarere?
We are your teenage column- have been trying to wreck some 
Everlina Free- Topic of discussion was the Pearl Spencer; club mother, tam n something "some people Nellie and the alligat
ors . . • TOP SENIORS -- •
ists bringing you the latest in of the couples around campus, 
man of 773 I proposed charter. Participating
:reading matter, dope and datta, such as V. S. and C. P.. and 
Miss Lucille Carter; advisors, don't have anyone" . . . (what Marvin Bledsoe and 
Coretta Girls: . .
Shirley McCutcheon, Tnelma
.... .
Freeman Reese rd., in were Mr. W. Tilman, Mrs. Rosie 
a •
.chitta-chatta. get on the right track because to be very unhappy this past 
Rev. B. Chatman. Mr. P. Hat-
Joyner, Mr. Alonzo Barber and Barbara J. Anderson, Mrs
. Al- about this Mary Truitt) Otis Harrison have something: in
We are happy to see that tight with Dorothy K. Agnew. COME TO THINK OF IT
Swift, are you trying to get common. LOVE.
Glover, Gloria Boyd, and Lois
Z.Interspearsed with a bit of L. C. and J. S. But you'd better • Glass, Olivia McKinne;, _Hazel
OUR NtW PROGRAM weak, don't worry I think Ann's 
inc Lollies.
. This year our school is faced coming back. 
ley, Mn,Mr. F. Green, Mr. A. W. five of these officers are fresh- Say Dorothy, has Abraham Theodore Pickett denies Lin- Scott. .the lucky punch has already
been thrown. 
Price; Rev. H. Jones cbunted
men. We hope they do their written lately? Irma Taylor da Moore's love. 
.
'with a new program,. The pur- Shelia Grant and Loriane Lawrence Kelly, Jame:.
Boni .
Betty Cloud, Birdie Rich- Fireston Pittman, how do you 
assets and liabilities of the and Yvonne Ruffin, why did
/accommodate more students the fan club? Mr. B
rinkley. - 
best to serve.
Diana, was Henary disappoint- but Lotiane has him covered. DOUGLAS
pose ot this new program is to mond, wishes to inform you feel about your new addition to 
karter by Rev. Z. Harris and Officers of the Freshmen D. H. say hurt is the word? Cooper. are nuts about J. S. Woods, Rodchester Thonlas.
about this matter concerning
aren't. teachers learned how to use 
secretary, Barbara Lois Flem- MANASSAS
are:
, ,thus avoiding a crowded' situa- Helen Benson, are you still We had two voting 
machines The "Season Girls" Season The Coronation Ball' wIll be
a'tion. There are three school day Lee Otis Sim
mons. Really there
Is no win for you. having trouble with Hardine 
at our school and after the
vice president, Eula Burford; one else walked ydu home .. . is just about over, wonder
President, Harry Harrison; ed Wed. nite because some-
held in the gymnasiutr alhurs-
shifts. These shifts have proven Lipford? Andrew thinks you PTA meeting all parents and what they will do after the day Night, The Red. Devils
Leo Kolheim, Lois Scottto be very successful Xach day
every student, must attend an wants to know why you've Anna Smith, are you waiting the machine correctly. Presi- 
ing; assistant secretary, Ruthie Sylvia Coleman, we've found season? played against the Carver Co-
Robert Davidson won't keep bras for their Homecdming
!auditorium class. Each day we been asking different Bertran- lent of the PTA ill Mr. C. A. 
Edding; treasurer, J o y e e your secret love ... The Capri
for Elbert to come home? I Moore; chaplain, Deborah Bol- social club is going to move his class ring long. game. Although you lost the
,',ie introduced to some phase ites about her, hope that is why you haven't Harris. 
.
'ten: parliamentarian. Mary the Elbonites out! Ruben Hall Thelma Ishmeal has a new game; anew .  me' to compliment
t progressive education Lorraine Cooper is having a turned any fellowNEW WIMEMAKER OF you on your good sportarnais-
' sheugn modern facilities such little trouble with Mary Truitt, 01 iv i a McKinney. F a y e
Hey. KV Joy and all you ridge.
and Rosie Bell, but she wants
AMERICA
to tell you she has James Sand- 
 
on.
s rand - Jimmy.'J'ackSoo is not Yvonne Bailey seem to be do- 
you seem to be or is it an act? President. Earlie Riles: vice
are you the pretty, sweet girls for the 1962-63 year. They are:
still interested in you. She's a tary, Debris Anderson, assist-
James Waller, Judy Moore is president, Penne Riles; secre- DEDICATIONS:
Strain, Robert F. Turner.
visors. 'Mrs. Aline Lotties. Mrs. are you finding a true love at
Mamai Brinkley, ?Cgs Genell Lester? Charles Branham looks the members are . . .
Pearl Spencer; sergeant at seerni.to be in the swing with love . . .
arms, Midi Lucille Carter; Ad- Sadie Gaston . . . Say Gail,
"Somebody Have Mercy," for you go after club meeting The Teenage Pages have
real cool witout the glasses Simone McAnulty is sin
. . Sara Wilks, where did ing "My Man." .
Mash Club, do you know who B.T. WASHINGTON .
Lester has a new Monster ship.
g. threHaevebuynodurilwieard.,
Julian Banks; Fred Dors& Is
Lee, William, Vivian Ilan*.
chlb°ubl?lit
' •ilk
as; television, resource speak- Dianna Briscoe, Shelia Grant Weaver and Myrna Williams - The NHA has elected officers
art and team teaching.
IDLE TALK '
juppotedly foxes around Bert- Roycheater T h o m a s and
sweet girl, give her a break. ant secretary, Beverly Jane Barbara Ann Finley. Sunday nite? Charles Peete, elected officers Corpal, Cooper Horton; p• '
t Ameregt4w1 in any of you, so I lug fine finally. Hattie Cole, have you heard Joyner; treasurer, Mary Tat- "Do You Love Me" from you seem to put the hurt on A
rl 
. C. is out to get Morris ely Beale, Helen Pruclalata
t.....ttaiir. IN's very much interested EnqWitt Madkins, you seem any more from Hiagpld Beane? urn; song leader, geborah Beverly to Charles. a William Hu ere hitting it Webb. ry Mormon. • .-6 . * v:V
6 „
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Memphis Chapter NAACP Come Out Of Politics
Political gladiators have march-
ed into the arena in full battle dress
to do battle for — or against the pro-
posed charter for consolidation of the
Memphis and Shelby County Govern-
xnents.
As the battle tempo increases
-'many false accusations have been
"hurled against the proposed charter,
individuals and even the newspapers.
Many individuals, and organiza-
tions have aligned themselves for —
or against the proposed charter.
...Among these is the Memphis Chapter
of the NAACP.
We regret very sincerely that the
-,NAACP entered the political arena
:,.during this hassel. Our regret is not
prompted by the fact that the NA-
:ACP has gone on record in opposition
..cif the charter. Rather, we feel that
the best interest of the local NAACP
".ta n not be served by participating
_openly in the political issue at hand
— 
specifically in view of the fact its
membership consists of both oppo-
nents and propponents of the charter.
Any dissipation of unity within the
ranks of the local NAACP could ad-
versely effect the fine achievements
it has made in obtaining civil rights
for Negroes.
We are opposed to the NAACP
entering the political arena and ex-
posing itself to the pangs of politics
of this nature simply because politics
— by and large — at times is given to
unkept promises and compromises.
The NAACP cannot long endure if it
promises Negroes a goal of full par-
ticipation in the democratic processes
of our native land, yet and work for
less. Nor can it ever compromise in
its long range battle for full civil
rights for American Negroes.
The proposed charter is not a
Negro versus white political issue.
Rather, the fight's alignments are in-
terracial.
We urge the Memphis Chapter of
the NAACP to make a hasty retreat
from the political arena before its
total effectiveness on the civil rights
field is seriously impaired by vicious
politicians from without — and by
NA ACP members being pitted
against each other from within.
We Endorse Democrats For General Election
One of the finest processes of
statesmanship is participating in the
affair of our government. Each reg-
istered voter should not forego this
--opportunity which will be made avail-
able to him during the General Elec-
tion on Tuesday, Nov. 6
Some voters will say that nomi-
nation here in Tennessee is para-
mount to being elected. This is not
necessarily true. This is a dangerous
•reasoning for not going to the polls
and casting your vote during the Gen-
. eral Election.
We urge every voter to go to the
polls and vote for the candidates of
, your choice.
The Tri State Defender has evalu-
ated each candidate running on the
Democratic and Republican tickets.
With due consideration this newspa-
per found that all of the Democratic
--nominees should be elected to office.
We urge that you vote for the fol-
lowing candidates:
Frank G. Clement for governor of
Tennessee; Clifford Davis for con-
gressman from the ninth congres-
sional district.
FOR STATE SENATE:
William S. Cobb of District 30;
Tom Todd, Dist. 31; Atty. Frank L.
White, Dist. 32; James B. Mitchell,
Dist. 33; Atty. Clifford D. Pierce. Jr.,
position 1; James F. (Tim) Schaeffer,
position 2; Jack H. Morris, III, posi-
tion 3; Mrs. Joan F. Strong, position
4; Joe M. Pipkin, position 5; and Mar-
vin J. Brode, position 6.
FOR STATE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES:
Marvin L. Spruill, position 7;
Charles H. O'Brien, position 8; Rob-
ert M. Fargarson, position 9; Hugh W.
Stanton, Jr., position 10; Jack McNeil,
position 11; John B. Maxwell, position
12; and Edgar Gillock, position 13.
NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
The Struggles Rage On
• Two great power struggles are claim- stand best—meet force with force.ing a goodly bit of our attention. One is
an international struggle. The other is
local. Both have tremendous influence
upon safety and continued progress in a
peaceful clime.
The greatest — or should I say the
gravest struggle is between the united
States and the Soviet Union over Cuba.
The other struggle—of less scope—is be-
tween those "for" and those "against" the
proposed charter of consolidation of the
Mdmphis and Shelby County 'governments.
"President John F. Kennedy had no al-
ternative in the Cuban situation. He had to
be -given to "saber-rattling"—as some of
the Russians accused.
. Eventually the United States must di-
veSt Cuba of all of its offensive-arms,—
bg1ng supplied by the arch enemy to de-
mocracy and the hope of world peace. I
do: not see the necessity of hesitating any
lodger in safeguarding our country against
tI4 ever increasing danger of a surprise
attack on the United States by the Soviet
Uiiion via the route of Cuba.
SOCK-IN-TRADE
! The regretable situation in Cuba is the
Seinor Fidel Castro, who has been baptized
irrithe doctorine of Communism. Thereby,
.110 does not believe in God, a super being,
or!diety—if you please. Such non-believers ties,
tepd to become inhuman. Consequently
bite cannot successfully use a reference of
right and wrong, good and evil in dealing
with Communists, who understand and
dt from a backdrop of "saber-rattling"
uttirept promises, and constant upheavals
This is their stock-in-trade.
We must resort not only to diplomatic
language in dealing with the Soviet Union
but we must talk the language they Insider-
If the Communists believed in a God.
the United States as well as the other
states of the world could appeal to them
with a spiritual force. We would avail lit-
tle, if anything if we were to appeal to
the Soviet Union during the present crisis
in Cuba by attempting to use a spiritual
force. They are a God-less people. So we
must do as it was suggested in a song which
was popular during World War II "Praise
the Lord and Pass The Ammunition."
MUD-SLINGERS
Now! Concerning the struggle here in
Memphis over consolidation.
I enjoy a good heated political cam-
paign. Under a democratic campaign the
"cons" have every right to fight for the
issue of candidates they endorse. By the
same token the "pros" have an equal right.
It is very regretable that a group of
course-mouthed, supposedly intelligent
local men—parading as politicians—would
permit themsleves to be reduced to mud-
slingers of the lowest ward.
I have taken keen notice. These same
men would deny you the privilege of cam-
paigning on issues. They resort to delving
into personalities in the vilest sort of man-
ner. Like during the campaign leading to
the Aug. 3 primary—they are again en-
gaging in their vile game of "personali-
MERITS OR DEMERITS
During the campaign for the Charter
these men have utilized most of their time
in mud-slinging while the merits or de-
merits of the charter become second issue
during their satanic tirades against per-
sons.
Will these fellows ever learn?
In the meantime both struggles rage On
in want of a satisfactory tlution.
Hard Nut To Crack
JACKIE ROBINSON
Negro Just Wants
Justice, Human Respect
IN A RECENT COLUMN Murray
Kempton, discussing the dilemma of the
Negro in America, described a meeting
this writer had with then Senator John F.
Kennedy who was seeking election to the
Presidency. Kempton says the meeting
was cold and uncomfortable because the
candidate and I seemed unable to com-
municate. I had been called in to see Mr.
Kennedy who wanted to explain himself
because I had expressed doubts about his
sincerity on the Negro question.
When the meeting was over, Mr.
Kempton states, the -would-be President
said to one of his associates: "What is it
that Jackie Robinson wants?
While the subject was not introduced
by Mr. Kennedy, there was one thing I
didn't want—and that was money. I told
him so. The Negro people have paid me so
richly — not only in material things, but
also in their loyalty and support — that I
will alwayys feel indebted to them.
Doesn't Understand
.. LOOKING BACK over Mr. Kenne-
dy's two years in the Presidency, and re-
viewing recent events, it is obvious that
he does not yet understand — not only
what Jackie Robinson wanted — but what
the Negro in America wants—equal rights
and opportunity, no special privilege — but
justice before the law and respect as
human beings.
I have been accused of "picking" on
Mr. Kennedy. Nothing could be further
from the truth. The truth is that I am more
than ever convinced the President is not
sincere on the Negro question. Nothing
would please me more than to praise him if
I thought he were sincere on civil rights.
There are two major factors, among many
others, which lead me to this decision.
The glaring example is the Mississippi
situation. I was at a loss to understand how
so many people could give the President
such high praise for his action in sending
in the troops to put James Meredith into
Ole Miss.
In my opinion. Mr. Kennedy sent in the
troops only because there was nothing else
he could do after he had allowed the south
to get away with defying the Government.
Get Bolder And Bolder
I THINK MANY Americans. like my-
self, realize that the Southerners have be-
come bolder and bolder and that one of the
things which emboldened them was that
Kennedy failed to speak up when the
storm was brewing. When John Patterson,
the Governor of Alabama, defied the Presi-
dent by stating that if troops were sent into
Mississippi, they would have to be sent into
Alabama, I for one, wanted our President
to let Mr. Patterson know that the gov-
ernment would call his bluff if necessary.
When Gov. Barnett was screaming that
he would go to jail rather than integrate
Ole Miss, Mr. Kennedy should have re-
sponded that this is exactly what would
happen. When a high-ranking retired mili-
tary officer, living on a federal pension,
allegedly began inciting riot against the
Government, the President had nothing to
say.
No wonder the students at Ole Miss and
the local citizens and imported thugs
thought they could begin another Civil
War. They have been used to Mr. Kennedy
surrendering to the whims and tantrums
of the South ever since he went to the
White House.
Still Caters To South
AND HE IS, at this writing, still cater-
ing to the South. It looks as though the
Barnett "punishment" is going to be a
white-wash. What is a huge fine? (not
huge enough, by the way, to repay all the
taxpayer's money spent to put down the
mobs — and certainly not adequate to
compensate for the lives lost and the dam-
age done to America's image.)
They talk about levying a fine on Bar-
nett which rich segregationists will pay for
him — and he is still defying the govern-
ment. The handling of General Walker has
been no less disgraceful. General Walker's
fans in Texas and the entire South — and
in the Congress — screamed that this trai-
tor was being mistreated — and the Gov-
ernment backed down. His bail was re-
duced.
A psychiatrist selected by the govern-
ment was withdrawn from the case. All in
all, the conduct of the government has
been that of appeasement — just as Mr.
Kennedy appeased Mississippi when he
went on the air to explain to them why he
was doing something he had to do. He
talked about white heroes of former wars
in Mississippi. But he never once said that
a real hero of both war and peace — James
Meredith — had to be allowed to go to
school because it was his RIGHT.
The second glaring example of Mr.
Kennedy's attitude on the Negro is all this
stalling about keeping his promise to sign
an executive order on housing. It was re-
ported by the newspapers that Dr. Robert
Weaver has threatened to quit unless Mr.
Kennedy follows through.
That, Mr. President, is what I wanted
when I talked with you — follow through
on promises. I think that is what the Negro
wants—and I submit that he has not re-
ceived it.
The People
Miss The Point
Dear Editor:
I have been reading "opin-
ions" of people regarding the
"below the belt" situation In
Mississippi, and I find that
there are many "un-American"
attitudes.
The point these people keep
missing is —regardless of your
feelings toward integration —
such as "mixing the races by
force" as many are saying.
this is the ultimate ruling of
our land that is being defied.
The law of the land is first
Integration is secondary.
The law of the land should
be obeyed first. Secor.dly, it
Would be up to "both parties"
whether or not they wish to
"speak to each other." or "hold
a conversation." Getting an ed-
ucation should be what both
have in common, and where
to get it, is one's privilege!
Speak
Also, when some of the peo-
ple who are holding high po-
sitions in government show
their defiance against the laws
of the land, it cetainly doesn't
show Americanism .
In my estimation, the only
"true American" is James It.
Meredith. Why? . . because
he believes in the Supreme
Court laws ...
Mrs. Jaynee Brown
Chicago
Give Miss. Sovereignity
Dear Editor
Mississippi makes the Uni-
ted States look mighty bad.
Under the infamous leadership
of its governor }he state comes
up with the worst that can
be offered. And the offering
comes at a time when this
nation is striving to establish
and strengthen democracy in
many other places.
If Mississippi is not capable
of democracy why not grant
her the states right privilege
of isolation? Her noted uni-
versity could be discredited
and all its activities boycotted.
Faced with the alternative
to ripen or rot, Mississippi
would ripen. If allowed to rot,
she would spoil America's
whole case of democracy.
So far the Kennedy strategy
has been terse and unyielding.
May Divine Guidance continue
to show direction in tense
crises. May the image which
the United States seeks to at-
tain, find precedence over the
image which Mississippi seeks
to maintain.
May this great nation be
trusted and not suspected; ac-
cepted and ,not rejected.
Gorman S. White
Chicago
r— 
by NAT.D. WILLIAM
NAT. D. WILLIAMS
TAINT FUNNY McGHEE1
At first glance there's a mild and sus-
tained chuckle in the account of the 18-
year old Negro youth In Memphis, who,
last week was arrested while driving a
Memphis Transit Authority bus after
hours.
The youth explained that he was driv-
ing the 53-passenger, $32,000 vehicle at
1:30 in the morning because he wanted
to be a bus driver. Apparently he felt
this was a good way to prepare for his
desired career.
And that's why, at second glance, the
laugh goes out of the incident, and one
begins to discern the grim outlines of
tragedy.
BEING HUMAN
Now, attempt is being made to ration-
alize the boy's act to find justification.
But the implications of the deed cannot
be overlooked. That boy, thinking prima-
rily of himself, at the same time, drama-
tized the plight of Negro youth in the
United States. A cursory analysis of the
subconsciously recognized forces within
himself led the boy to take that bus, drive
it around the early morning deserted
streets of the city, and return it in time
for its regular run, reveals some disturb:,
ing thoughts.
In the first place, Negro boys in Amer-
ica, being human, are to be expected to
harbor ambitions and desires relative to
careers and their futures. They are to be
expected to day-dream and have image.
fixations like other youths. They should.
also have more attention given to their
need for guidance. They need more, oripor-
tunities for training. They need more .
areas of employment.
It's rough to be a Negro youth in
Memphis, in the South, and the nation
during this transition period in the coun-
try's history. Things are much different
from what they were when his father
and grandfather were in their teens. The'
father and grandfather faced tremen=
dous handicans. But also the father andd,
grandfather, if amhitiolis and desirous of
advaneement. foced a much different sit-,
nation from today's youth.
HALF MAN. HALF BOY
Father and grandfather could, in most.
instances, find after-school jobs, back in
the days of their adolescence. Today's
boys and girls find it much harder to find
such jobs. Automation with its machines Ak
and the like, give them tons of . extra qp
time on their hands. They can't find
school boy and school girls jobs too eas-
ily.
Today's youth live in a time of the
welfare state, when folk all over are be-ing schooled in expecting something for
nothing. Too many Americans are slaves -
of the ADC and compensation check. Na-
turally, children brought up in such a
climate are infected with this parasitical -
attitude . . . if that's what it is. After all,'the children only inherit the kind of world'
their elders hand them.
Negro youth today face problems,
which are different. They are in what
might be termed "a twilight or dawn" era
of their race's history in America. They-
are, like the race as a whole, at that half •
way point between childhood and maturi-ty. And if any adult will pause to remem-ber, the difficult years for most of them
came when they weie half man and halfhoar, half woman and half girl. Even inthe best of circumstances that's a tough,
Deriod of life.
HOPE FOR FUTURE
Add to these natural handicaps the;
additional burden of race as it is practiced'
and treated in the United States, and one
can readily see why an unguided, but am-bitious Negro youngster, would appropri-
ate an entire bus to prepare for his hoped,for future.
The other day, at Booker T. Washing-ton High School's assembly period, Rev.Fred Lofton, of Owen college, delivered asermonette. He held some two thousand'teen-age Negro boys and girls snell-bound'PS he addressed his speech to the boys in'the assembly.ly.th
theme of his talk was tourge the boys in the audience to startthinking "tall" about their futures. Heurged them to turn away from the slovenly.habits of the street corners and the pool-rooms. He advised them to study, to dis-cinline their desires, to think tall, walk,tell. nlan tell, and act tall. The kids un-.derstnorl what lie meant by the word. "gv"tall." And they likosrl the challenge Rev-'erend Lofton handed them. Their ponlse'
NwE"GRsiO 
otrH"oeyre.orroloyiged, and annreciative ,
Like most youngsters, regardless ofrace, the Washington adolescents weredemonstrating that kids stand ready to.accept the advice of oldsters who makesense to them. They are looking for."images" . . . images of strength and sub-'stance by which they may model them:.selves. Reverend Lofton told the Wash-,ington kids to look around them for worthwhile images, and turn away from TVgun-slingers and Mickey Mouse.More such talks need to be given toNegro youth . . . by people whose opinionsthey respect . . . by people whose viewsmake sense tk them
Maybe 
If 8 tit
talk could have beenheard by that aspirant bus driver, hewould have gone about realizing his am-bition in the right u-av. Now, 
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As Meredith continues to 'at-
'
tend classel under guard, stu-
dents at the 114-year old insti-
tution grudgingly accept -his
presence . . but that's all.
"Forget about Meredith" and
get on with your studies is
DEFENDER
Mork In Harlem Helps Pace
By FREDERICK H. TRESH
sod GERALD SNYDER
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
A young m a n — blond,
looking and six feet plus —
sat on the edge of a tiny
nursery school cot, reading
to a group of attentive five-
year
-olds gathered about his
feet.
a Henry Hof III, 25, had just
mov resigned from a promising ad-
ministrative job with a New
York bank. Now he was read-
ing 'The Brave Firemen and
The Firehouse Cat" to chil-
dren at a Harlem day care
center.
."Gay is a big fluffy cat that
lives in a firehouse," began
Hof, a neatly-tailored Dart-
mouth man, "Gay loves the
firehouSe. Gay is a cat who
loves excitement . . ."
In a nearby hallway, pretty
platinum blonde Marianna Os-
borne, 20, sat on a bench read-
ing to another group of chil-
dren.
"This is George," she read,
turning the book so the chil-
dren, Negri) and Puerto Rican,
could see the picture of a fun-
ny, littli brown monkey.
"He lives in Africa. He is
very happy.
'But George has one fault.
He's too curious . . ."
FEEDS TOTS
Down the hall in another
classroom, crewcut Carl Ste-
phani, a slender 20-year-old
Southern Californian, squat-
ted on a six-inch high chair,
helping a group of three-year-
olds spoon down the last of
their applesauce and prepare
for their afternoon naps.
henry, Marianna and Carl
among 80 who are working tam n where his life was head.
this October with social agen- ing, stood in the fenced-in
cies in New York's slum neigh- 
playyard of .the Grant Day
Care Center, rolling a red ballborhoods during the final back and forth with an excited
stages of their training. It is Negro oy, aged 3.
the first time the Peace Corps 
"In school we worked sohas used the slum side of many years with theoretical,America to train its mem- academic problems. I also hadbers, done some youth work with
On Nov. 13, the 80 Peace the YMCA with fairly good
Corpsmen will fly to Colombia results," Carl said. "I thought
where they will serve among working with people might below-income, city-d we my field."
families whose plight is not Stephani of El Cajon, Calif.,dissimilar to inhabitants of talked the Peace Corps pro-this city's disadvantaged gram ("technical help on theareas, intermediate level along withAt the University af New social work"), himself ("I can
Mexico the personnel of Peace fix cars; I'm a mediocreCorps "Project Columbia III" plumber and a halfway car-
-the oldest 51, the youngest penter") and previous U. S.
-18, the average 23—learned overseas aid programs ("We
construction skills, techniques on the outside decided what
of dealing with the poorly ad- We're hard-headed but look-
ucated and poverty stricken, they needed and sent it. It
how to handle public health, was hard to accept . . . dig-
housing, education and recre- ni)Y-destroying.")
ation problems, the Colom_ BEATS BANK
bian culture and histroy and Hof, son of a real estate
practiced communicating in man from Forest Hills, N. Y.,
Spanish. Later their training spent part of the morning
at the Peace Corps' Puerto teaching a couple five-year
Rican camp (long swims fully olds some technical skills,
clothed, army-type confidence
courses, long runs, calesthen-
tics,) made them physically
tough and used to working un-
under strain.
WORK WITH PEOPLE
Now. in New York's tough
neighborhoods and under the
guidance of Columbia Univer-
sity's New York school of So-
cial Work, they are relating
their previous experience and
training to people.
Carl Stephani, three years
at the University of Califor- primary graders, spend their apartment buildings in a two-
are Peace Corps trainees, nia behind him but not cer- days at the child care center square block area along Ams-
Clarence 'Lawrence, director
of the center, said the Peace
Corps trainees are enthusias-
tic about their work with the
children. "You might say they
are like sponges—soaking up
as much as they can for de-
posit somewhere else," she
said.
HELP IN CENTER
Carl, Marianna anad Henry
spent the afternoon helping a
staff member of Neighborhood
Conservation, a social agency
which inspects housing condi-
tions in rundown neighbor-
hoods and tries to improve
them. En route to the neigh-
borhood conservation -office,
the three talked about their
fellow Peace Corpsmen.
"A large percentage of us
a r e genuine adventurers.
ing for ideas," said Carl.
"We are idealistic but sta-
ble," Marianna said. "We
have no dillusions of saving
nations. In our work, you
might say we're Jacks and
Jackquelines of all trades."
Added Henry:
bank," he said as he advised
Gabby and Robert, both 5,
which naial to use and where
to pound it.
Marianna, a 20-year - a I d
former student at Scripps Col-
lege who lives in Fresno,
Calif., helped another group
of five-year-olds care for their
pet guinea pig. The young-
sters, 88 pre-school and 30
"We are anxious to pre-
sent a good image of our coun-
I.E. how to nail two small try. As one Peace Corps of-
boards together. ficial put it, 'we're not of-
"This beats working in a ficial representatives of Amer.
because their mothers are
working, incapacitated or ov-
erburdened.
ica, but representative Amer-
icans."
VISIT BUILDING
With Linda Busken, 24 a
social worker not long grad-
uated from Denison Univer-
sity, Granville, Ohio, three
Peace Corps trainees visited
terdam Ave. About 2,000 peo-
ple live in the five and six-
story buildings, circa 1900.
Henry, Carl and Marianna
went from Neighborhood Con-
servation back to Great Hous-
es, a towering housing project
with .1,900 multi-room units
for low-income families, to
help staff an after-school com-
munity center.
When the day's field work
was done, Carl, Henry and
Marianna along with the 77
other participants in Project
Colombia III returned to the
university's Internation-
al House for a two-hour night
lecture on Colombian econom-
ics. T1*n to bed. Tomorrow
would begin at 6:30 a.m. with
an hour of physical training.
Urban League Staffers
To Talk At Conference
" Two members of the Chicago
Urban League staff will join
with Dr. Percy Julian in a
unique community conference
on Monday. Joining the re-
known scientist at the Inter-
Community Human Relations
conLrence will be Alvin Pre-
jean, deputy director of the
league. and Warren Lehman,
housing specialist.
Titlei, "Human Relations:
Pride and Prejudice," the all-
day session will be held at All-
gauers of the Villa Moderns
in Highland Park. Aimed at
promoting better understand-
ing through meaningful educa-
tion, the program is being co-
sponsored by the following or-
ganizations:
Adult Education Council;
American Jewish Committee;
American Technition Society,
North Suburban Chapter, Wom-
an's Division; Anti-Defama-
tion League, Midwest Region;
The Bahai's of Glenview; B'-
Nai B'rith Women, North Sub-
urban Illinois Council: Board
of Deacons & United Presby•
Minority Rules At Ole Miss In Continuing
Horrassment Of Meredith On Campus
(Special to I/se Defender) led. One Illinois coed who sug-
OXFORD, MIss. If it igested 
Meredith should be ac-
was left to the majority of
the students on the campus
of the University of Missis-
sippi, each day would be
cepted in the student body was
told: •
"Why don't you get out. You
don't understand our situation
down here."
Most of these students werejust like it was last year or the 10 to 14 years old when the
year before.
The only difference would
be that there would be a stu-
dent named James H. Meredith
enrolled. H i s complexion.
would be a little darker than
the rest, but that would be the
only difference.
He might not be voted the
most popular student on cam-
pus, but his life wouldn't dif-
fer from any other.
But a minority of the 4,800
students enrolled are having
their way. They have disrup-
ted whole way of life at Ole
Miss. They walk around think-
ing or muttering "We're gonna
get him tonight."
Him means James H. Mere-
dith, the only Negro student
enrolled on the Oxford cam-
pus.
MINORITY RULE
Living under the rule of the
minority, Meredith finds that
he may have to duck a rock
Mat has been thrown through
• window of the cafeteria
when he sits down to eat as a
crowd gathers outside and
jeers.
Meanwhile, another youth
will ask, "Are you a reporter?
Please don't make us look so
bad down here this time."
There is one thing that the
majority and minority agree
on. That is, that James Mere-
dith, with his dark skin and
diferent race, brought a crisis,
coupled with bloodshed, to the
campus of Ole Miss.
The minority, which is rul-
ing now, want to keep alive
the hatred and the promise of
dm more violence; while the ma-
W jority feel only concern f
the college thy love and for
their own future at the school.
One student, who belongs to
the majority, explained, "Mos
of us would like to see things
get back to normal so we can to take over everywhere. This
get on with what we're here is how they're starting in
for." • Mississippi."
HARD CORE Negroes are "immoral" is
what a boy thinks who moved
out of the dormitory where
Meredith lived. He is also of
the opinion that they are in-
clined to murder and rape
without moral censure.
He continued. "But there is
a hard core which wants more
trouble. Numerically they are
a smell group, but in a crotwd
they could bring half the cam-
pus on their side. The reason
is that racism is a way of life
in Mississippi. and even if an
educated, intelligent student
favors enrollment of Meredith,
he does not dare state his opin- ..suci. views are discounted
among moderate student and
the leaders on campus. They
are angry about thc crisis
Meredith's enrollment h a a
caused.
One senior declared. "I have
no objection to Meredith him-
self. I haven't even seen him
what student leaders have urg- yet. I- regret his being hers
Supreme Court handed down
its now famous decision deseg-
regating schools.
These students grew up un-
der the fear of all sorts of
fantasies and barrages of
White Citizens Council propa-
ganda that said no Negro stu-
dent fould ever attend Ole
Miss.
CONSPIRACY CLAIM
Their local newspapers had
instilled in them that school in-
tegration was part of the Com-
munist conspiracy. They had
won awards in high school, for
writing themes on white su-
premacy and the need for re-
sisting court orders.
A sophomore vented his
pent-up prejudices this way:
"I could put up with Mere-
dith, although I don't want to
But I have a sister who is just
10. If you start integration
with us, she won't be able to
tell the difference by the time
she starts to college.
"There woOld be all this
intermarriage like you have in
the North. You look at any his-
tory book and you see that
what happens then is that the
superior race is degraded."
All this boy and his counter-
points can think is that Mere-
dith and other Negroes are
bent on debasing the white
race, and that they are seek-
ing political control of Missis-
sippi.
NOT LIKE OTHERS
lieves, "Meredith isn't up
This same sophomore be-
lieves, "Meredith isn't up here
trying to get an education. He
was trained for this since
junior high school by the NA-
ACP. They even gave him a
Buick and a Volkswagen to
drive while he was still down
at Jackson State (a Negro col-
lege). You know they say the
time is coming for the niggers
He said. "Maybe Meredith
isn't like that but 90 per cent
of them are. If he isn't, then
the next one in here will be."
because of the violence and
the damage which has been
done to my university. Other-
wise I'm indifferent."
A junior adds, "It shouldn't
have been done for snother
generation. It can't be done
without violence and a com-
plete disruption of education
here."
Few blame Gov. Ross Bar-
nett and other officials for
causing trot.ble. Only law stu-
dents and a few undergradu-
ates believe Barnett might
have been wrong.
Some of the exeremists will
say privately that the violence
rollment demonstrated to the
v.•orld how Mississippi was
"beaten by brute force."
A moderate, consciences,
stricken coed insisted, "It waa
just the fact that they forced
it, they crammed Meredith
down our throats.
"My parents taught me to
look at both sides of every
question. But my father also
tells me that the federal gov-
ernm,..nt has no right to force
something like this on the
state of Mississippi."
The near future of Mere-,
dith on campus holds nothing
which preceded Meredith's en- but jeers and insults, unless,
as some fear, an attempt will
be made on his life.
The mincuity of students are
still bent on harassment.
But the majority want to
see things back to normal.
Declared a ,:oed, "I'm just
sick and tired of the whole
thing. I used to walk, once a
day, down from the Lyceum
(where the riot occurred) and
it was the pleasantest time of
the day. Put people have been
out there looking at the tear
gas burns and pointing out
where this or that thing hap-
pened. I'm sick of it."
terian Women, Glenview Pres-
byterian Church; Catholic In-
ter-Racial. Council;
Congregation Beth Hillel Sis-
terhood; Congregation Beth or
Sisterhood; Ebenezer A. M. E.
C:unzh; Evanston Human Re-
lations Council; Glencoe Hu-
m a n Relations Committee;
Glenview Human Relations
Committee; Lake Forest-Lake
Bluff Human Relations Coun-
c-; National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People; National Council of
Jewish Women, North Shore
Section;
National Council of Jealsh
Women, Evanston-Niles Sec-
tion; National Women's Com-
mittee, Brandeis University.
North Shore Chapter: Niles
Township Human Relations
Council; Northbrook Human
Relations Committee; North
Shore Congregation Israel Sis-
terhood; North Shore Midas-
sah: North Shore Human Rela-
tions Council; North Shore
Service League; and the North
Saore Unitarian Church.
Prejean. recently elevated
to the position of deputy direc-
tor, will be the resource per-
son for a sessiarrealled. "Lane
of Opportunity — For Whom?"
Lehman will be resource per-
son for a session called "Block-
busters and Block Builders."
Mrs. Louis Berns is chair-
man for the all-day conference.
Young Adults To
Fete Candidate
The Non-Partisan Young
Adults Committee to Elect Jew-
el Rogers Lafontant will intro-
duce the candidate to their
friends at a reception in the
Gold room of the Southmoor
hotel from 6 to 10 p.m. Satur-
day.
Peace Corps Man So Good In Language,
He's Mistaken For Native Bazilian
JUIZ DE FORA, Brazil— "chickens don't have seasons."
Curtiland Deville, 24, a
Peace Corps volunteer from
Ville Platte, La., is getting
used to being mistaken for
a Brazilian.
"It happens all the time,"
Deville says. "The Brazilians
even want to charge me lower
prices for food than they do
other Americans because they
think I'm native born."
One of the reasons for his
mistaken identity: Deville
speaks Portuguese as if he
were born to it.
'One of my Brazilian friends
heard me speak English for
the first time," Devine said,
and "he was astonished. He
thought Portuguese was my na-
tive tongue."
ONE OF 43
Deville is one of 43 Peace
Corps Volunteers who is get-
ting up 4-H clubs in Brazil. In
addition to helping the individ-
ual members with their pro-
iects. Deville often works with
local farmers in improving
their agricultural techniques.
In this regard, his work is
similar to that done by a rural
extension agent in the U.S.
DON'T HAVE SEASONS
As background for the job
in Brazil, Deville received his
B.S. from Grambling college,
La., in animal husbandry.
Raised in a farming commu-
nity, he was president of his
local chapter of the New Farm-
ers of America. Ile was class
president for four straight
years in college.
Deville hopes to help the
Brazilian farmers on more
modern methods of farming.
Oftentimes he runs into incred-
ible beliefs.
"I asked one man how his
chickens were laying," Deville
said. .
"They don't lay this season,"
Was the man's reply.
Deville sat down with him
and tried to explain that
He explained the importance
of proper feed and health con-
ditions for the chickens.
"I didn't change his mind
about laying seasons though,"
Deville said.
Brazilians are fond of soccer,
which they call futbal. an pro-
nounce foo-she-ball. The Bra-
zilian team won the world
championship this year. Real-
izing the great interest, Deville
who is huskev 6 ft. 1 inch
215 pounder, joined the town's
sport club.
"Baseball and football are
my best sports," Deville said.
"I can also do all right at
basketball. But here it is foo-
she-ball, foo-she-ball, all yea
around. You'd think they'd get
tired of it. Well, I'm learning
to play it now."
BASEBALL A PUZZLE
When Deville tried to ex-
plain baseball he ran into
trouble. The boys thought it
inequitable.
"You mean that nine guys
sang up against one. That
doesn't seem fair. Now in too-
she-ball . . .
Through his active partici-
pation in sports, Deville has
become well known through-
out the community.
"For me, sports are the same
all over," Deville explained.
"If you are good, they accept
you — if not, they don't. That's
the way it is everywhere."
The more social sport of
dancing is the only thing that
he misses.
.Deville's family in Louisiana
iS -a big one: 17. He has nine
brothers and five sisters. His
father is a maintenance man
for the city of Ville Platt-.
Deville presently lives with a
Brazilian family of five.
GREATEST VALUE
Deville feels that the most
valuable thing the Peace Corps
has done for him is to expose
him to a different environ-
ment.
"You can read so much), but
it's not like being actually
here. You learn that lots of
things are true, and that a lot
of things you've heard were
not true. It gives you a dif-
ferent point of view being
here."
Even Deville's parents have
a different point of view. They
had expected him to be living
in very primitive concUtions.
Although he does work in the
country six days a week get-
ting up 4-H clubs and doing
extension work, the home he
lives in is in Juiz de Fora —
a town not unlike many in the
U.S. When he sent photos of
the town home, they wrote
bi.ck: "Where are you — in
New York City?"
Lauds Growing Trade
Of Ivory Coast And U.S.
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast
Republic — (UPI) — l'resi-
dent Felix Houphouet-Boig-
ny of the Ivory Coast said
that growing economic co-
operation between his country
and the United States can only
be of advantage to both.
He described his experiences
during his trip to the United
States earlier this year as
"unforgettable."
Houphouet-Boignv said. "dur-
ing my recent trip to the
United States I enjoyed an un-
forgettable welcome by Presi-
dent Kennedy and all th2 lead-
ers of the world's greatest
democracy. It enabled Ameri-
can officials and lxisinessinen
to have a better understanding
of the policy of the Ivory
Coast and its economic pros-
pects."
"Business leaders, in partic-
ular," he said, "learned that
for several years our republic
has enjoyed great financial sta-
bility and is aiming at con-
stant economic progress."
Houphouet-Boigny' said the
Ivory Coast last year had a
larger favorable trade balance
than' in previous years and a
favorable balance of payments
of $20,000.000.
'During my trip to the
United States," he a a i d,
"Amerieen financial and eco-
nomic circles took note of
these positive factors and the
results were immediate."
He said several American
private banks have participat-
ed in setting up the "Ivory
Coast Development Bank," and
there have been large Ameri-
can industrial investments in
this country.
"The most striking example
is that of a study company
headed by David Lilienthal
which has been set up to carry
out mining prospecting as well
is development of the whole
southwestern area of the Ivory
Coast," he said.
Houphouet-Boigny added
"economic cooperation starting
on such a basis can only
tighten still further the links
between our two countries."
AFRICAN PROGRESS
Houphouet-Boigny said
there is no doubt the new Afri-
can countries have made sub-
stantial progress towards unity
elle cooperation.
He recalled the various or-
ganizations of African states
that already have been set up
and added, 'meetings between
heads of our states and gov-
ernments which are constantly
increasing ar:e strengthening
this cooperation and solidarity
daily and mark an undeniable
step towards Itnity of the Afri-
can continent."
U.S. Helps Ethiopia
Develop Airline System
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia —
(UPI) — Ethiopia has an air
transport system that is the
envy of Africa.
Ethiopian Airlines with
Americans in the cockpits, is
gaining prestige and profit
with trans-African and inter-
continental service.
"This particular airline has
been a very successful combi-
nation of local government and
private American help." As-
sistant Secretary of State for
African Affairs, G. Mennen
Williams told the U. S. con-
gress recently.
EAL officials here said they
expect early next year. prob-
ably in January, to inaugur-
ate jet service into Athens,
Frankfurt and Madrid with
two Boeing 720B jets purchas-
ed with a loan of nearly $12
million from the U. S. Export-
Import Rank.
JET NEEDS
"After looking over the 011-
ation in Ethiopia. I felt that
the government there needed
these two jets like I need a
hole in the head," said U. S.
Congressman Silvio 0. Conte,
R-Mass.
B to Ethiopians and the
U. S. officials who approved of
American help for developing
the airline, it is helping Africa
solve its transportation diffi-
culties.
The Civil Aeronautics board,
in developing an agreement
Trans World Airlines has for
training Ethiopian personnel,
said the agreement was con-
sistent with U. S. policy of
helping friendly nations in de-
velopment of their air trans-
port systems.
To a passenger boarding an
EAL DC611 L01 a trans-Afri
can flight, it appears to be
strictly Ethiopian operthon
Ethiopians load the beggag,
fill the gas tanks and serv
the meals.
GOLDEN LIONS
Golden Lions are painted o
both sides of the cockpit on th
outside and small gold lion.
decorate the panels on the in
side, Panthers, lions arid'strear
waving hunters decorate th-
window curtains.
The co-pilot is an "Ethiopia
But the pilot and captain i
command is an Amerisen.-1,11_
Airlines are a prestige UM!'
among African nations trxing
to establish a name fos.Oeism-
selves. -Ghana acquIred"!big
planes but was unable to keep
them in the air and leaves
them sitting on the airstrip.
SUBORDINATE POWER
The former French territor-
ies known as the Brazzaville
powers subordinated their in-
inteeesta toward es-
tablishing a viable joint Vb.-
line.
Others, like Liberian 'Air-
ways are limited to regIaaal
service. ••••
Ethiopian Airlines has mall-
aged to earn a record of, de-
pendability across Africa and
into Europe. It has mote Men
10,000 route miles and in -1901
had a net profit of $1.8 aiillipn
after recording an 11.5 per cent
increase in passengers sad
baggage, 28.4 per cent. in.41r
freight and 2.9 per cent in,ieir
mail.
"This airline actually Sas
been a paying propos:tien
which, looking around ta,e
world, is not a bad record,"
said Williams. . .
Pecans Planted 20 Years-
Ago Reap A Rich Harvest 
EASTMAN, Ga. — "Perhaps
as much as $900 will grow on
the pecan trees of Mr. and
Mrs. Foster Carson of East-
man, Ga., this year," says State
Agent Ao^,ust, Hill of the
Georgia Agricultural Exten-
sion service.
That's the amount this farm
family may gross of pecans,
one of their sideline crops,
Hill explains.
The Carson!! have 34 pecan
trees they planted 21 years
ago shortly after the Farmers
Home Adininistration of t h e
U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture made them a loan to buy
a 102-acre farm and lift them-
selves up from a dozen years
of •sharecropping and tenant
farming.
"We planted the trees,"
says Carson, "because we knew
this slcry-growing crop would
increase our determination to
stay here and work hard to
pay for the farm in order to
be here when the pecan har-
vest came."
The family paid for their
farm in seven years, added 68
acres the next year, and then
waited fotir years !pore be-
fore their trees began bear-
ing fruit. That was in 1953.
This year they expect 3,000
pounds of nuts, their best har-
vest, not only because more
of their trees have come into
production and others are ma-
turing tossq.rd maximum out-
put, but also because' they
have followed research recorn-'
mendations for fertilizing
their trees given them by As-
sociat2 County Agent Wash-
ington Bush.
The Carsons are now among
the leading Negro pecan
producers in southwest Geor-
gia, largest pecan area in the
United States. Last year the
State produced 78 million
pounds. This year production
is expected to drop to 14 mil-
lion pounds in Georgia. and 81
n.illion in the nation in a kind
of Lid aid down cycle. 4
Mr. and Mrs. Carson ;411
their pecans to one of' thr118
s!ieller. and processors,in-lite
state. The industry has gown
to 136 such firms througkint
the country to supply bakers,
ice cream manufacturers, and
the market for canned a d
packaged nuts.
Like other growers of quali-
ty nuts, the .Carsons receive
anywhere from 15 to 33 cero
a pound for their pecans, 41 -
pending upon the supply. With
the supply down this year,
they may receive between 25
to 30 cents a pound, or near-
ly $900 for the crop equival-
ent 1) ret-rns from five bales
of c,_ :.ton.
W' 'lever the price, it will
be almost like money grow-
ing on trees for the Cargo'
who also expect to produce' art
their 170-acre farm about 45
t 701
bales of citton, 4,000 b
of corn, 11 tons of peanu s,
tons of held peas, 70 .hogs, a
dozen calves, 300 dozeh eggs,
and a few turkeys. -.
"This kind of production
spells a good living for the
Carsons," says Hill. Three of
their 10 children are in col-
1 je at Fort Valley State, one
has already graduated and is
Lachine, and the other ea
are on their way.
Pecans and the other f
they grow are important 7n
only for buying education, bu,.
also for good eating for the
whole family, says Mrs. Julia
T. Hamilton, their home d
onstration ager.t. She
out that Mrs. Carson
nothing better than b
pecan pies and rolls and et
pastries and desserts.
learned to make at home
demonstration meetings. .
a•Mn
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• SOCIETY
M• Merry
Go-Round
• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
0 1111 RIB
The beauty and joy of an-
other Harvest season is upon
us, culminated by the hallowed
traditions of All Saints Day
and latter day legends of
witches and goblins associated
with Halloween, so beloved by
children with its overtures of
"Trick or Treat." .
In our City of Good Abode,
the pastime of many ladies on
week-ends is undoubtedly the
city-wide love of bridge and
attending dinner parties, to
give respite from the every
day pace of living in our age of
tension, ulcers and the current-
ly warming cold war.
SEMPER FIDELIS
Well-known SEMPER Fl-
DELIS BRIDGE CLUB was
the guest of GEORGIA DANCY
at her lovely home on Edith
Street last Saturday. As every-
one knows, Georgia is a won-
derful hostess given to gour-
met cuisine which she expertly
prepares herself. Last week-
end's menu saw her star rise
even higher in. the hospitality
heavens. The menu of mush-
room and chicken cooked in
sherry, buttered brocolli, tossed
salad, tarragon rice, champagne
and glace' maccaroon ice cream
cake intrigued the gala bevy of
members and guests.
Prizes at bridge were con-
versation - pieces of fall flower
arrangements — won by Ar-
etta Polk, Bertha Ray, Maedella
Reeves and guest Dr. Clara
Brawner.
Other Semper Fidelis mem-
bers present included Adelaide
Randall, Willye T. Jones, Ar-
dena Herndon, Velma Wil-
liams, Juanita Arnold, Allie
Mae Roberts, and another spec-
ial guest, Elizabeth Young.
THE J-U-G.S
Those well-known J-U-G-S'
were the guests of JOSEPHINE
BRIDGES, who also invited
scores of guests to the dinner
party which complimented
bride-to-be J-U-G Gwendolyn
Nash. Jo's smart home on Ar-
gyle was the scene of the party
which enfolded members Sarah
Chandler, Delores Lewis, Ma-
rie Bradford, Pearl Gordon,
Ann Nelson, Helen Cooke, Hes-
ter Miller and Nedra Smith.
Her other guests were Vera
Anderson, Delores Boone, Hel-1
111 II III al
en Batts, Cecelia Westley, Rita
L. Jones, Elizabeth Simons,
Norma Griffin, Jewel Speight,
Nell Northcross, Gladys Reed,
Vernita Watson, Juanita Lew-
is, Mildred Crawford, Lorene
Osborne, Vivian Willis, Helen
Burns and Josephine's sister,
Virginia Grinner.
EASTERN SEABOARD GALA
'THE MANHATTAN
GUARDSMAN WEEKEND, and
THE WOOSTER PREP
SCHOOL'S PARENTS' DAY
at Danbury, Conn., claimed the
presence and attention of Dr.
W. 0. and "Bootsie" (Jewel)
Speight a fortnight ago. So
combining the two very impor-
tant events, the New York,
Westchester County weekend
was one of sheer delight.
THE GUARDSMEN are
noted around the country for
their fabulous week-end par-
ties, and the Manhattan group
this year chose the Laurels
Hotel-Country club at Sackett
Lake in the Catskill Mts., -at
Monticello, N. for their bi-
annual posh event. Between
400 to 500 guests, most from
the Eastern Seaborn cities and
towns, converged at the ver-
dant setting for three days
filled with golf, dance sessions
where the latest in ballroom
steps were taught by dance
teachers, boating, horseback
riding, and swimming for any!.
one hardy enough to brave the
cold water — though the tem-
perature was in the 80's, lunch-
eons, cocktail gatherings, night
clubbing with gala Broadway
talent, including Cab Calloway,
Damita Jo, and an array of
television, radio and stage tal-
ent, brought rapt approval
from guests.
The diverse indoor events
were held in intriguing areas
of the fabulous spa . . . includ-
ing the breakfast party at "The
Pink Poodle," open bar from
4 to 10 each evening in the Bo-
vada Lounge, the theatrical
show at the Riviera night club
. . . all ending with a formal
dance where two bands held
sway.
During the interim, Dr.
Speight hied up to Danbury,
Conn., to attend the Parents'
day activities of The Wooster
School, at which their son, Wil-
TAYLOR'S MATTIE BEAUTY SHOP
AND SCHOOL
259 N. MAIN
HAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING
CREATIVE AND LATEST STYLES
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SCALP TREATMENT
NEW MEMBERS of Co-Ettes, Inc., were In-
ducted into the organization recently, and
here they line up for tea and photograph.
From left, they are Jacquelyn Young, Lynn
Ulen, Mae Byas, Carita Harrison, Priscilla
Marr, Veda Reeves, Aver Hurd, Brend Sawyer,
ham (Billy) is an honor senior
and achieved national fame by
scoring a perfect score in the
higher mathematics section of
he Collegiate Entrance Exam-
ination. At the campus at Dan-
bury, parents visited class-
rooms, attended a luncheon of
parents and students, and the
ensuing prep - league football
game. Following the Saturday
activities, all the students had
week-end leave, so Billy and
several of his classmates ac-
companied Dr. Speight to New
York City, where with Mrs.
Speight they went to. The
House of Chance and visited
the Teen-age section of Bird-
land to hear such greats as
Dinah Washington, Charlie
Mingus and his Group and the
Art Blakey Group.
Monday found the fine speci-
men group of young men head-
ed to Yale University for per-
sonal interviews concern-
ing their applications for col-
lege.
For the Guardsmen weekend,
the Speights were the guests of
Dr. Richard A. Dobson, Jr., of
New York, whose other special
guests were Dr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert E. Morton, (Mrs. Morton is
the former Miss Anna Griffin,
sister of Mrs. Addie G. Owen.
executive director of our
YWCA), and New York's Dr.
and Mrs. Alvin Mason.
FAMILY REUIVON
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Watkins
had the pleasure of a family re-
union with Mrs. Watkins' cou-
sin, Dr. James F. Robinson of
Dvorak, Mich., recently, when
he returned to his former home
in Little •Rock, Ark., to cele-
brate hirgOth birthday. On his
rellirrt.ta, Dr. Robinson stop-
ped in Memphis to visit his
cousin, including also Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Collins, Miss Grace
Collins, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Collins, Miss Rose Robinson.
Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson and
Miss Marilyn Watkins. who all
joined in a gala family dinner
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Collins of Clark Place.
Meanwhile, we are sorry to
learn that Dr. Watkins has
been on the sick list last week,
and we do hope that he is now
well and his genial self again.
CHIT CHAT
Our sympathy is extended
DEFENDER
Carolyn Brandon, chairman of Junior Board
of Directors; Jacquelyn Brodnax, president
of chapter; Julie Savile, Wanda Johnson,
Twyla Miles and Anglea Flowers. ( Withers
Photo(
Porter Jr. High News
By PATRICIA CUNNINGHAM
Hi there! . . . This is your
roving reporter around the
campus of Porter Jr. High, the
place where things happen.
It is my intention to bring
you all of the latest happenings
in and around the Lion's Den.
Your help is always solicited in
helping me to keep Memphis
informed and up to date on
our interesting developments.
SPOTLIGHT
This week we take great
pleasure in saluting one of our
most talented students. He is
an active member of Taber-
nacle Baptist church. A mem-
ber of 8-2 class, of which Mr.
Charlie Williams is homeroom
teacher, he is affiliated with a
number of different organiza-
tions on and around the cam-
pus.
This band member often re-
ferred to as "Shorty" is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ervin
Charles McCadden of Tuskegee,
Ala., and Mrs. McCadden on
the loss of his father last week.
Charles is a school friend of
long standing, and we had the
pleasure of renewing this ac-
quaintanceship last spring
when he attended the social
events of Links' regional meet-
ing, and more recently when
he attended the funeral of the
late Lewis O. Swingler.
Gaines who reside at 949
Grove ave. Ervin Gaines Jr:is
a typical and popular fellow
among all of his fellow stu-
dents.
So hats off to a great Lion.
WARMING UP
All around the campus students
are anxiously awaiting the up-
coming election of officers in
the student council. Among
those who hope to come up
with victory signs after the
election are: Mary Robinson,
Bernice Couch and Barbara
Hudson.
With such an array of per-
sonalities who cur predict
which one of these three young
ladies will capture the hearts
of the student body ... Well as
the old man says, may the best
one win.
DID YOU KNOW?
That Hattie, Byers has eyes
for a certain young man on the
second floor in the old build-
ing. That Joyce Ann Whiting
stands a good chance of losing
her man. That Estella Owens
is trying to hatch too many eggs
at the same time. That Ruby
Mason is cute. That Richard
Pitman is becoming more and
more popular around the cam-
pus.
TOP COUPLES
Rose Marie Harris and Tom
Cleve.
Lucile Hall and James Alex-
AKA HARVEST DANCE ander.
The gremlins that he did us Edna .Mae Betton and John
in, and caused your scribe to 
colebert.
err, but good, in stating that! 
Bernic . Couchthe Fisk-Lane football game e,- 
would be held here the night Evans.
of Nov. 2, when the AKA's hold TOP TUNES
their Harvest Dance at Currie's Emma Jean Webster and
Club Tropicana the same night. Tony Larence — "Darling."
The game is really the follow-
ing night, Nov. 3rd . . . but,  Irma Crump and Larry
nevertheless, much informal
fun will be had at the event
which will support health, edu-
cation and welfare projects of
the sorority. After all, there's
nothing like a dance to have
fun greeting the many people
our hectic lives do not allow
the pastime of visiting. Plus
that, someone will get a U. S.
Savings Bond . . . and Uncle 1
Sam does need our money. 1
and Samuel
TERMITES ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Pest Exterminating Co.
o. Z. Evers FA 7.5033
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY BEFORETHE WINTER RUSH IS ON!
1A STORM
II WINDOWS
CALL
NOW!
Buy where you are .sure of
quality at jaw prices. Hero ta-
day '-to you our many
proshicis to Improve your home
-Here tomorrow to service
vshot we sail if service is
regained.
it
WILL FIT ANY CONVENTIONAL
WOOD WINDOW!
PLUS
1.
100% Aluminum
CoiAbinotion
STORM DOOR
Aluminu.
Combination
ALL FOR
s14995
FREE INSTALLATION WITHIN 25 SOLES
Any size window up to 96
united inches. Door site to
36"o84".
• Genuin• 100% Aluminum
• Eliminates Changeover
• Saves Fuel • Solf•Stering
• For Any Conventional
Double-Hung Window
• Full I -Inch Thick Door
CALL NOW FHA ir BANK FINANCING ON
SCREENS, AWNINGS, GUTTERS AND IRON WORK
EKO
ALUMINUM PRODUCTS COMPANY
4515 riDGEON ROOST ROAD PNONS-6114-1733
Shorthand Club
Gives Tea
The Delta Rio Shorthand
Club of Griggs Business col-
lege, 492 Vance ave., sponsor-
ed a "G e t
-Acquainted Tea"
last Sunday.
Remarks were made by Rob-
ert T. Denson of Proctor, Ark.,
and Rev. C. J. Gaston.
Miss Barbara Jean Hearon
of Drew, Miss., was presented
as the secretary of the month.
The officers of the club are
as follows: Miss Lee Berta
Henderson, president; Miss
Barbara Jean Hearon, vice
president; Miss Lillie Cozzet-
ta Jones, secretary; Miss Eatha
Mae Brown, assistant secre-
tary; Mrs. Frankie Mae Por-
ter, treasurer; Homie Sykes,
chaplain. Miss Maggie G. New-
som is the advisor of the club.
Mrs. Clara Evans, reporter.
Business Sorority
To Honor Founder
The Mernohis chapter of
Alpha Chi Pi Omega sorority,
a national sorority of beauti-
cians, are planning to observe
Founder's Day Sunday. Nov.
25 at St. Andrew AME Church,
867 S. Parkway East.
The sorority was organized
by Mrs. Marjorie Stewart
Joyner of Washington, D.C.
Oct. 27, 1945. Co-sponsors of
the organization were the late
Dr. Mary McLoed Bethune and
Cong. William L. Dawson of
Chicago.
Also to be honored during
the celebration will be Dr.
Richard Moore, president of
Bethune Cookman college in
Daytona Beach, Fla.. which
was founded by Mrs. Bethune.
All beauticians in this area
are urged to attend the pro-
gram announces Mrs. Allura
Stamms Lee, chairman. Mrs.
Ionia Conckrell is vice chair-
man.
White — "Do You Love Me."
Cheryl Key and James Pow-
ell — "Beat You To The
Punch."
Woman Neatly
Itches To Death
"litany isrismi to death
7Ysyears.Then Ifossaa'a
new newsier came. Now
I'm happy," writes Mrs.
P. Ramsay eft-A.
Here's blessed relief from
tortures of vaginal itch,
rectal itch, chafing. rash
and eczema with an amazing new sciemilic
formula called LANACANE.Thisfast-acting
medicated crane kills harmful beat ria germs
while it soothes raw, irritated and inflamed
intone. Stops winching—so spend. healing.
Don't !ruler I Get LANACANI at druggists.
•
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER
ANYWHERE IN THE CITY
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 111611
HOLIDAY BRIDE-TO-BE: The engagement of Miss Jacque-
lyn Joy to Paul Carter Egins. Jr. of Columbus. Ga. has been
announced by the bride-to-be's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
James Joy, Sr. of Memphis. Miss Joy is a graduate of
Melrose High school and the Tuskegee Institute School of
Nursing, with a bachelor degree In nursing education. Popu-
lar Miss Joy reigned as Miss UNCF of 1962 at Tuskegee, and
Ii a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
Nurse To Be Wed In
Holiday Rites Here
Mr. and Mrs. Willie James
Joy, Sr., of Memphis, announce
the engagement of their
daughter, Jacquelyn, to Paul
Carter Egins jr., son of Paul
Carter Egins and the late Mrs.
Maggie Egins of Columbus,
Ga.
The couple will exchange
nuptial vows Dec. 22, at the
Olivet Missionary Baptist
church in Memphis.
Miss Joy is a graduate of
t"
Melrose High school, and she;
received the Bachelor of Sci-
ence Degree of Nursing Edu
w
cation from the Tuskegee In
stitute of Nursing. She reign.
ed as Tuskegee's 1962 "Mis
United Negro College Fund,
is a member of the Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha Sorority, and is pres-
ently employed at the Veter-
an's Administration Hospital
in Tuskegee.
11420 Davis St. Pho-
BR 6-3481
WE ARE SPECIALIST'S
WE PICK UP my\ IN OUR FIELD
AND DELIVER S
ANYWHERE IN
THE CITY /In
WE FINISH Up LAUNDRY
OF ti n ALL KINDS
"N 
DIAL Your
Long Distance Calls
for Fastest Service
at the Lowest Rate
For business, for pleasure, long distance is the fast and easy
way to keep in touch. When you dial your own calls, the service
is even faster. It's economical, too, because you always get the
low station-to-station rate, with extra bargains after six p.m.
and on Sundays and holidays.
Complete dialing information and a
list if Area Codes may be found in
NM &owl of gone telephone directory. Southern Sell
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ELITE LAVOGUE SOCIAL CLUB members recently held a
e dinner-meeting at the Four-Way Grill Plans were made for
a pre-Thanksgiving Breakfast, scheduled to be held at the
!f'oote Homes auditorium. Nov. 21. Club members are Mrs.
Laura Ephriam, president; Mrs. Annie Clark, %ice president:
SIKHS' DINNER PARTY — Members of the Sikhs Club are
seen standing before their wives and guests whom they com-
plimented at their annual dinner party, held recently at the
Fuller Park Club House. With the Sikhs, seen center is Dr.
Harbans Singh, a Sikh and native of India, who was the
guest speaker at the beautiful dinner party. Dr. Singh in a
professor of eduction at LeMoyne College. In the picture, the
Mrs. Joyce King. secretary; Mrs. Vivian Redd, assistant sec-
retary; Miss Bessie Campbell, business manager; Mrs. Mag-
gie Clay, reporter; Mrs. Leanne Darnell. chaplain. Guests at
the dinner included Herbert Alexander, John Garrett, Mrs.
Thelma Love and Clevell Smith.
couples seen left to right are: Dr. and Mrs. Pedro Suarez,
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Greene. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Champion,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Clark, Howard Robinson, Dr. Singh, Mr.
and Mrs Thaddeus Horne, Mrs. Marjorie Ulen, TSD society
editor, Mr. and Mrs. Turner Gilmore and Mr. and Mrs.
Marion Harris.
711-1 75,1 --
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FOOTBALL WEATHER
Well, it seems as Ole Jack
Frost really nipped us last
week and we think the cold
weather is here to stay. It is
fine football weather though
for I had begun to feel sorry
for those boys in those heavy
togs in such sever e warm
weather.
Let's hope that accounted
for Lane's Dragons being so
sluggish and the tables will
turn this week. Memphis fans
will get a chance to see some
college 1 oot ball when Lane
meets Fisk University in Mem-
phis on Nov. 3. The game is be-
ing sponsored by the Fisk
Alumni in Memphis. Lane fans
and alumni are reminded that
Homecoming will be Saturday,
Nov. 10, at Rothrock stadium,
with Lane facing Knoxville
college. Game time is 2 p.m.
Homecoming for Merry High
is set for Friday. Nov. 2, a
night game. The Greets Hor-
nets will nice t Burt High
school from Clarksville. Other
activities will include a bon-
fire Tuesday, Oct. 30. at 8:30
p.m., Coronation Ball, Thurs-
day, Nov. 1 and Parade Friday
afternoon.
To be crowned "Miss Hor-
net" and reign over the Home-
come festivities is Miss Jac-
Queline Whitfield, a senior.
Serving as her attendants will
be Miss Dorothy Donald, a
junior, and Miss Shir ley
Haves. a sophomore.
CULTURALLY SPEAKING
The first in the Lane college
Concert Series was presented
on last Friday night when a
trio composed of Douglas Wil-
liams, marimbist; Sandra Vol-
kert, dancer; and Greg Col-
son, pianist, appeared on the
campus. All who witnessed the
performance said it was su-
perb.
The next event of extreme
culture will be the presenta-
tion of the Broadway Theatri-
cal Extravaganza featuring
Clyde Turner as director, Irv-
ing Barnes, baritone; Geral-
dine Voerstreet, soprano; Wal-
ter P. Brown, bass-baritone;
Benjamin Gray, pianist; Doris
Galiber, mezzo-soprano, and
Aaron White, tenor. They will
be making appearances from
shows done on Broadway this
last season. The date is Tues-
day, Nov. 20, in the Merry
High School Gymnasium.
SHEPARD TO SPEAK
In the Educational Field,
American Education Week will
be celebrated Nov. 11-17 na-
tionally. In keeping with the
observance, the Jackson City
Teachers' Association is bring-
ing a rare treat.
On Monday evening, Nov.
12, in the Merry High School
Gymnasium, Dr. Samuel Shep-
ard tr., director of Elementary
Education of the Banneker
Group of the St. Louis public
schools will be the key not e
speaker at 7:45 p.m.
All parents are a sk ad to
avail themselves of the op-
portunity to hear and see this
exceptional personality.
We speak of him as being
"exceptional" because of his
contribution in the field of ed-
ucation in St. Louis.
The Banneker group we
speak of is a group of children
he worked with from low in-
come families living in slum
areas. As a result of working
with the students and parents.
a higher I. Q. and cultural de-
velopment was realized; con-
sequently his work with cul-
turally deprived children has
made him one of the outstand-
ing educators of the nation.
During his 29 years of ex-
perience he has served as
teacher, athletic coach, assis-
tant supervisor, director and
principal. He has been award-
ed the Omega Man of the
Year, 1957, The Citizen of the
Year, 1959, the Page-One
Award by the St. Louis News-
paper Guild in 1980, and wrote
Ian article for The Saturday
Evening Post last spring. We
feel fortnuate in having such
an outstanding personality to
speak during the week when
he t he me "Education Meets
the Challenge of Change" will
be used.
WTEC MEET
Another important educa-
tional event to take place pri-
or to the week will be the
lek
xe`
...ainaleo 1
SILVER ANNIVERSARY: Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Morris, Sr.
are seen on the occasion of their twentieth wedding anni-
versary, celebrated recently at Tony's Inn. The occasion also
saluted Mrs. Morris' birthday. Mr. ad Mrs. Morris are the
parents of three sons. Ronnie, a senior at Manaesaa High
school, as is Anthony, and Charlie Jr. who attends Tennessee
State Univ. Mrs. Morris is a barber, and Mr. Morris is an
Insurance salesman.
int home economist for the Pet Milk company, was among
a panel of experts who appeared on a panel in St. Louis, Mo.
last week on the subject, "How To Sell the Negro Market."
Identified always by her smart grooming. Mrs. Prothro, left,
wears hats created by Lillian Head Atlanta's renowned mil-
linery designer, shown with her. Mrs. Prothro visited the
White House in August with the famous Fultz quads.
the campus of Lane College
Nov. 8 through 10. The open-
ing session will be at 8 p.m. on
Thursday, Nov. 8. Schools in
Jackson and Madison County
will be closed for the Friday
session. The theme is "The Re-
lation of Communications to
the Instructional Program in
a Space Age."
With the accent still on edu-
cation, "Book Week" will be
West Tennessee Education observed Nov. 11-17 with the
Congress which convenes on slogan "I Like Books" design-
ed by Kate Sered y, noted.;
children's author. The week.r.
was designed to encourage,.
children to read but I think,
it would be a good thing for—
all of us to take stack for
"Books are more than betML
they are the life, the wart —
heart and core of ages lag
the reason why men lived Intl
worked and died, the essence
and quintessence of their,.
lives.
SEE THROUGH THE SMOKE SCREEN!
CONSIDER PRESENT TAXES!
COMPARE REPRESENTATION!
It's Time to
BLOW AWAY THE SMOKE SCREEN
. , . and get at the real facts!
Those opposing progress invariably bring into play that age-old but highly
effective weapon, the smoke screen. This weapon, designed to conceal the
real motive behind such opposition, also provides a haze through which truth,
_logic and principles can be distorted into ominous shagows; shadows created to
frighten, confuse and bewilder all who view them.
For many weeks the real purpose of the proposed Memphis-Shelby County
Consolidation Charter has been befogged and obscured by the smoke screen
of misrepresentation, falsification, rumors, misstatements, personal abuse and an
apparent total disregard of reason, logic and principle by those who have some.
thing to gain personally by its defeat.
WHAT IS THE TRUTH?
The real purpose of the..proposed Charter is to halt our present skyrocketing
taxes, eliminate the duplication, dissention and petty quarreling, mismanage-
ment and wrangling of the past and provide a healthy, more efficient and effec-
tive government for all of our people. Such an objective will accomplish great
benefits for both city and county residents equally with neither having an ad-
vantage over the other.
▪ THEN WHY THE SMOKE SCREEN BY THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE HOLD-
. ERS, POLITICAL BOSSES AND OTHERS WHO ARE DERIVING FEES AND
PERSONAL BENEFITS FROM THE PRESENT SYSTEM?
Because if is the only defense available to those who would sacrifice our
community's progress to their own selfish interests- Exposed to the light of
logic, reason and common sense, the facts are so clear that no one can deny
them. The only recourse of the Charter's opponents is to create, thtough a purely
emotional appeal, so many shadows of non-existent issues that the Charter's
true purpose becomes lost in the mind of the voter.
In addition to Shelby County government, Memphis government influences those
of us who live in the County outside the City in a number of ways end particularly
within a 5-mile sone around the City. Thus, let's compare whom we vote for now with
whom we would vote for in the Consolidated government:
Mayer
legislative body
Board Of Education
County Commissioners
City Commissioners to Commissioners
of the Cenedidetred Government
Court systwne
AMMON
Cenititilienal offices
Total ie eas et 27 II eat d 20
Whom we note for Whom we would vole for
now under, the Charts,
No
Quarterly Court.
2 to 4 out of 11
None out of 7
3
None out of 4
• yes
Ves
Lsiisluflel Council,
II out of I.
5 out of 7
Nen•
Mayor norrlinatat sod Ireis•
Wire Council OKAY
No changn
PrOfIKSIOnIlly COI/11,f,
parson eppeented by Lain
lobes Council
GOING U,PANoup!
1557 1958 1959 1160 19151 1562
SHADOWS
"Consolidation will
mean higher taxes."
"The Charter 'requires'
10000 tax assessments
on your homes."
"County residents
will have less voice
in the government."
"Our officials will be
appented instead of
elected."
"The Mayor will be a
dictator."
FACTS
Utter nonsense! A prime reason for adapt.
ing the Charter is to avoid tax incrdases—
not raise taxes. The Tennessee Taxpayers
Association states flatly that consolidation
would save our taxpayers 131,000,000 on
12 years. If you defeat It, that $31,000,000
is coming out of your pocket—not from the
pockets of those who seek to mislead you.
The truth is that NO CHANGE WHATEVER
on the matter of assessments has been
written into the Charter. The paragraph
dealing with assessments is corned word
for word trots our present State taw under
which we have been taxed these many
years.
Completely Untrue! — For the first time
Shelby County residents outside the aity
will, through their representation on the
Legislative Council, have a voice in all mat-
ters affecting BON CITY AND COUNTY.
You will have MORE—Not less voice in
governmental affairs.
FALSE!.:—The only appointed officials will
be those with administrative duties as heads
of the various departments. The mayor and
the 12 members of the Legislative Council
will all be elected.
Actually the Mayor's powers under the
Charter are far MOM limited than those
held by the chief executive of most Amer-
ican communities. He must work with and
under the direction of the Legislative Coun-
cil which can veto any of his appointments
or actions. This. is a Ng step AWAY from
dictatorship, not toward it.
"Consolidation is the
aim of only • smell group
which is trying to take
over both city and
county."
"Our commission form of
government has proved to
be the but yet devised."
"Under the Charter t ie
newspapers would rule
our community."
Charter opponents say:
"If you don't knew, vote
'No'."
A Ridiculous statement!—Consolidation is
an earnest effort on the part of all public
spirited residents of Memphis and Shelby
County to get us out of the governmental
mess in which we have floundered for
years and back on the road to progress
and prosperity. It is opposed almost en•
tirely by those who have an ax to grind
or would lose power or patronage through
its adoption. One look at. the names or
those endorsing versus those opposing the
charter will verify this.
A complete falsity. The commission form
of government has fallen Into disrepute in
recent years. No American city the size of
Memphis. Tennessee, still retains it. Such
statements are hardly worthy of answers.
Let's not be silly!—The reason for attack
ins our newspapers is very obvious-7 out
of 9 of them support the Charter.
This slogan is an arrogant and direct slap
at the intelligence of all who hear or read
it. The decent and liberty.loving people of
this community have not yet sunk to the
level of voting either "Yes" or "No" to any
vital question at the Oftweeted command
of those whose personal interests may be
open to question. Let's substitute "If you
don't know, find oat!" Most residents of
Memphis and Shelby County are intelligent
enough to find out from those In whom
they have confidence. And if you find out
the truth, you will vote "Yes" for the char-
ter.
LET'S LOOK AT FACTS, NOT SHADOWS AND
DECIDE FOR OURSELVES WHAT WE WANT
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YOUR VOTE FOR CONSOLIDATION WILL MEAN A BRIGHTER FUTURE FOR YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN
 .eirmommer 
DEFENDER SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3. 1962
. •
(POLITICAL ADvEnTIsTMENT) (POLITICAL ADvEZT1sX1004T) (POLITICAL ADVENT131OCENT) (POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT) (POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT) (POLITICAL AOTERTIAZHENT) (POLITICAL ADT611T1611111151fT) (POLITICAL ADVERTlaiilW 
.t.:•
BATI
'11
N*OTICE, OF ELE611104N
GENERAL MC ION TUESDAY NOVEMBER 6, 1962
The undersigned, S. Nelson Castle, G. B. "Pat" Joyner, and Lester H. Brenner,
Commissioners of Elections for Shelby County, Tennessee, pursuant to law, hereby
FiVe notice of a GENERAL ELECTION, to be held in all the wards and precincts
in the City of Memphis and Shelby County, Tennessee on Tuesday, November 6, 1962.
The election is called for the purpose of voting for Governor, United States
Representative, 9th Congressional District, Public Service Commissioner, State Senator,
30th Senatorial District, 31st Senatorial District, 32nd Senatorial District, 33rd Sena-
torial District, Representatives to General Assembly Districta 1 through District 13 and
CONSTITUTIONAL REFERENDUM
For the Convention • Against the Convention
SPECIAL ELECTION REFERENDUM
Sec.: 6-3708 & 9 of the Tennessee Code
For Consolidation of Memphis and Shelby County
Against Consolidation of Memphis and Shelby County
Notice is hereby given that City, County, State or Federal Government employees
'are' not eligible to serve as election officials by State Statute (2-1120). Any Government
employee listed herein is requested to inform the Election Commission for removal of
their name by calling JAckson 6-8831, Station 205.
WARD 1 WARD 11-2 i WARD 16-3
St. Mary's School Foote Homes Community Center: Crump Stadium
. 249 North Third St. 578 Mississippi Linden & Cleveland
OFFICER-Hiram Kyle. OFFICER-C. B. Cade, Sr. 1 OFFICER-Mattliew R. Cole.
- Airs. Maceo Red-:JUDGES - Mrs. Jessie Fruit. JUDGES 'JUDGES-Greta Hollingsworth,
richer, Fay' Brogdon, Mrs. wood, Emma Mae King, The- D. B. Crowley, Mrs. D. B.
resa McFaden, Margaretrlyde M. Notgrass, Mrs. H. . Crowley, Mrs. Charles' S.
P. Jonas, Pat Yates, James Jackson. Ora Crutchfield, Mat- Drake, Gordon Hollingsworth,
T Brooks. tie Todd, Loretta PrestOn. 
- Jr., Fred Muller, Jr., Earl P.
REGISTRARS-Mary F. Lazen- REGISTRARS - Clara Parks, Davis, Dudley S. Jefferson,
'by, Mrs. W. F. Wenzler. Odessa M. Coleman.
WARD 12
WARD 2
. Wisconsin School
Shelby County Office Bldg. 176 Wisconsin
137 Poplar Ave. OFFICER-Gertrude Smith.
OFFICER-M. -11, Barker. JUDGES-Rosemary Powell,,, WARD 17-1
JUDGES -- Mrs, Effie Stites, Magnolia Griffin, Mildred! Jewish Community Center .
Mrs. Margaret Bratcher, Mrs. Harris, Mary Pugh. Louise, • 2016 Court
M. V. Carter, Mrs. Helen Williams, Rosetta Robinson,
• Bryant. • 
- Geraldine Fletcher,.Lucy Mae OFFICER-J. Thomas Douglas.JUDGES-D. J. Foppiano, Mrs.REGISTRARS-Mrs. Cleve C. Hurt.
Reads Juliette C. Read. • • REGISTRARS - Geraldine 'R.1 • -W. P. Shea, Ida Hodges. Mrs.E. T. Ferguson, Dr. John V.
Hopson, Earlean Armour.
- 
WARD i , ... .
. 
Hummel, John Brooks liodges.
. Mentphis Salvage Corps •I
. 
WARD 15.1 REGISTR.ARS-31rs. Ben H. 1 y-
214 Monroe ' , • LaRose School
OFFICER-Noel R. Whitaker. I &It S. Wittlington '
JUDGES - llma Franks. Ken-tiFFICER-Mattie E. Day.
neth T. Finley Sara Davis,jJUDGES - Rosie L. Owen s,
WARD 174
Catholic High School
Lewis Green, Flozell Mc-, Alma Bonds, Anne Dawkins, 57 N. McLean
Mary Wallace, Alozell Smith, 0FFICER-Frank Flournoy, Jr.Queen, Arthur J. Fleischer.
Ella Mae Stewart, Fannie JUDGES-Ha Baldock, OscarREGISTRARS - Alma Per
Mae Mackey. • ' ' M. Diffee, Mrs. Harold R.William V. Hamblin.
REGISTRARS-Alma 11 1 g g s,I Liebenrood, Harold R. Lieben-
WARD 5 
• Pearl Felts. ' ; rood, Evelyn M. Rawlings,
I
. 
Beale St. Auditorium WARD 13-2 • Mrs. George Aitken, J. R
393 Beale St. 
' . Fire Station No. It ! Brady.
OFFICER-Curtis Johnson.
• 
383 E. 31cLemore REGISTRARS -Vivian Wood
JUDGES - Bernice Bowen, OFFICER-H. F. Patton. i Marjorie K, Jones. .
Queen Ester Guy, Anne G. JUDGES-Airs. R. C. Potts: .
Moore, Johnnie Hill, Felix Mrs. J. T. Ford, Mrs. Veral WARD 17•3
West, Mrs. George Rogers, Clark, Estelle Rivers. Lucille! Memphis Park Commission
Maurice Hulbert, Sr., Josie C. Hawkins, Wiletta J. Jones, ILI
Moore. 0. Stanfield, Sallie Snow. , 1461 Court
Office
REGISTRARS - Shirley Ann REGISTRARs 
.Mrs. II. 0. Stan: OFFICER"--A.. Britt Aura.
King, Claudette Collier. I field, Mrs. H, R. Wilkinson. JUDGES-John . P. Brown
WARD 13-3 , Alerle Marbum Airs Zada Cummings St. Baptist ChurchWARD 6 James.
Fire Station No. I , A. B. Hill Scheol I Allen, Mrs. S. O. Todd, Ethel REGISTRARS-Mrs. E. Frank- 1220 Cu legs
474 S. Main St. , 1372 Latham ; M. Fransioli, Louise HarwOod, lin, Mrs. S. Clayborn, OFFICER-Ruthie Mae Deber-
, Mrs Raymond Selph, Mrs. C.
' A. Breckenridge Mrs: Marion 
WARD 214 rY.OFFICER-J. M. Cox. OFFICER-L. F. Simpson. , -
JUDGES - Louise Whitfield,JUDGES - Mary Ella Colson, JUDGES-L. C. Plyier, G. E., . Kallaher ' 
Vacant Store
3232 Jackson AVE. Odessa Williams, Betty • DR. A. Shepard, John George-1 Bateman, John C. Hill, E. T.
'REGISTRARS-Mrs. A. K Hest- OFFICER-R L. Greer. Strong, Rev. Louise Lynomlea, Connie L. Gatewood, N.! Dandridge, Lester L. Robin-
JUDGES-Rev. G. Griffin, By-
Ton H. Holeman. Walter C.
Raiford,- Anna Greer, Irene
Mitchell, Rev. Willie Joyner,
Mrs. Tommie L. Robinson,
Annie H. Allen. Arizona M.
Fort, Etta Milan.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. %Olean
Tyler, Alice Holeman.
WARD 22
Vacant Store
, 609 Chelsea
OFFICER-P. G. Krouse
Irene .1. Gleeden. JUDGES - - Lillian I._ Davis.kins, Mattie Powell, Jimmie Associated General Contractors
WARD 7,1 Clara Bloclrwood; Homer C. Watson, Jr., Jbetta Dandridge,
'o 
Lee Daniels, Willa Mae Gard- 320 S. Dudley Soilms, Annie Jackson, Mat- Ella Chilton.Owen College ner. OFFICER-E. M. Bolder. Jr.
' GISTRARS - Eartha Mae tie Lee Neal, Bobbie L Cor- REGISTRARS-Kathryn Thorn-PS S. OrleansJUDG S-'-Neal E. Tidwell, Lu-t sine, T. .1. Warren, 'Susan ton, Vivian Willis.i OFFICER-Will Put•dy. Waddell, lialicse Graham. , cille R. Waller, Bonnie Bender-, Hyde, Katy Banks.
' JUDGES-Louise Allen, Melva-, man, Sam J. Andrews, Or. REGisTRARs _ li*s. NellisWARD 14-2 WARD 27-1
nor Fisher, Nannie Purdy, A. St. Jude Baptist Church 1 ville M. Holt, A U. Council,: Krouse, Mrs. W. R. Stegall. Humes High School
R Buford, Clara Winston, Tries and Oak Streets I Mrs. Aianis Smith. WARD 23 &X N. ManassasPernina Williams, Dr. B. F. OFFICER- Arezzaleece Cumby. REGISTRARS-Nell C. Wbar- Memphis Housing
MeCleave. JUDGES Nellie B. Rogers.! ton, Nora Fontaine. 700 Adams
Aulk^-s-rily OFFICER-John J. Person.
REGISTRARS-Geraldine IV. Gladys M. Taylor, Margaret OFFICER-C. W. Hurst. 
JUDGES-Ruth Beek, Martha
Scheele, Alazie Sanders, Mar.Jones Airs. Willie E. Taylor., E, Alexander Cora L. Gleese.
WARD a 
Mrs. Vernon 'Dickens. F.rniece Hodges Field
WARD 19 JUDGES-Elmer F. Davis, Nor.
man J. Flynn, Peter M. Mitch- 7.1Irs. Roy Bray.
Ion Sanders, Theresa Moretti,
. Merrill school ' Taylor, Annie Bell Parker. , Waldran L. Jefferson ell, James R. Burns, Ben L. REGISTRARS-Ann Marie Dal-ItErasTRARS--Ann Edith Kin- OFFICER-Lee Gilmore.
chelow, Rhea Binds. Madison.303 Jones Si.
OFFICER -Marsden D. Mitch-, JUDGES-Mrs. E. R. Catldit• REGISTRARS - Mrs. C. W. 
ton, Mrs. Fred Wells.
ell. • WARD 15 Kathryn McGuire, Carolyn Hurst, Mrs. .T. R. Burns. 
•
WARD 27-1Metcalf Mrs. Dumont Frank- WARD ItJUDGES-Ruby IV, Banks, Al- Red Cross Bldg. lin, Rhea Pinson, Frances Fire Station No. 10 
Fire Station No. 6
pha B. Lewis, Owen M. Wade,' - Mansfield & central Densford, Josephi I. Cavallo. 147 S. Parkway. W. 
914 Thomas
Jettie Dodson. Lola B. Jones,'DFFICF;R-J. C. Lancaster. REGISTRARS - Mrs. E. W. oFFicER_Hurry gob,. • OFFICER - Charles Crawford.Pearline Kimhmusji. • JUDGES-Andrew Jobe, A: B.
Amelia IVeatherspoon, IreneJ. Miller, Mrs. G. L. Currince.; son, Mrs. Lester L. Robinson,
Russell, Mabel White, MrsREGISTRAR-Inez Savage. . Robert Jacox.
A. .7. Goodloe, Arria Malone!REGISTRARS-Mrs. L. C, Ply-
WARD 7-1 REGISTRAR - Maxine! let', Daisy B. Beasley.
ler, Gladys Lee.
WARD 20-5
Memphis Vocational School
220 N. Montgomery
Alma Zimmerman, Waldo A. WARD 21-i.
-Zimmerman. Fire Station No. 15REGISTRARS-Helene E. Greg- 1019 Faxon
son, Alice S. King. OFFICER-Jefferson C. Cal-
houn.
JUDGES-R. B. Everett, Jr.,
Mrs. Stanley Davies, .Ruth
Smith, Mrs. T. C. Wynn, T. C.
Wynn, Mrs. Lou Finch, Harry
.7. Fitzgerald, Mrs. Barry .7.
Fitzgerald,' Eleanor Palmer,
R I ch d Miles, Henrietta
Miles.. Tent - Calvary. Methodist
REGISTRARS - Mrs. David' • - Church
Boyd, Mrs. Vick Bernacchi.; • • 534 E. MoLemore
WARD 211 OFFICER-H. W. Beecher. •
Dave Wells Community Cen UDGES--Mrs. E. Young, Marie
Chelsea & Ayers Adams, Blanche F anion,
OFFICER-John Grashot. Booker T. Jones Sr., Mollie
JUDGES-Almeta S. Grashot, Carter, Erma Jones.
Geo. Turnipseed. Theresa REGISTRARS -Hat tie M.
Mills D a vi d M Simpson, 'Moore, Pearline Tate.
Rosa Spore, Mrs. Al be rt
Smah. Mrs. N. E. • Self, Er- RAID 26•1
nest M. Jenkins, Marvin B. Cummings School
Sims, 1037 Cummings
REGITRARS-Pauline Reitz, OFFIlsr.B-Mildred Townsel.
Gladys T. Simpson. JUDGES - Nellie Bridgeforth,
• WARD 21.3 Bessie . Lee Forrest. Annte
Klondike School Mae Thr e at, Daisy Lee
1230 Volentine Strong, Marie Brown.
OFFICER-E. R. Rhodes. REGISTRARS -M il dr ed
JUDGES-ja m es Harris, Mari- graham, Eva Young.
lyn Harrison, Thomas Frank-
lin, Ella B. Mallett, 'Jesse WARD 26.2
Polls in all voting precincts of the City of Memphis and Shelby Contr. will spin
at 8:30 A.M. and close at 7:30 P.M. Central Standard Time.
•
The following persons are appointed to hold election at locations listed below:
WARD 9.S.2
Se; Thomas School
$80 Trigg
OFFICER-Wm. J. Raney. OFFICER-Mrs. Orville Flack.
JUDGES-L. W. Paschal, Mil- JITDGES-Edith Phillips, Mary
ton Folbe, R. J. Reynolds, Beecroft, T. J. Phillips, F. L.
Sophia Drucker, Eva Bene- Barrier, Opal Stoddard.
diet, 0. W. Rodgers, Char- REGISTRARS - Mrs. Emola
lotte Wallace. Barrier, Vivian McNulty.
REGISTRAR-Mrs. Albert. J.
Steiner, Mrs. E. K.' Pate. WARD 253
Southelde School
ea Richmond
OFFICER-Sular .7. Mondy.
JUDGES - Katherine Harris
Claudia Casem, James
Holmes, Dorothy L. Jones,
Lottie Mae Smith, Shirley L.
Dawson.
REGISTRARS-Fannie. Wooten,
Eloise Casem.
WARD 23•4
ings, Mrs. Jesse R. Nelson.
WARD 17-4
Smith. Mrs. 01 e r e R.Mt. OliVA ('ME Church , 
• WARD 14-1 "
• 3811 Linden George.Lemovne College
OFFICER-Annie Mae William- ail Walker
WARD 26-3son. OFFICER-Rosetta Miller.•
Bellevue Park - TentJUDGES-Berniece S. Williams JUDGES --- Mrs. Tommie Wal-
Eunice E. McNeal, Cora Lee Bellevue 4k. S. Parkway
' lace. C. Neal, Erma L.
Marietta Brinkley, Lillie B. Stedhum. Qutesta Cothran,
Wilkerson. 
• Paralee Walker J. N. Cowan,
RlEGISTRARS-Afattie H. Hunt. Bessie L. Davis.'Mary Wat-
WARD 29-1 WARD S11-1
Vacant Building
962 S. Cooper
OFFICER-D. L. Johnson.
JUDGES - Mrs. E. AI. McCal-
la, J. K. McDaniel, -Charles
W.'Kinsey, W. D. Howell, Roy
Emerson, Mrs. B. L. Robin-
son, IV. J. Floyd, Mrs. J. L.
Wright, Mrs. -C. W. Lowe, L
W. Lowe, Harry S. Marsh
REGISTRARS -Hattie Surratt.
Mrs. B. M. Peterson,
. Ward 29-2
Orange Mound Swimming Pool
• 2376 Carnes OFFICER - B. C. McKee.
OFFICER - Rudolph Johnson. JUDGES - Loilise B. Harlow,
JUDGES - Bridget Pyles, J. H. Norton, E. T. Hodges,
Isaaclene Ferguson, Marge- 71. S. Hawkins, Fred C. Beck-
ret E. Muse, MilInie Mae Nel- endorf.
son, Marie ,E. Rockamore, REGISTRARS - Sirs. R. S.
Lucille- Crawford. Simpson, Mrs. .7. H. Finch.
REGISTRARS - Patricia •A. • WARD 31
Hackett, Ray Francis Gordon. Pine Hill Schoo/ •
WARD 391 .
Hanley St. School
Sao Hanley
OFFICER-Grant Parham.
JUDGES - Evelyn T. Walton,
Arthur M. Holoman, 0. M.
Burks, Sam Nolan, Subrathes
Hardaway, Faye A. Burrow,
•Susie L. Briggs.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Arthur WARD 31-3
'Perkins, Lucille Boyd. Argo Cleaners
WARD 30 1334 S. Lauderdale
Fire Stslien No, IS
all B. Parkway, N.
OFFICER - Mike Gavin.
JUDKES -J. W. P. Fleming,
B. T. Highland, Mrs. Mike
Gavin, Sam. F. Cole, Mn, J.
A. Phillips, Mrs. R. D.
Wright, Dr. S. R. McKbutey.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Stanley
Hardy, Jessie G. Wade.
•
• WARD SAS •
Peabody Community Center
Peabody az Tanglewood Ste.
OFFICER-Joseph .7. Sweeney.
JUDGES "- Austin T. Weigh.
Luke Kingsley, Sr., E. M.
Lingenfelder,: Mrs. Geo. G.
Clarke, Virginia R. Massie,
Neely ai,rant, Lillian McNeil,
H. B. -Scott
REGISTRARS - Ada Coulter,
Leona Jeter.
WARD 31.1
Peabody 'School
2086 Young
OFFICER - Travis H. Howell.
JUDGES - John Morris, Mrs.
R. L. Crider, Carl 0, Nash,
Mrs. John Morris, Mrs. IV. L.
Ward, Mrs. Fredet•icks Shaf-
OFFICER-Charles 'Cleaves. OFFICER -Richard T. Poole.
JUDGES-Valeria Cleaves, Cm- JUDGES - Mattie Marsh. Mrs.
thia Carter, Nina J. Daugh- C. C. Campbell, Alice S. WU-
ertv Natalie Wadley' • I. A. kinson, C. J. Harding, Juanita
Bartholomew, W. R. Wilkin-
son, Florence Dean, Mrs. W.
Ellis, Lena AL Howard.
REGISTRARS - Jo Ann
Schwendimann,. Mrs. A. H.
Hasenmueller.
WARD 31.2
Oak Park 'V"
Wlllett & Foster
OFFICER, - John F. Lucchesi.
JUDGES - Georgia M. Ingram,
Fenner Lee Cox, F. F. Leake,
Lena Mae Leake, Mrs. Ben
Rs. Edwards, Mrs. Sidney A.
Law, Ruth W. Hunt.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Fred Y.
Loa tie, Helen Gray. JUDGES-Ella Hudson Addle' jUDGES - Rosa Lee Cooper,REGISTRARS Edna M. Mash- Sanders, Jesse Cunningham.'
ell, Martha J. Brarnlett. Mrs. S. C. Lancaster, Rich-
' ard Shepherd, Mary ElizabethWARD 9 Redd, Wylie Holeman, Mrs.Buildi Thomas White.487 N. Fifth Street , .,  Arthur Sample.
OFFICER-Charles Nunnery. RS.GISTR- in 4` Mrs" R I. n JUDGES-Roane Waring, Jr.,I Grayson Mrs.Lester Green.
JUDGES - Alma H. Trobaugh,, • '  Henry Zderad, Jerred G.
James F. Holcomb. Rosa L WARD 16.1
Nunnery, Mrs. H. H. Smith,, - Idlewild School
Mrs. A. R. Xigues, Lillie D. 1950 Linden
Bufford, Rev. D. B. Burbidge,'OFFICER-Chalmers Cullins.
tie 'Bell Swift, Earline Wil.:JUDGES-T. I). Moss, Howard
s, Cliff West, Mrs. Atel-1 Winn. Lawrence Mason. War-
Al Chytnia Temple
1237 Poplar
OFFICER-John Bailey.
JUDGES-Airs. J. H. Mitchell,
Katie Meeks, Dudley Johnson,
Mrs.' R. F. Schneider, Airs.
W. Rannels.
IlEGIsTRUIS -- Mrs. IV a d e
Crockett, Dorothy L. Craff.
WARD la
Blanchard, Jim Breytrpraak,
E. AL Grecian, C. S. Moser,
Preston McDaniel, Troy Rit-
ter, Mrs. E. A. Russell, Mrs.
Chas. H. Patton, Mrs. Law-
rence Gm-than
vin A. York, Airs. J. A. Mar- 1 ren Webb, Marie Gibbs, ,j, REGISTRARS-Ethel C Her
tin. Frazier Ailsworth. yin, Airs. Arthur Sample.
REGISTRARS- Airs, Pat Dene-REGISTRARS - - Mrs. Howard 
. WARD 2e-s
gri, Mrs. R. L. Nunnery. , Winn, Dorothy Sullivan. Stonewall Lodge
WARD 11.1 , ' WARD 16.2 1363 Overton Park
Locke School I Cossitt Library orricing--Aumt in Frame.
In St. Paul ! McLean & Peabody liUDGES -- Drucliii Mexley,
OFFICER-Belle Pettigrew, iOFFICER-- T. W. Billions. P a u I a W. Moss. Agnes
JUDGES-Frank J. Braugher, JUDGES-Mrs, Hal P. Bailey, O'Leary, Mary O'Lestry, Mrs.
Anastasia B. Hall, Audrey A. Lynn H. Ferguson, B. T. T. G. :Emmons, Jr., SU. B.
Folsome, Ruth Lewis, Jean- Biggs, Mrs. Melvin Furchgatt, Baker, Blanche phelpa, An.
elle Flynn, John W. Tylor, Jr., LaValie Sorrells, Herbert lluir F. Sehosatbs, Louise
Lula F. Buford, John Mc- A. Wilmot, Walter Hoffman, Betz, Louise Herron, Tom
Donald. Paul R. Benjamin. Muench, Mrs, Ere D.- MAL
REGISTRARS-Marla T. Ho- REGISTRARS-Mrs. John W. REGISTRARS-Rode tr. Chisel,
pn, Jacqueline. E. Partee, Spence, Barbara T. Hall. Clara M. Smith.
ha
ER-Dr.
WARD 20-1
Josie Holloway, Alonzo Cald- 
Hughes, Eva AL Tillman,
e oore. ernesM. Harley, Samantha Iludson,i
Memphis College of Music Tommy Guy, Jr., Shirlee
well. Finnic, Edna M. Haywood.1322 Overton Park REGISTRARS-Julia Hightow- REGISTRARS Ora mare,
ei, Basic L. Applewhlte. Ella Belle Raines.
WARD 342
Ht. 'Mortal, Baptist Church WARD 161-1
1264 Florida Lenox Bohm!
OFFICER-Warren Burt. 519 S. Edgewoed
JUDGES-Lillian Thomas, 
---9"."a OFFICER-J. B. Ferguson.Campbell, Zelphia Hentz, JUDGES - Alice N. Booth,
ris 3. Morris, Marguerite Mrs. Jacl? Fulton, P. K.
Turner, Mrs. Willie Thomas, Hoiden, Helen Dale, David E.
Jessie Mae Henderson, Ma- Caywood. 0. T. Booker, Mrs.
liza Williams, Nettie Mae William G. Chaney. B. C. Berry, James AT. Som-
Porter, Amantha Steele. REGISTRARS - - Mrs. J. B. era, Dorothy Gold, Mrs. Wit-
REGISTRARS - Joseph toe Ferguson, Mildred Harris.
Watts, Viola Robinson,
WARD 15-1
Scheel
1153 IL Lauderdale
OFFICER-Lofton Bowers.
JUDGES
-Georgia Lewis, Er*
estine Shumpert, Mrs. A. L
Willis, Anne M. SpragglRe,
Win. T. Gurney, Dorothy Sap'
tiers, Tom Harris.
REGISTRARs-Alma E. Cut
ler, Katie IT. Tipton.
WARD MI
Rill Bros. Motor Co.
2141 Madison ,
OFFICER-J. 1). Marks.
JUDGES - Erie S. Elrod, Ed
R. Dewey, J. N. Bagwell, R.
Hale Mosley. Ethel Rawlinson,
Herbert S. Esch, A. I.. Dab- Johnson, Crawford Heming-
ney, Mrs. A. L. Dabney. way, Georgia Watts.
SEGISTRARS -- Margaret R. REGISTRARS-Josephine Holt,
Patty, Frances 0. Sullivan. Louise WestleY.
1087 Alice
Armstrong Furniture Co.
1333I Broad
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Milton
Bowers, Mrs. Sid Hall.
WARD 37-1.
.Lester Elem. Scheel
564 Lester .
OFFICER-Nolan Turner.
JUDGES-Rosetta Pitcher, Mrs.
E. J. Washington, *Betty F.
Chism, Richard Johnson, MS.
dred L Sweet, Henry F.
Filcher, Oscar Joyner, Eliza-
beth Walker, Mae Ola Mor-
gan.
REGISTRARS-Barbara Heed,
Lydia B. Robinson.
WARD 37-1
Chuck Hutton
2371 Poplar
OFFICER-Robert E. Marshall.
JUDGES-Mrs. Robert E. Mar.
shall, Walton P. MeQtrW,
Mrs. H. L. Sistine, Walter B.
Hartman.
GISTRAR-11rs. Earl More.
OFFICER - Kyle Healey. land.
JUDGES - W. H. Jack, Mrs. WARD AS-1.
13, H. Gilliam, W. J. Rapp,
laulse White, B. H. Gilliam,
. Mrs. R. W. Lincoln, K. B.
Christopher.
REGISTRARS - Irene Astor.
OFFICER - John P. Waiters.
JUDGES - Mrs. E. E. Platt.
Vivian C.. Williams, Elvira
Cody, Inez Payne, Anna R..
Willis, Ella Winters, -Ella
Snipes, Frankie White, C. D.
Liunm, George Buchanan, Er-
nestine Boone.
REGISTRARS - Jessie Mc-
Mahon, Emma Argo.
Ward 354
Florida Street School
3560 Florida
OFFICER - Ruth Perry.
JUDGES - Martha Hunter,
Elizabeth Smith, Ada Payne,
Martha Woodhouse, Bernice
Young, H. L. Boyce, Henry
Flanigan. 
Chas- C. REGISTRARS - Alberta Snell,
rson.
fer, Lillie Mahaffey,
REGISTRARS - Mrs. A. C. 
Georgia Mae Nicholson.
Anderson, Mrs. LaRue E. Ward 113•1
Hart.
WARD 311 
Riv:irevijeowubSeerthool
Roselle School OFFICER - Elnora Tipton.
993 Roland JUDGES - Al Jackson, Lula
White, Ernestine Clark, Eliz-
abeth Black, Odessa C.
Shann, Ophelia Spearman,
Katie Smith.
ItEGISTRARS - Callie E. Mil-
ler, Mabel AL Young.
. WARD 35.3
Carver School
1591 Peansylvanls
OFFICER-Maggie Bearden.
JUDGES - Bessie Claybrook
Lydia' E. Hawkins, Addle
Wright, Lettie Mae Dean,
Beatrice H. Thornton, Sallie
L. Cleaves, D. J. 'Thomas.
REGISTRARS-Eloise Flowers,
Callie L. Terrell.
WARD 361
Demuth, Mrs. George R. Tat- ttnoWden 
School
lent. 
WARD 51.4 
1970 N. Parkway
Tent - Glenview Park 
OFFICER-Arno A. Brugge.
JUDGES-Mrs. Frank D. Faux,
Lamar k Barksdale 
OFFICER - AV, Neal Maxwell. 
Andrea J. Baker, Martha E.
- Evelyn McLaugh- 
Ramsey, Lucille Collins, An-
JUDGES
lin, Warren P. -Ware, Helen 
thony A. Aspero, Dr. G. B.
Ramsey, John A. Peterson,
S. Wagner, W. B. McLaughlin, Geo McLean, John W. Ap-
Mrs. .1- K Maguire. Mabel B. Plint
lie Oglesby..Neal E. Tidwell,
REGISTRARS -- Mrs. R. 11.
Hobbs, Mrs. A. F. Patterson.
WARD 32-2
HOWier
764 Dudley
OFFICER - Ruth A. Pegram.
JUDGES -- Randolph Holt,
Rosa Lee Turner, Mrs. B. B.
Hill, 
Mrs.. 
A. L. Duval. An- 
REG  
MARS - Mrs' 'T' W.
. thony A. Meyer, Mrs. john K. 'Owen, Mrs. A. A. Brugge.
Conley, M r s. Amelia Cam- WARD 36-2
wail.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. J. B. 
Little Flower School-Tent
1866 Jackson
Stedman, Alice Maxwell,
WARD 32-1 
OPYICER-E. L. Williamson.
Lamar Terrace 
JUDGES-Jesse P. Bellamy, A.
. Ills Lamar C. Cross, Jake Principi, *John
OFFICER - L. H. Bonham. 'Getz, E. A. McDermott, Mrs.
JUDGES - MA. Joe Powell, Joseph Cowling,, Sally Dame,Gertrude Carpenter, C. P.
Coleman, E. Ammons Dorris,
Robert Outland.
.REGISTRAR.% - Mrs. F. B.
Peebles, Ethel Harris.
Grahamwood School
3954 Summer
OFFICER-Dr. Walter Hoffman.
JUDGES-Erline B. Dye, Mar-
gust L. Hatcher, Mrs. Las
Miller, Mrs. L. K. Foster,
Mrs. Douglas Cooper, Mrs. D.
A. Ellis, Mrs. B. L, Lankhuff,
H. H. Fisher. •
REGISTRARS - Juanita R.
Campbell, Mrs. H. Fisher.
WARD 311.3
Vacant Butlding
3314 Summer
OFFICER-L. A. McCune.
JUDGES-George Brown, Ruth
H. Wyckoff, Mrs. E. B. Ben.
dell, Sirs. Robert O'Brien,
Mrs. Sam McCall', Mrs. T.
D. Edwards, Mrs. Bruce Da-
cus, Ernest Williams.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Portia C.
Mrs. C. B. Anderson.
WARD 113.3
Tent-S.E. corner Guernsey II
Holmes
OFFICER-K. A. hicEwen.
JUDGES - Mrs. Vend* LW.
Walter Forrester, Mrs. Joe D.
Hardesty, M. J. M. °Min,
Mrs. Everett C, Catlin, Mrs.
J. F. Cros4no, Mrs. W. P..
Castro.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Walter R.
Jordan, Mrs. S. E. Rickman.
WARD 311-4
TreadweR School
920 N. Highland
OFFICER-T. W. Cannon.
JUDGES - Mrs. J. M.
Mrs. J. R. Vaughn, A. J.
Plerint, Elizabeth G. Abra-
ham, Mrs. J. B. Hopislise
Mary .Northcott, Mrs. R. Cs
Collins.
REGISTRARS - Thelma W.
. Ruleman, Emily P. Cannon.
,WARD 39 -
Manassas High School
7111 Firestone
OFFICER-Louis Hall.
JUDGES-Carrie Hatchett, El-
len Johnson, Dorothy Ander-
son Nannle Dixon, Emma L.
For:d, James Brown, C. C.
Bledsoe, Annette Duffey, Jes-
sie Smith, Alma Parhant.
REGISTRARS-Gloria J. Ander-
son, Earnestine Hall.
WARD 101.
Chicago Park School
1415 Breedlove
OFFICER--Will C. Davis.
JUDGES-Charlie Hursey, Mary
Gray, Myrtle Canada, Essie
B. Davis, Rosetta 0. Jackson.
Lucille Price, George B. Ross,
Dorothy Taylor, Ruby Hard-
in, James Douglas,
REGISTRARS-Betty William;
Viola Austin,
WARD 56-3
Vacant Store
1723 Jackson
OFFICER-Milton Bowers. •
JUDGES - Margaret Poston,
Claude G. Christley, Mrs. B.
I., Pentecost, C. F. Majors.
John It. Aday, Margaret Rad-
ford, Charles Kircher', Mrs.
Charles Kircher'.
WARD .40-2
VolleatIne School
1682 Vollintine
OFFICER-Harold Davis.
JUDGES - Mrs. J. L. DiX011,
Emma L. Rogers, C. E. Bar-
entitle, Mrs Carl West, Eddie
C. Doyle, Louise J. Donall,
Laird Ainsworth, Helen 1..
Davis.
REGISTRARS -- Mrs. R. L.
Brooks, Airs. William P. AI.
bert.
a
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. WARD MS
Sharpe School.
J1 DOLS - Mrs. Jerry Cooper, 3431 Sharpe
Mrs. Fleet Wylie, .Arthur L. OFFICER - A. V. Phillips..
Cox, Ann Kramer, .Clovis 11. JUDGES -G, H. Roseman,
Causay, Mrs. R. FL Walker, Van L. Kerr. Mrs. !Travis G.
Charles C Handley. Jackson, C: D. Baldwin, Din
REGISTRARS - SIrs. Robert stilt 0. Erwin. Georgia L. Full-
Simpson, Mrs. Lewis Alford.
WARD 55.2
Faxon Ave. Raptlat Church
077 N. Hollywood
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Herbert OFFICER- -J. B. Mason Sr. •
F. Landstreet, Mary L. Rob- JUDGES--Thelma A. Vaughn.
A. .1. GorKihallet, E. A.
Shears, S. B. Gaston, Wanda
• WARD 444 . E. Stx,oner, Jessie C. Ma-
Memphis State Ualversity • son, Mrs. Edward Neely Bob.
Patterson Street
OPFICER-R. W. Johnson.
JUDGES-John Farrior, Haw-
thorne Wallis Mrs. R B. !dor-
Bowles, Albert J. Rose, Mar- row. Mrs. James H. Branch, Tent Sonnyiside &hie Park N. 0. Lambert, Joseph Lensiguerite Davis, Mrs. A. P. J. H. Branch, Mrs. John Sor- su. chic Fara icy, Mrs. a r Mrs.'Geo. E. Zech', Mrs. .1. B lella Jr. •Leadford. - • rells. '
. 
OFFICER-C. C. Collison. Horton, Mary Joe Richard- REGISTRARS - Ruby Kerlin- W. H. Craig, Jr. H. H. Belote,REGISTRARS-Mary Boy  1 e RF.GISTRARS-Sirs. Joe Metre- . - • . kowske, Bobbie D. Farley. • L. K. Collier, Mrs. P. H. Tar.SI 11,.,c./1--..loward A. Fletrher,Mrs. Ellis Si. Malone. i cea, Mrs. Harry S. Spears. brough, Mrs.• Jack Schweitz-
. WARD u.t • WARD 504 •
Firs manes No. 28 Furniture by Plendig •
34115 Jacksoa • Ave, 1514 Paik •Ave.
OFFICER-Geo. T. Walker.
JUDGES-James K. Fly. Mel-
vin Greer, Alpheus E. lawns,
J. A. Kirkland,, Mn. R. M.
McKee,. Helen •55. Latham,
Ona Jones. Bonita Childress.
REGISTRARS-Nancy liansel,
Kathleen M. Slums •
WARD 43.2
Leawood Repast Church
1141 Dyer
OFTICILP.-W. L. Adkins.
JUDGES-L.Pr• •a Behr, Mrs, OFFICZR-Guy G. Fisher.Lemeriek. Mrs. R. JUDOZII-Loireine W, Fisher,
Mrs. Frank Howland, Luc OleWalker.' Eva P. Seward, C.
H. Helfand Herbert Morris. G. Faulkner Catherine M. Gil-
REGISTRARS-Gertrude s. me.
Gill, Margaret Lloyd. •
WARD 434
Illrat Baptist Mt. Olive Church
3511 Mt. Olive
OFFICER-Isaac Stone.' •
JUDGES - Geraldine Cray,
WARD' US-PRECINCT I
Tent-Holy Rosary Church
• 41.51 Park •
OFFICER-H. K. Vaught..OMCRIt-Win. Frank Wells. 6..„01 a shode‘ JUDGES-SIrs. Robert Candler,JUDGES-E. A. Wedman, Mrs. HrOPITHARII Mrs. W. F. Schulte, RembertMrs. C, OFFICER - F. G. CastleJ. W. Harney, Dora hi, I4nr- 
-Bergdorf Mrs. Frank Mensi• JuGGEs -M. C. Ossario, J. Donelson, John J. Doggett Jr.,
risOn, Ma. Hui Minnick, Mt.'s. WARD U-1 Betty Galloway, Harmon Per-W. A. Medarb, Mrs. Radford • Kingsbury School.. • M.' Vernon, Louise H. Sic- sin David B. Martin, PorterRae, Si. Y.' Toombs, Charles
C. Morris. OFFICER --C. 0. Boyette. 
F. •WIlson, Frank Z. Jemison, ("tannin. ' •
Mrs. Lawrence P. Busby. w. REGISTRARS-Mrs. H. S.'lles
W. Roastirough. Jr.. Winnle MC N. Graham
REGIS i RAIII-Jesste Wells, JUDGES -Louis B. Jones, Ada sr; Wardle, elm T. Fuller, Donald, Nell J. 'Cochran.Mrs. A. S. Roberts. Billings, Frances A. Dun- Margaret Tensnt, E. D. Ten- WARD es-PRECTNOT I.lap, petty Joe Harvey, Annie ant, Jr, George 1'. Phillips.WARD 45.3 Mae Jackson, Jack Hollings- REGISTRARS -- Mildred F.Audubon Park worth, Martha Boyette, Clara Mayer, Helen Varossa.GM Park 
• F. Smith, Sally McKee, Mts. WARD $3e 1
Edward Searaal• nsalletas Presbyterian 'ChurchEvelyn Campbell, Mrs. Wal- 
• MI Ramater E. Jessen, Mrs. Robert R. anima
--Hazel Herring.
assirteY' Mcsdsen -14618' ;ea' JUDGES - Earl Harwell, Mrsmer, Mrs. Hugh Humphreys, W. 
• •
.Mrs. G. H. Venguth. Mrs. W. REGIT1tARS "-Bette Hamby;H. Davis, Dan Printup, Mrs. 'Marie B. Brinn,
James B. Kay. 
: WARD US 'REGISTRARS Helen Salter,
• Mrs. Clyde Warren, Jr. Wens Station School
r 1613 Wens Station RA.
•WAID 41.1' OFFICER-A. C. Jerden.
Vacant Store JUDGES - Geneva Sills, Sill.Percy H. WWiams, Paul H. 1180 Alrways Blvd. ' dred Goodman, Erie Mae
Nieh°11. Sam Bowman,
 1M". OFFICER-John F. Bates. Glaccaehn, Evelyn Langley,tha. "Gladney, -Theresa A. JuDGEs_kiene Sanders, Hel- Mrs. N. B. Lewis, Jean Hill,Hayes, Maine F. Farris. 
: en T. Meyers, Mrs, II..cold Dorothr B. Taul'Ill, Mrs. Law-REGISTRARS-Doris J* \'. Mitchell, Athene B. Sowell, reties P. lirn1fh, James C.
bar"' Laura MuDanjel. . Lillian aanton, Christine Cap- Lnall, MI* J. W. Roberts'REGISTRARS - Pearl Jerden.WARD 43-4 linger, Evelyn Jordan.
REGISTRAR&-Kathleen John- 'Myrtle
 LA".Douglass High School
, son, Louise Winborn. . WARD 54.1nee Mt. Olive
OFFICER-Melvin Wallace. WARD 47-2 ' 
- Tent-Omseenalemaii:laiPast
JUDGES
-Clarence Hayes, Dan- Masier Sales Co. • Omani - A. R. Haines.lel Branch, Arthur Fdlison. 2,511 Lamar IJUDGES -Lela H. Smith, Mrs.Gloria Tompkins, Winnie Grit- OFFICER- Sam Sillier I 'Lao Cartier. Mrs. J. W. Still-fin, Sam Bush, Eugenia 1 aY- JUDGES - Marge Bingham]. wagon, Betty S. Agm, 101.mrleslor James B. McKay. Louis* Laberto, Mrs. Sam p. Bolton, Mrs. Demi South-RF.GUTRARS-Bernic• Harris,' Miller, Della Liberia, Mrs-, ern.Root& Rodgers. Mary Hattaway, Mrs. George REGISTRARS Ramona Jas
•WARD 44.1
IREGISTIARS-Inec Rochelle,
• High Point Terrace 
• Catherine Soule. •
Ingh Point Terme a Phllwoodt
OFFICER-W. P. Steele. WARD 471
JUDGES-Win. C. Bishin, Rowel Bethel LaBelle, Community
M. Belcher, Eunice Crocker! center
H. L,' Williams, C. B. Luck, tem LaRosa •
:Mrs. Harry Cosby, Mrs. OFFICER-W. S. Strehl; Jr.-
James attain. C. R. Thom-LAGGES-:',-ed G. Murphy, F.
. as, Dorothy Riegle. IV arren T Kinnison, Mrs. W. G; Lack-
C,• Riegle, Gladys liall. ey, Vardaman Black, Mrs. J.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. L. W. Dan- A. Pares, Lveiyn Grove. J.
lelson, Mrs. C, W. Thompson. D. Anthony, Donald Hughes,
I Roy Osborne, Mrs. A J. Kel-
5011.
REGISTRARS - --Mrs. C. P.
Winningham, Ida E. Dough.
erty.
• WARD SS•S •
Fire Station No. 10
.. B.. IL. •Hunsueker.. -Georgia
• Shoup, Gladys Wright, Irene
Gillis, H. L. Ellington, Mary
Pearl White. .
REGISTRARS - Julia Lloyd.
, Mrs. John Argo. . •
WARD 55-3
Sherwood Jr. High School
USW Rhodes •
OFFICER -Fred A. Tiedernan.
JUDGES - Mrs. Theo T. Rob-
erta. Eula K. Walker, Mrs. C.
N. Atkins, Mrs. Gus Rivalto,
J. T. Harris, Mrs. J. T. Har-
ris, :Mrs. Wilbut.-K. Coats,
Mrs. Eula Walker, Mrs. E. B.
Keeton, Mrs.' Fred H. Tiede-
mann, R. M. Clark, Mrs. C.
Si. Keller. '
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Mavis
C. Hitt, Mrs. J. W. Sigman
WARD WS
Cherokee School
3011 Kimball
OFFICER -Mrs. John Conlin!.
.11'oriES - Wallace .R. Houck
John E. Walter, Alberta Me-
Cartie, Mildred Vinson, Done
thy Ramsey, Freda Eaton
Norma Leaner, Billie Mayer,
Sirs. .1. B. Williams. Jean
Jones, J. B. Williams.
REGISTRARS - Lucille Mc-
Carver, Rosa Lee Houck.
WARD 1/0-1
2300 Mieelasippl
OFFICER -Thurman F. Vick.
JUDGES-H. C. Smith, Sam B.
Fitzpittrick, Mrs. Niles Jones.
Mrs. J. E. Helms, Mrs. Thur.WARD 44-2 ley, Mrs. F. T. Kinnison. man Vick,. Heine M. Hays.
Brownstone Building REGISTRARS-Pearl It oi Ntemobla Boys' Town REGISTRARS - Mrs. George
Iss St. Albans Fairway Mrs. A. II. Perlitius seta Summer A. Hall, Juanita Wise.
BlnlcBR--w. Ft. Flippin. OFFICER --- W. P. Huntzicker WARD sii.3
JUDGES-L. W. Holthofer, Sirs 14.t.RD 411 JUDGES --Glenn Hodges. V. (badman School
F. D, bleCaul. Mrs. Walker Hamilton High Sc1.001 C. Austin, Mrs. GuyB. Bates.' 2140 Charjeaa
Wellford Jr., Mrs. Geo, Wilkie, 1475 Wilson OFFICER - E. Lowery, Sr.
Julian M. Cohen, Walker Well-, 01."CEB--LecnY Shavers
toed, Jr., Mrs. J. J. BacifraThn IRIES Christine snavers,
• lupo, Margaret Pollard, Sirs Juni E. Mnciwn, Joan K.
GENERAL ELECTION 1:TUESDAY NOVEMBER 6. 1962
WARD 45-1
• Pink Palace
• WARD 411. Citickassw Garda..
Shennea &Wool :OFFICER-Fred Burmeister.
• 334$ Sheasion JUDGES-Stewart F. Morley,
Mrs. Robert E. Rich, Gee.BFFICWIS-GeOrte C Caudle Madlinger. Bert Ferguson.JITDGES-Ireins Burrell, Gracie Fred Bauer, Jr., Wm. 0, Gor-Parker, Dorothy Daniels, Lou- don, W. J. Cody. Carl Fuses,ise Roberson, Arizona Caroth- , Fred M I tosh Ch Berry,Geo.C
arlesWl
• ens Mrs. Georgia M. McCain, -
Eddie Belle Nelson, EarlIne Brai•ebiu: W. B. UM, Jr.,Baker. Haynes O. Jones.' Mrs. bane. migh".Jackson Gales, Limn. Mae
Garrett.
RIXIISTRAItS -- Mrs. George
Caudle, Lithe H. Jones.
• WARD 412
Bane Hirsch Synagogue
1740 Vollintine
OFFICER-G. T. Wingo.
JUDGES - Ruby Jenkins, Elsa
Meister, Mrs. G. T. Wingo,
.REGISTRARS -- Mrs. Umbert
Plenni, Mrs. W. A. Ryan.
• . WARD 41.5
Hyde Park School
1231 Tussles
OFP7CRII-Rev. M. 1Vinfteld.
JUDGER-Mariorie T. Johnson,
O'Neal.011ie Ward. Sara L. Fletcher,
Addle Johnson, Shirley 'Bea- Springer, Elizabeth Jac'-on, 8"41"RAIS 14". B. F.Head, Sr, Frenoes McGold-mon, Arnaid Britt, Frank H. Hick C. Williams, Dr. Richard
Gray. Ernest Winfield. Rsrldon.
REGISTRARS-Josephine Bar- REGISTRARS-Mrs. Bruce Ely, • WARD 52.1 •ris, Bernice V. Oliver.. Mrs. Lee Morse. SpiengdWo School
MO HollywoodWARD 42.1 WARD 45.4 OFPICER-Gordon Robertson.
Hollywood Repast Church St. Joha's Episcopal Church
14811 Rellywood 121 15. Greer
OFFicER-11. D. Bomar. OFFICER-T. K. Robinson.
JUDGES-Loam Doyle, .3. C JUDGES-AJlen Davis, Mrs. W.
Es•ans, Mrs. D. .Bomar, L. Burnett, Elizabeth P. n'or-
Marie Hodgman. Charles 0. ley, C., G. Boyer, Lawrence
Weir, Hattie. Pennington. Jasmh, Ross H. Horton, De-
RROISTRARS - Ann Newton, 'rid V: Johnsen, Eleanor Wood-
Dorothy Multi'. ward; Alice B. Craddock, Mrs.
E. S.- Birdsong.
• WARD 41.1
Hollywood School
111411 Bryan•
OFFICER-D. W. Walker.
JUDGES-W. B. Darrell, Ber-
nard C.Ifunt, Gladys Parker,
Bessie Aldridge, Mrs. Ben
Huebert, ..Clyde . J. Huff
J. T. Cligie, 'Dorothy Shurden,
Mrs. W. B. Barron. Marie
JUDGES -Frances Woodward,
Juanita Walls, Mrs. Henry
Fortes, Dorra Nell Sullivan,
. snmreizthett jiteaJneefftteersolz.alLeroy W. Mrs. Joe X Morris, Wm. K.
' , t Connors, W. D. Stallings, Mrs.
REGISTRARS-Inez Lyra G. Walter Marquardt. Mrs. AnnieMrs. George Dorman. 8. 1... Brower, Edna White, Leah gas L. Walker. • ' B. Arena, Mrs. D. B. Sans.Nichols, B. R. Finch, Umbert Torii.
WARD 511 bury.Merlin, Morris Ostrov. • REGISTRARS
-Mrs. IL R. TaY-• REGISTRARS -Dorothy CoenD. H. Parish a Sc. gall, Nola Jean Grissom.IOU Galloway
• WARD 43A OFFICER-Arthur Stimmerfield
WARD O. 5 WARD ST
Malty Relights 'ohm! Christ Methodist Morris
NM Shelby • 44118 Poplar
OFFICES-Marcus D. Sloan. °mem - c. P. Boyer..,
JUDGES--N. E. Sloan, Odessa JuDGEs - :. S. Lawo. Jr.,
Summers, John H. Shelton. L. Mrs. Chas W. Montgomery,
C, Weber, Grace McHeivy. Jr.. A. C. Peterson, James C.
Sallie Wall, Sirs. J. Norman Rainer, III, Daniel E. West.
Wood, Prudence B. Teal, Joseph H. Michael. Thomas
lEitiscrli oats . Si,-,, .1, K ..omston, Mrs. Winston T
Stone. Alice Morton, Rooming,
WARD 51-I it EGIRTRARS - Sirs. A m el
Carnes School Peterson, Mrs. J a m e s MREGISTRARS - Mrs. W. D. Campbell.1143 LaneMathis, Helen Morley. 
. OFFICER-Geo. W. Jackson. WARD $8.1
WARD 43-1 • JUDGES-- Mettle B Chatmall,, Garage (Rear)
I Martha Randle, Mary Exum, see S. HighlandMessick School Ilvetizo Childress. 0 d ens a OIFFICER - L. F. 'Mauls;71$ Greet Doneleon, Sadie Reddus TonyOFFICER-Albert J. Daniels. B. Simon, Amanda Banks,JUDGES-Pauline Montgomery, Fred Horton, Loverta Mack,Lora Habern, Hilda S.••;-o, An-
nie Si, Bonnoll, G. H. Luckett,
Ann L. Bishop, Mrs V.'. E.
lor, Mrs. Hulet Beal&
Fire Station No, 11
5121 Southern
OFFICER--Geo, Holley.
JUDGES -Sirs. Willis Head,
Mn,, Geo. Holley, Douglas
Walker, J. B. Carney, Bonnie
WARD $5•2
Sherwood SchoolJUDGES-Mrs. Arthur Summer-
field, Mrs. R. Billingsley, rit7 Valleys
George Tidwell, Sr., Henry OFFICER - - C. N. Talley.
O'Ne , Cathryn Hatless, Mrs. JUDGES - Vernon S. Cash,
. Fin R•lme s. Elisabeth Mrs. Dixie Rotten°, Mrs. B.
G. Brown, Mrs. A. M. Steller,
Allen Robinson. Mrs. Keith
Colbert, Mrs. Harry Jones,
Jr.. Mrs. C. N. Talley.
REG/STRARS -Martha Mash-
burn, Louts* McGowan. •
rick.
•
OMCER --James McDona/di OFFICER-Walter G. Furr.
nix:ES - - Gertrude Bridge. JIDGES-Slaudie Glenn, Mrs.forth, Mrs. Leslie Norment. Andrew Whalen. Roy Geng-Irene Richmond. Layette L.,
Glover. Virginia Glover, Viols• 
ioic,chtin. SFirasc.cFhirsonkcliForn. .silkslerrs:
. Hill.heth  Josephinesaundei.,,Hel‘Lltet.arizwa...1. Marvin T. Sanford.
REGISTRARS - Beatrice Rad-it Parker.t  isR  A us
..,S'us,e lir ant, 
galupo, Mrs. Charles L. Hoc-
kle.
Later Jones.
WARD 55 
.
WARD ?a-PRECINCT I
Jackson School wlices . Fraystir High Behest
Mala Delimit's' 
Raleigh Utility Camisoles
RALEIGH
41114 James Rd.
OFFICES - A. B. Irwin. Jr. OFFICER--Charles W. 'Patton. Ornern - Bob Grain.'
JUDGES - Mrs. J. W. Card, JUDGES - Sam Caeciola, Ed- JUDGES -Gertruda L. Daniel-
Mrs. D. C. Pass, 'Joseph. C. ward 13. Farrell, Haywood I son, Claude Reese, Howard
James, Sirs A. F. Russell, Williams. John B. Crain Jr., Reese, Mrs. Glenn Meddick,
A. F. Russell, It. A. Wendt. Hoyette llotinett, J. A. Regan, Taylor B. Cowan, Bill Pun.
James F. Davis, Mrs. John W. T. Rankin, Dr. Fred Rath,, cell, Mrs. Harlan Couburn, REGISTRARS - Mrs. .Frank
C. Tapp, Elbert M. Bryeans, Sirs. Haywood Williams, Mary Mrs. Agnes Danielson, Chas. Borlamer, Mrs, Sara P. Odell.
Mrs. ,G. E. Diviney, John R. Sue Riley, Helen Slivers, Mrs. Littlefield.
Baker, Jr. John B. Crain Jr., Mrs. J. A. REGISTRARS - Lucille Sere., OAKVILLE 3
REGISTRARS - Mrs. A. B. 1r- Via. • Ines Armour.
• win, Jr., •Mrs, R.. J. Billions. REGISTRARS - .Mrs. Parnell 
Knight Road School
WARD 53.1 • Dwyer Jr., Mrs. Richard 
iiMehesArnterorilkite di. Knight .
. sorotab. Remo! . ' ' Pinegar. OFFICER -Henry D. Pearsall:
Ile N. 'Perkins. ' 
• WARD le-PRECINCT 2OFFICER -Edward Kelleher • Detains SchoolJUDGER -Wm. Earl Whisen- •
ant, Sara. Blount, Sandra 1114 Delano
Blount, Ralph E. Jones, L.11- 13FFICEit-Clenrge 5. Reeves.JIJDOES-Mrs. Willie S. Daw-
son, Mrs. C. P. Voss, Mrs.
Paul. A. Flanders, Raymond
A. Putt, D. A Jackson, Joe
D. Chastain. C. W. Ogilvie,
er, Edward A. Tyler. Mrs. T. dolph othls, an,., C. A, Hall.
G. Rheba G. Mash:REGISTRARS -- Mrs. T. B.
burn, Katherine T. Lockhart, Young, Dorothy Munson.
T. G. Connor. • WARD' $4
REGISTRARS- -June PhWips, • Boy Scout Hut
Mrs. Edward G. Tyler. le N. Mendenhall .
WARD 51.4 •
South Park Reboot
11M Getwell
OFFICER -Win. B. Beckemey.
ert F. Chapman. en.
REGISTRARS - Mrs, A. C. inIDOES WOW G. Wiley,
Chandler. Maurine Blenis. • Alta Dulaney, 'Mrs. J. E
Hill, Mrs. Earl Price, MrsWARD MS
Mrs.' Edward • Wray. Sirs.
Charles C. Collision, Mrs. Da-
vid Hassler, Mrs. Si. L. Loper,
,Floyd D. Rowe, Jr., Mrs. Geo.
V. Hodges, Laura Mitchell.
per, Mrs. 14. C. Duncan.
WARD $44
Firs Station No. 24
6472 Powell
OFFICER - W. F. Davis.
JUDGES -Mrs. W. F. Davis.
Rosemary Plus, Mrs. Gwenn
'Campbell, Mabel . A. Carter,
Raymond LaMountain. G. A.
Conaway, Dorothy Miller, El-
lis R. Cox, A. T. Lankford.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. J. N. Kil-
patrick, Mrs. Bob E. Wood-
ard,
WARD U.I
Ellis D. Hurley, West Livau-
dale. J. K. Miles, Airs. Reed JUDGES - Utilise Wallace.
McPhillips, Mrs. Fisher Tess's Lewis, Pearl Rettig,
Rhymes, Mrs. Van Pritchartt, brine M. Oliphant, Margin.
Henry Hinkel. Jr.. Mrs John,' Farmer, Corene bicWilliams, Jr., Louis Garner. . its F. Fulling, Lola Harrison,
' Lnagworth, Martin P. Hood, Inez Ayers, Rota Bushy, Car- REGISTRARS - Mes. Henry Margie Holmes, Mrs.. J. Wil-
31E0111TRARA-Mrs. Thomas sic Mabry, Bettie Jo Jackson, Fugue, Mrs. James A. Tay- ford Barnes, Ltroy Newberry.
Kirk, Mrs. C. D. Akers. , Velma McChrlston. Gwendo- .Jr. REGISTRARS - Dorothy Teas,lyn Upchurch, Grace Thomas. WARD 55•2 Helen Crain.WARD 44-3 IREGIM'sRA118 - Mary Lindsey, Avon School WARD eel
Ills Wilmut Ores,' Rd.
Galloway club rrou., 1 Fertile Monger.
WARD 41.1 OFFICER - Jim C. Galloway.
Ill Avon Corry Jr. High School
JUDGES - E. C. Buchanan. OFFICER 2-155 Mrs. Polly R.OFFICER-Lawrence W. Barn' All.. Pumping Station Wm. K. Capelle. Victor F. Walker. '
Aix:Ts-John W. Bain, Pau) WARRIlichlaad 
$3-PR8E,CINhoorr 1 REGGleInnsinBerts Lii_lieiirs. K. E.son, Sr, Diann Street
OFFICER-Jack W. Young. Jesse Sowell, Mrs. Clarence hill, Eula B. Jefferson, Mat- 
LEVI nGiusti, Sally C. Mahon, Mrs. JUDGES - Myrtle H. Hemp-
line Eilhott, Frances It. Shea- J,./joEs _ Troy cerdeu, au. 6464 Mason OFFICER
Rord -Road School
hen. Mrs. ' Frederic 0. Urns-, `  K. Gillespie Mrs. John P. tie Pearl Turner, Robbie Blab- onerreea.....william S. Reeves. 
Jeter, .Jr., Mrs. 11. J. Haines. 
-G. A. Evans.
lord 
W
-II ' II Fisher. III. Mrs., nice Sullen. Ethel Copeland,
Bel' JUDGES-Mrs. John K. Zent . 
'JUDGES -Eliz. Hughes, Mrs.bee, Jack W. Kenner. Mercer, yin Motes, 'Mrs. Blanche
Harris, )1X , Walker McKay •Boswell, Jr.. op Pearlier Mae Mims, LueL,IIC184' ow
N. R. Garner, Jack Pipkin. Marjorie Goodman, Louella lyn Garber. Jo* T. Hoppers Orin.yr. CER 
I Curley Mae Patterson, DoreneWest, Mrs. Robert C. Bur-1 rrr, Maim. G. Franklin. Eve-Steen, John Rodgers, J. E. - 1 lam ' ' •
puns Mrs. J. A. Laws. 
, Virginia Cordell. Ansley Young, Jack • T. Ja- 
- Gordon Crenshaw,1 •Newson, Rev. Jasper Porter,leigh Jr. Smith, Ann Gray. REGISTRARS -Mrs. Jim C. Burnett.TRARS-Frances Young Galloway, Mrs. Jack Pipkin. REGISTRARS - Mrs. Claude 
I Gussie Young Luella Dills-•15EGISTRARS-Mrs. Move Ai- Re;ois • Jesse Smith, Chester Perry: JUDGES ..... William Jarrutt
Gates, Mattie P. Herron. Mark W am' Sam Ham:
' WARD 4-4.4 • WARD U-I montree, M. S. McFerrin,cobs. - '
East High School . , Pine Hills Community Center 
White Station school
514 S. Perkins . Dunn Ave. School
WARD 110-4
RERGeelvMeThs. AMnr911.-JoeMT".,HNVogniier3.. .. 
Wm. '14. 
•mH: IiMarnsGmaorugu.hsi,Y; Mrs.
,
' 
WARD 45.2
5204 Poplar 
, Allots St. • orricun - Lloyd Bergin. 1500 Dann WARD MI-PRECTNCT 2OFFICER-J. H. Gates. • OFFICER-I. S. Herring, - Mrs. Evelyn Mc. _
JUDGES-Kathryn M. BOOM, JUDGES-J: D. Hogan, Mrs. M. TOmilliWam-s141y., C. Williams,Wie litims• OrriaeCE. memphie Hebrew Academy.
,
.• Mrs. Leonard Plerottir Mrs. S. Hamilton, Frances F. l),, chi, Mrs. C. S.. England, Mrs. JUDGES - Ruby S. Williams. OFFICER-Harvey3aa-Wadaaia..Natanyltdaffee• .Carl &ob.,. Mrs. Beulah Me" Mrs, W. If. Davis, Mrs. A. B. W. K. Weldon, Mrs. W. A.' Arlene R. Williams, Bernice JUDGER- Dorothy Ilungrrford.balk Mrs. Tracy Plyler, Jr.. Collins,-Mrs, 1.1. J. Hill, Dom- Blount. Mrs. Arthur Katz, Brown, Mary L. Green, Clay- Marge Farnham, Shirley K.Marjorie Davis, Frances F. thy Hovekamp, W. P. Oie- Mrs. T. R. Jemes, Mrs. Si. borne Taylor, Pearl Rooker, Crisanti Dorothy Pinkerton.Newell, Rosallne F. Hall. Daisy Brown, Vera L. .Tay. ' • .
REGISTRARS - Martha F. Grei,oty. Mae Stewart.
nault, Walter Womick, Rex 1. R,11.:GiAdvntelmal...., -..1!.
Mrs. Clyde lots Dorothy M. Johnson, Bet- Paula Boulton. Paula Levine,
Gates, Mrs. Ruby R.. Ward. nrcorserRaRa-lips. James Pa- Davis, Mil' Floyd Yarbrough. tie 3, Jones. • REOISTRAR3 - . Mariorte SI
Arthur I. Grisanti
REGISTRARS -Leola Parker.
WARD 4.-5 
I'. SILO flit2 -pia, •Mra. W. Y. Morgan. Farnham, Ruth E. Gloss.
lire Station No, 17 WARD 50.I 
Bertha Joen.Azkincos.0.1Tire Sistine No. It
WARD os-rnzarcCr 1
01•1•1(1•16.:"R -14-. liMaernidy"Lh'.a( rucgs, Woodside RebootMelrose High School •sii National Vaunt, Store
ovrtacn. George l'. Smith. isl Outer Parkway Sr US Danes 3341 Dawn Rd. 
.JUDGES - Margaret Turnip-, .Welt'Elt--Mildred Hicks. JUDGES -- Don Delugach Mrs Ortictn. -- .mrs. Ella J. Davis. OFFICER-John J. Gain,
seed, K. hi Hathaway Mary J51DGES- Ella L. Cross", Theodore Broderick, Ernest JUDGES - Amanda Battle. JUDGES -- Louise Frarchia.
,:. WainrIght, Margaret Lek- Hawkins Venter Hawkiits, Al C. Ball, Tom C. Pollard, R. Ethel Reams, Mrs, Charley Waynelda Caldwell, Norma
er. Ft• G. Lakey, Janie Gook- beria Baker, Lucille Iterry,,, A. Garrett, Mrs, Earl I.. Bar- Mae Wilson, Juanita Taylor, Raghanti, B. W. Cooper, paw
by, Lois Smith. Mrs. Johnnie Virile Branch, Louise Lester, Ion', Mrs. Jahr( E. Clerk. Hazel T. Pyles, Georgia P. Byrum. Rachierl Si. Keck.
i Clara M. Norton.A. Walker, Hazel White. CalastInt Williams. strAasTnAns - Vail), II. Quinn, Curtisllne Tate.REGISTRARIS-Mrs. Geo.. Hall, REGISTRARS-Queenie Davis,' 'Moorehead, John T. MOM* REGISTRARS -- Josephine REGISTRARS -- Margaret P.
Etta (,add. I head. 
. 
Winbush, Thelma Payton., Boleros Blenrhe Galak Annie L. Gaskin.
..
• lien Conrad, Louis J. Spoon,
Patricia Jones, Louise P. Jen-
kins, Mrs. C. A. Hoots, John-
ny W. Sandy Jr. •
REGISTRARS -- Evelyn Vena-
W. C. Seguin. "ble, Sirs. Charles. B. .Bnice.
REGISTRARS - Mary Stubble.
'WARD 118.2 field, Mrs. E. E. Jackson.• Macon admit!
Mendedull • WARD 71
OFFICES - John H. Ball.. Georgian 'Elem. SchoolJUDGES - W. E. Bolds; Ed- . 3130 Limier
ward F. Zavodny, Mrs..Day,c1 OFFICER J. Siedell.Beverly Pinner, Rti" JUDGES.- Geo.M. Woods, Jr.,
Mary .Todd, Mrs. • H. C.
• Disler, Mrs. W. M. Crawford,
Mildred Gram. Mrs. Howard
A. Vaughn, Jr.. Howard A.
Vaughn, Jr., W. A. Owen,
Walter Phifer, 'Cans D. Mar.
tin, James Wilson, Jr.OFFICER-F. B. Tripp.
JUDGES-Eiirl Hays, Ray Cee. REGISTRARS-Dorothy Borjes,
' Chsona,ritsCanIRII. leZemPp., CaHumgheroCn. 
. Mrs. Gene Lamar,
, .
WARD 21-I
• •Hollorivtil, Edward G. Grogan, .
Leonard W. Gill, Matt Beard, Denver School
'W. L. Forman, Guy-G. Lan- 104* Frayser Blvd.
sky, Arthur R. McGoldrick, mincEn - Venoy Vaughn.
Jr., Al L. Lansky, John Ga. JUDGES - Mrs. R. F. Hens-
Mt. Moriah Park-Tent •
Mt. Mcniah and Park AGixiMerso. Stout, t Mrs.
Travis It. OFFICER-James E. Cox :
JUDGES - Mrs. Rev Butler; REGw„IS„,,TRailitgoi 
- Mrs. B. R.
Mrs.. C. L.'Raines, Carolyn T. --v..... Dublin.
Lawson, Lucille Pung. Ralph • DISTRICT No. 1
Maxey, Mrs, Lloyd Harris,
-Grenttiam•Jr.,' H:. A. VfilielinE 
. ARLINGTON.'Waiter H.' Smith, Robert .C.
REGISTRARS - Jeanette. C.
Driver, Mildred Si. Itturphiy.
WARD Se
-PRECINCT
• • Willow Oaks School
4417 Willow
OFFICFR-Thomas F. Jenkins.
JUDGES-Mrs. J. S. Stes entron,
Mrs. Ed Dolan Jr.;. James S.
. Stevenson, Mrs. A. W. Fisher,
G. A, Whalen, Norman W.
.Mooney,. • Blanche W. Got*,
Margaret A. Summer., 'Mrs.
Norman W. Mooney, Herman
J. Billings, Mrs. Louis Oil,
Mrs. C. D. Biddy.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. John W.
Gillilm, Mrs. Susie Edmond.
WARD se--PRECINCT
Colonial Elem. School
IVA Colonial
OFFICER-Robers E.'
JUDGES-LMrs. Slichal Zadirk,
Betty Strait. R. C. Boil,
Merles A. Sherrod, . B. P.
Espy. 'Mrs. B. P. Espy, Mn.
R.-C. Bell, Christine Dickin-
son, Margaret D. Sherrod,
Mrs. George 'Gibson, Louise
H. Wilson. •
REGISTRARS-Dorothy B. Lux,
Mary Ann Ditto.
Dnabar School. 
I WARD as-PRECINCT $
Fire Stellate No. SS • 3111Uaglon School
niLLINGTONWARD et•I
35011 Select I 3341 Sellington OFFICER - Aaron Longmlre.
JUDGES - Ida Mae Clark,
.Commander Leonard Runt*.
Dinar Pitts, Gene Senders.
Sue Couble, Morris Remy.
. Wm. Chambers, Joe Sing,
Tom Clifton, . N. P. Barrett,
Louise V. Brooks, W. F. Me.
Kelvy, ;Mrs. Dewey C. Bailey.
REGISTRARS -- Venita Cul-
louet, Helen Chapman.
en. Mrs. Bill Dickerson, Mrs
Lucean Moore, Mrs. Edgar
Burns, Mrs. L. K. Collier.
REGISTRARS Mrs. B. J.
Beeson, Mrs. W. IL Craig.
WARD T2-2
. •
Grandview Hennas School .
2842 Clifton.
OFFICER - P. F. Frscchla.
JUDGES - Mr. Othel Bowden,
Mrs. it. J.. Schledvitz. Mrs.
W. F. Monsamtt, Mrs. G.
Diggs Mrs. Undine Levy C.
Raineshaven School
JUDGES --Mrs. Leon G. mak-
ins, C. H. Pitts, Mrs. H. W.
Lovelady, J. A. Rube, F. W.
Thatcher, H. S. Gill, Jr.
SCENIC HILLS
Scenic Hills School
3450 Scenic Highway
OFricsat - - Harry V. White.
JUDGES -- Mrs. Fran Pollock
J. H, Bostick. Bruce Welch
James. Patton, Chester K
Graham. Albert E. Walmsley
Elisabeth D. Hinckley, Mrs
'Gene Strong. Jane Everett
Mrs. W. F. Lenderman.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. H. J
Beach. Alfred Ruff.
JUDGES -Mrs. Howard rm.
rell, Charles Van Eaten,
Thomas W. Taylor, Mrs. flays
Faulk, Mrs. C. D. Case, Annie
Mae Temple, Shirley Pearson.
Susan Bowen, Harry B. Rob-
ertson, Mrs. Harry Robertson,
Jr.
REGISTRARS -lane R. pre-
land, Ruth Carruthers.
ATEWARTVILLE ROSS' STORE
Old Shelby Lodge Building Row' StoreBrunswick Road OFFICER -George C. SowOFFICER - E. C. Fowler.
JUDGES -J. R. Lancaster, W. log.
W. McCreight, Sam Butler, JUDGES -- Clarence A. Smith;
Paul Stewart, II. B. Osborn, Guy B .Smith, John J. Al.
J. D. Pope, E. L. McDaniel, mond. John T. Baird, W.' H.
E. H. Parr, T. V. Williams. Jackson, B. D. Moffett.
Sirs. T. V. Williams, J. A. REGISTRARS -Mrs. J. L. DIMReeder, J. B Wylie. treed, Mrs. L. Si. Ross.
REGISTRARS - Sibyl Tread-
way, Mn. Jack Lancaster. WIRTZHAVEN 1
WOODSTOCK
OFFICER - Jack L Bunch.Parish Hall.
St. Ann's Epla. Church
3301 Old Millington
orncen -Rembert H. Wil-
Hams. Jr..
JUDGES -Martha H. Craw.REGford, C. P. Bursi, Mrs. Rem- 
"111MR:re, Sirs.M s MR ?kit. L.
Sproles, Jr.
muLLINS,
Shelby °minty Pisa Faros
OFFICER-O. M. Rogers.
JUDGES - Mrs. A B. Gum,
•Lucille Gullets, Mrs. .7. Z.
Sierierson, Mrs. S. V. Willi;
Mrs. R. T. Waldran.
REGISTRARS -1‘ F. Taylor.
Mrs. S. C. Harris.
OAKVILLE I
Oakville School
Democrat Road Highway IS
()mann - George W. Grant.
JUDGES - Mrs. Nancy. E.
Bradshaw, .114rs. D. F., Me
honey, Mrs. Lurline Xettgg,
Mrs. J. F. Howell, A. al
Stowe. Mrs. Howard ill:43matill•
son, Sirs. Dorothy J. Grant.
WHITEHAVEN 5
Graves Road ached
33,11 G R4
OFFICER - Robert R. Lamb.
JUDGES - Mrs. James E. Ir-
win, Eva M. Bodamer, Her-
riett E. Campbell, Mrs. John
B. Osier, 0, F. Buddenbohm.
Edward W. Land, Jr., L. E.
Lamb, Edgar L. Jones, L.- V.
Rando, George Anderselt..if
REGISTRARS -Thomas. Al.
Flowers, J. B. Ashley. .
RIUTERAVICK 3
Graceland *School
Timothy k Giseelaad
OFPICER-H. A. Bows.Kelsey, Jr., R. L. Howtzen- JUDGES -S. P. Vinson, Ed-dart, Ralph Hall 
'ward Ballow, . Jr., Eugene L.REGISTRARS - Mrs Henry Smith, Walter F. King, L. B.
Coals, Mrs. R°M, Milani* Powell, Si. o. Nelson,
CORDOVA '0. 'Nelson, August Ir.. Wiet-
Cordova School .. ere, Mrs. August F. Wieters,Isslion's Saar* .I cornozR _ 001 W. Rogers. -Howard' Therinon; tl.
ortioEn.- Sidney' Bailey. 
'JUDGES - Itirs.• L..W.• Diggs, Quindley, Mrs: S. P. Vinson.
tan@ S. Dutcher, Mrs. Norma Mrs. W. D. Gay, Mrs. Con-JUDGES - Raymond D. Long-qmire. Walter Burrow, Jr., Sid-i Rodgers, J. R. Humphreys, J. diinn Witt_ngerd; BIrci.,1)..0,1,‘„,.•ney Herring, Fred Pope, Mrs. Reingoldi.Robert Schwam. "8". '•""''' 'Irma C. • •••••••"
REGrSTRAR - Mrs. Marvin C. REGISTRARS
 - Mrs' B. g•r3C41-
wards, Newton Cook, Jr,
• Bazemore.
tharlee Wilson,' Ora Kellett.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. R.
Robinson, Mrs. James Wilson.
BARTLETT
Bartlett T.V. Company .
Stage Road & Court
OFFICER - T. E. Hooker •
JUDGES - Glen Reid, Odis
Rowe, Frances Tyler, Joe
Ann Sage, E. E. Norwood,
Carla Maraim, Robert H
'George, Ed Jappe, John
George, Sr., Mettle Lee Rus-
bent Williams, Robert L
Mitchell. Mrs, Aubrey Tucker.
REGISTRARS -Annie H. John-
son, Ray Madden.
DISTRICT NO. 1
CAPLEVILLE
eapieville School
OFFICER -E. W. Bowe.
JUDGES -T. II. Crump, Nor-
ris Hall, Trent Malone. C. N.
Henderson, Otis Stepherson.
REGISTRAR -Mrs. J. W. Dod-
dridge. Mrs. Bruce Hale.
•
COLLIERVILLE
Fire Station
OFFICER -Martin Newby.
JUDGES - Pearce Thomas, R.
C. Cox. Herbert Lehman, C.
H. Harrell, Mrs. Richard F.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Sherman OFFICER - V. L. Hoganson.
• Forest Hill Schoolsell.
Kelley, Mrs. Clyde B. Warren. JUDGES - Mrs. R. E. Griz-
Shelten's Warehouse• • F. Hilly, David, A. Skinner,
said, R. E. Grizzard, Leonaro• BRUNSWICK
JUDGES - Mrs. T.. I. Bourne, . Bailey, Barbara Johnson..
• REGISTRARS -Mrs. Freddie
Julia H. Hilty.
OFFICER -0. 0. Rest:
Mrs.. Glenn Harrell, W. F.
Bledsoe. 
GERMANTOWN ,
Fir, Station
• Baker, B. W. Reid, Ryland
REGISTRARS -' Roy. S. Hill, OFFICER -Robert Si. How.
W. L. Griffin. ard.
ELLENDALE 
JUDGES -Mrs. J. W..Callis;
'Edema's!, School 
Ruth H. Evans, Grace W.
Maddox, J. Lucius -McGhee,
orrionn - A. E. Beatty, Jr.
JUDGES -Mrs. J. R. Day,
Mrs. John B. Whitetree. Mrs.
Otis Ward, Mrs. William Bur-
ton. Jimmie Albin, W. W.
Joplin,
REGISTRARS -Mrs. A. E.
VanTERAVEN 4RADS
Geo. R. James Sch.00l Oakhaven Echoed
OFFICER - Floyd Bryan. 17116 Bishop Rd.
JUDGES -Mrs. Gordon Bat- OFFICER - Lake Hays, Jr.
ter, Si. F. Briggs, Jr.. B. J. JUDGES -- Mrs. Thomas W.
Roepe, V. W. Reed, Howard Murra h. Mrs. Haywood
R.. Bryan, Wright. Elayno, A. L
REGISTRARS - Mildred Charles T. Littleton, Russell
Moore, Mrs. Earl Seward. G. Williamson, HUghie
am, Jr., Mrs. William A. Bar.
FOREST HILL ter, J. P. Thornton, Tem .W.
Murrah.
REGISTRAR - Mrs. B.'S. .W.
fy, Mrs, Sam Hughey.
•
WHITERAVEN
Woothaven echoed
NOtige Read
OFFICER - S. L Tubbs.
JUDGES -Mrs.. W. C. nom
Wm B. Drake, Ralph FL' 'Heil
Semen. Fred F. Edmondsoe.
• Jack McNabb, Mlle T. Arnett.
Frank Walker, Leonard R..
Crook, Mrs. J. J. Twomey.
Mrs. K. Si. Klmbrough, Wit-
dean Lewis.Mn,, Boyd Arthur. Sr., Do-
- ,REGISTRARS - Dorothy S.lores H. Morrow, Mrs. Boyd Hoover, Mrs. Laurence Dixon.
• Maize. Mrs. Robt, C. Lanier,
Roy Winn. WIIITERAVEN
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Stuart ak,b0.1 °sumo,
Dean, Genetta Roan. Highway 51, S.
WARD 17-PRECINCT 1.
Sea Isle School
6220 Sos Isle
OFFICER-Creed N. Taylor Sr.,
JUDGES-Mrs. Amelia Croft,
Albert E. Devotes, John H.
* Pearson, Henry R. MeAdnms,
June Porter, H. D. Hardgrave. OFFICER - R. Shannon Rood-
REGISTRARS -- Mildred SIPA... . 
LEVI I'
son.
H. McCommon. i Beatty, Jr., Mrs. Inez Mayo.
WARD 57-PRECINCT 2 
Dewey. Ray's Garage JUDGES .- John It. Strong, Wiley 0. May, •Beinjattila B.
OFFICF.R - Robert Porter.. JUDGES - Mrs.. J. W, Crek,
Levi School
art, Rita Catherine Parham. KERRVILLE
• Twin Oak Cossentrylea. Club Annie 
O'Linger, Mn,., J. W. McLeod. Harry T. Smith, Jack
Zorzoll.•Dirs. W. E. Loftiu, Aday, Jr., J. R. Swain, Mary
OFFICER-Todd Si. Miller. 
Mrs. Robert Porter, 'Louise B. Hagenback, Hefty R • y -.
JUDGES-Dudley T. Schaefer, II. Rhodes, K. C. Oates. 
Rushing, Mrs. James Guy, nolds, H. J. Eriksee,43110011
Margaret Easterling, Anita Si. REGISTRAR 
-Mrs. J. C. 
J. B. Cooper, Eula Mae Eo- 'L. Lofton, Ray C. Wunliellibill
Mrs. Louis ht. Johnson, Her- 
i‘soife7'7-ie:„.Dit•ham, uHraelnent. FrankREetGt3I51!.:Riaukvyv unateillghj 7 et.
Smith, Mrs. L. H. Dickinson. carter,
bert H. Carter Jr., Phillip T. LOCKE 
E. W. Tompkins, Marilyn D.
Moss, Carolyn H. Gates, Han.' atter School 
• Scott, Mrs. Aaron.Whitney, W.
rlett E. Johnson, Vernie Lee OFFICER - D. B. Waymon. eFlt, 
Matthews,
IChceunbelotrqtera, uJP: . ilavleIamIlleirHaaaarliell",
Miller. ' JUDGES - H. L. Edwards, W. Olinger. - OFFICER - David Harrison,
REGISTRARS-Eleanor T. Mc- Vardeman C. Ursery. Mrs. C. REGISTRARS -Mrs. Venni, Jr.
Carthy, Dellelloss. 
I
D. Thomason. Mrs. H. B. Leech, Mrs. Alden Upton. JUGDGaylEorda Tr. Gccoperaledr. Cx.erviwx,Sweett.
.Buck,  Joseph C. Canine, Har-
vey A. Carrington, ROSOlft.E.
Farley, Edwin L Martin;
Robert S. Walker, JalRes :H.
Davis,- Clifford L., (SAM,
Leighton S. Tapp, Checter;Gr
Vaiden, R. R. Kirkpatrick,
.Virginia Brunson. Melba "Iii.
French.
REGISTRAR; - • Mrs. Da' id
Harrison Jr., Mrs. Elbert Ed-
wards.
OFFICER - S. B. Ray, Sr.
JUDGES -Mrs. Dewey. Ray,
Sirs. S. B. Ray, Jr., Thomas
D. Walker, T. H. Williams, C.
worth, Mary Ann Wrushum,
Lauvern Wilson, John Dille'
hunt, James W. Spights, Mil-
dred Dille/sant, Cora Mallet,
Helen Burrell, Mary Ware,
REGISTRAR -Hester Si. Wit- Ruhye Truftt. •
hams. REGISTRARS -. Ethel Dodson,
MeCONNELIA 
Juanita Lester.
Forest Drive civic Club MORNINd SUN
an Fite Road Cloderia's Store
OFFICER-Leon Brower. OFFICER - Fred Godwin.
JUDGES--J, L. St. Peters, Dew. JUDGES - Mrs. Richard Daly,
ey Haynes, Mrs, Marjorie It.
Sanders. John C Vanderveer,
Sli•s, Neil Sigler.
REGISTRARS -- V. F. Wilson, REGISTRAR - Elsie Sander.
John Bates. son.
Virginia Keough, Mary Sew-
ard, N. F.. Seward, Geo. T.
Harper, E. F. Demuth.
WRITE STATION
Colonial Park Mothorileit 431snrdb
IIII30 Park Avenue
OFFICER -.lames R. Garrett.
JUDGES --Geo. T. Roberts.
Edward S. Thorn, Pearl .L.
Katz, Frank Donelson, Jr.,
Mrs. Walter Gennette, .1. P.
Leverett.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Jero...•
Schroff, Sirs. Whitney Oster.
SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSION
S. Nelson Castle, Chairman
G. B. "Pat" Joyner, Member
Lester IT. TIrpnropr. Speref rv
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All Democratic Nominees
Expected To Be Elected
During General Election
Not any of the Democrats of Nashville and Robert B.
seeking office in the general James of Memphis respective-
election on Tuesday, Nov. 6 ly,
are expected to encounter any Other Democrats who, are
trouble in being elected. The expected to win by a big ma-
two top Democrats in the race, jority over their Republican
former Governor Frank Goad opposition are:
Clement, who is seeking to be-
come governor of the state for
a third term; and the incum-
bent Congressman Clifford
Davis of the ninth congression-
al district are expected to re-
ceive only token opposition at
the polls from their Republican
opponents William Anderson
59 Students On
Honor Roll At Marvin L. Spruill, position VCharles H. O'Brien, position 8;
• Robert M. Fargarson, positionWashington Hi 9: Hugh W. Stanton. Jr., posi-tion 10; Jack McNeil, position
Students who made the hail- 11; John B. Maxwell, position
or roll at Booker T. Washing- 12; and Edgar Gillock, position
ton High school for the first 13.
six-week period were an- The Shelby County Demo-
flounced this week by the cratic Executive Committee
school, which is headed by James 'Ir-
Tenth grade students on the win, is campaigning under the
list are Evelyn White, Katrina slogap "One Lever - One 
Par-
Wortham, Willie Jamerson, Al_ ty - One State, Vote Demo-
teena Foster, Jimmie Co 1 e_ cratic."
man, Maggie Mullins, Peggy Another issue to be decided
Robinson, Carolyn Coleman, by voters at the polls d
uring
Cecil Lincoln, Gail Moore, Wil-
lie Berry, Willie Leard, How-
ard Washington, Tommie
Green, Natolyn Williams, Mat-
tie Kirkwood, James Mitchell
and Emory Somerset.
Juniors on the honor roll are
Mary Robinson, Sally Roddy,
Sarah Kenned y, Geraldine
Stephens, Vivian Malone, Ger-
aldean Christian, Majorlinelof Memphis and ShelbV County
Cole, C-a lv in Tod d, Mary governments as well as 
the
Spearman, Joyce Livingston, two daily and the two Negro
Audrey Gray and Henrietta weekly newspapers.
Taylor.
Also Otis Dardy, Rubystine
Turner, Sandra Alexander,
Carolyn Clark, Rubydale Mc-
Grace and Samuel Campbell.
Twelfth grade students who
made the honor roll are Viv-
ian Epps, Ber t h a Purdy,
Yvonne Carodine, Jeanette,
Robinson, Carolyn Thornton,
Betty Duncan, Robert Holli-
man, Aline Ingram, Gearaldine
Robinson, Ernestine Sharp
and Doris Watkins.
And Mary Foote, Gloria
Fleming, Vera 011ie, Annie R.
Terrell, Patricia Wortham,
Robert Poole, Mae Frances
Gordon, Thomas Milan, Iris
Corpal, Doris Hamilton, Bren-
da Jones and Ernestine Mc-
Ghee.
13 High Schools
Invited To Owen
'Business Day
The Owen Ci.lege Chapter
of Phi Beta Lambda (former-
ly Future Business Leaders of
America) will sponsor its An-
nual Career Day at the college
on Monday. Dec. 5.
A skit-"Mr. and Mrs. Bell
Bank"-will be the
utre of the -10 a.m, pro-
m in the 'Roger Williams
1 Auditorium.
The - Business Departments
Of: 13 local high schools have
en invited, to participate in
the. activities. Refreshments
will be served and a tour of
the campus will be conducted.
The officers for the current
_-iear are: Amanda Jenkins,
irtsident; Alice Martin. first
resident; Ruthie Jeffer-
--
i"&ri,' second vice president;
Rosalyn Carter. secretary; 
Ve-
ola Graham, assistant 
secre-
tary; Luther Bond, treasurer:
Melody Riley, parliam
entari-
an; and Bobbie Rowell, 
re-
porter. .
Mrs. D. T. Patterson, Chair-
man of the Division of Applied
Sciences, is the advisor
Homecoming At
Manassas
the Nov. 6 election is the call ,
for a State Constitutional con-
vention. The issue is next to
receive a defeat by a majority
of the electorates voting "no"
on the issue.
A majority of the Demo-
cratic nominees have declared
themselves in favor of the pro-
posed charter of consolidation
Holiday Group Meet
At Mrs. Fogg's Home
T h e Renaissance Holiday
Group had its regular monthly
meeting with Mrs. Virginia
Fogg, hostess, of 1245 Pioneer
st., Presiding was Mrs. B. J.
Baskin, president.
The visitors were Mrs. Mary
Golden, 242 Oklahoma; Mrs.
Mattie Lue Cooper, 1245 Pion-
eer st.: Mrs. Mary Fleming, 811
Simmons: Mrs. Mattie Burtes,
1371 Kentucky st.;" Mrs. Alber-
tine Holmes, 256 Oklahoma,
and Mrs. Daisy Wilson, 221
Roadar.
A turkey dinner was served.
The November hostess will be
Mrs. Births Estes, 777 Hamil-
ton St., Nov. 27. Mrs. Viola
Bella Cawthorn is reporter.
By CORY slant and
JAMES SMITH
Manassas High held it annu-
al homecoming 
celebration in
the Cora P. Taylor 
auditorium
last Friday. The program 
con-
sisted of several se
lections
from the band, the presenta-
tion of the homecoming queen
and her court. The queen is
Miss Patricia Yvonne Griffi
n
and her court was made up
 of
the attendants from the vari-
ous grades. They are Lind
a
Small from the seventh grade,
Francine Guy, eighth grade;
'Shirley Redd, ninth grade,
Earline, Reed, tenth.
The 11th and 12th grades
7 were represented, by 
Misses
Janice Hill and Rosie Miles re-
spectively.
An added, but not new, at-
traction was a speech by A. C.
"Moohah" Williams of WDIA.
First, let's look at the queen
through a short biographical
sketch. Queen Pat is 17 years
old and resides at 335 Dixie
Mall with her mother, Mrs.
Lillie Griffin.
At Manassas she is a mem-
ber of the 12-3 homeroom
under the instruction of Mrs.
Hill, of the home economics
department.
USED
ELECTRIC
RANGES
Bedroom Suites
Living Room
T.V. Sets
Gas Ranges
Washing Machines
DOWNING'S
FEED & APPLIANCES
S. PARKWAY AT FLORIDA
William S. Cobb of District
30; Tom Todd. Dist. 31; Atty. 
NO TWIST IN JACKSON -
Frank L. White, Dist. 32; When world - famous twister
James B. Mitchell. Dist, 33; Chubby Checker was In the
Atty. Clifford D. Pierce. Jr.. Mid-South area recently for
position 1: James F. (Tim) one-night stands in Memphis
Schaeffer, position 2; Jack H. and Jackson, Tenn., he per-
Morris. III, position 31; Mrs. formed Wore an Integrated
Joan F. Strong, position 4;
Joe M. Piokin, position 5; and audience in the Bluff City, but
Marvin J. Brode, position B. came out to face a lily - white
FOR STATE HOUSE OF crowd In Jackson. The 650
REPRESENTATIVES: whites were Informed that no
"twist" would be forthcoming
unless Negroes were admitted, with her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs.
Neither the audience nor the Jim L. Jackso
n, at 256 W.
singer would yield on the issue. 
13rooks.
The result: The audience twist-
FOOTBALL TIE-UP
ed out to the box office for a 
The Tigers recently clashed
with Harrison High Dragons
refund, and Checker and fel- of Blytheville, Ark., which
low performers boarded special ended up in a 19-19 tie.
bus to quit scene. (Mark Stans- William Partee, Tiger full-
bury) back, intercepted two of 
the
Dragon's passes in the first
ouarter, scoring on both. In
the third quarter, auarterback
Thomas Rowland threw a 40-
yard pass to end Charles Mar-
tin..
This is the second straight
tie for the Tigers. Both teams
they have tied with are the
top team in their district. The
other team was Oxford High
of Oxford, Miss. It ended in
a 20-20 tie.
So we congratulate the Ti-
gers for an excellent job they
are doing as a first year team.
The coaches are William
Ross, head, former star half-
back for Arkansas State:
James Payton, former star
halfback of Southern. Others
are William Bates, Marion
Tolliver and Albert Harris.
TOP DUKES
William P
MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS
By CLARENCE WITHERS
and PATRICIA CUMMINGS
Swinging from the big space
ship your two orbiting re-
porters with the latest moon
Jazz from the big "M."
SPOTLIGHT
Jaycees Endorse 4,
Kennedy's Action '
In Cuba Blockade
The Negro Junior Chamber
of Commerce, during a recent
dinner-meeting, went on rec-
ord "endorsing" the action tak-
en recently by the President of
the United States, John F.
Kennedy, in the Cuba crisis.
In a statement issued by the
president of the Jaycees, it was
stated: "We are endorsing
wholeheartedly the action tak-
en by President Kennedy in
face of the brazen threat to
peace in this hemisphere by
the menacing threat posed by
1Cuba which is being promoted
!in thtis offensive arms build-
'up by the Soviet Union."
Our spotlight this week falls
on a very charming young
lady of the 11-3 class.
She is very active on the
campus, a member of the
Modernisties. Future Business
Leaders of America and the
Library Club.
She majors in Social Studies.
After graduation she plans to
att,md Owen college.
By now you should realize
his could only be Miss Cheryl
Dianne Jackson. She resides
art e e, David
PANTAZE
Beale at Hernando
DRUG STORES
- 209 Beale
USE LAYAWAY! HOLDSSA LLANDYE PIOT SE I;
SCOTT'S EMULSION
"g. $1." $1.08
AMERICAN FLYER Train Se;
NOW $9.97:
S32.50 If bought a•porot•ly
MATTEL'S CHATTY CATHY
WithRog. $15.98 $6.88 $10 Purchase
IDEAL'S GAYLORD HASBORO'S
THE PUP
Reg.
INTERCOM
Reg.
$17.98 $11.88 $29.95$17.88
A.C. GILBERT S.S.S. TONIC
ERECTOR SET
Reg.
$29.98 $17.77 Reg.$2.35 $1.34
ALL METAL TABLE REMCO EMPRESS
AND CHAIR SET PHONES
Reg. S10 $6.66
Reg.
$9.98 $6.66
SWAMP ROOT AURORA MODEL
MOTORING
Reg. $1.35 884 Reg. j,,,,,,,. dagu$34.95 4A-Z•Zdig
These Prices Good At All Pantaze Drug Stores
FREEZER OWNER SPECIAL
60 LBS. MEAT ORDER
)Net Weight) U.S.D.A. Graded Choice
Consist o
400 LBS. CHOICE ROASTS ALL FOR ONLY
•20 LBS. CHOICE STEAKS
•10 LBS. GROUND BEEF
S3950
Why not CHARGE IP We want new CHARGE ACCOUNTS.
NO DOWN PAYMENT. 4 Months to Pay.
Only 1°. Interest Per Month.
Many Other U.S. Inspected Meats.
RAMON'SMeatMarket
200 N. CIEVELANO 
North of Poplar BR 6-3655
You Get A
DRESS FREE If
You Buy
7- FOUR DRESSES
During The Next
‘,12 Months
Stewarts-Olshines
Family Clothing
92 S. MAIN ST.
DRESS YOUR
FAMILY UP FOR
THE HOLIDAY
IMO 011g
Franklin R.
Heading back into orbit,
this is Clarence and Patricia,
saying good-bye until next
week.
Wrushen, Thomas Rowland,
Eddie Alexander and Robert
Adair.
TOP DUCHESS
Jacqueline Harris, Patricia
Payne, Gwendolyn Wrushen,
Cheryl Jackson and Andre .d
ances, skits, songs and fash-
Harris. 
ions front 1870 to 1962. Miss
Clarice Sykes is chairman of
the committee responsible for
staging this unique extrava-
ganza.
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, pres-
Memphis Club
Plans Follies
In Bruce Hall
The Memphis Club of Le.
Moyne Colt •ge's General
Alumni Association holds its
regular monthly meeting Sun-
day, Nov. 4, at 5 p.m. in the
faculty lounge of Brownlee
Hall. Business will include dis-
cussion of plaits for the Alum-
ni Follies whicli will be pre-
sented Noy. 30 in Bruce Hall.
The follies • will feature
Named To Board Of Foundation
Dr. John B. Youmans. pres-
ident of the United Health
Feneflationa, Inc., announced
this week that Dr. Harold D.
West, president of Meharry
Medical college, has been
elected a board member of
the Scientific Advisory com-
mittee.
Dr. West's election came as
a result of his "achievements
and national reputation in the
health field and his affliation
with various health organiza-
tions Which ire fostering the
kind of unity and cooperation
iderit, said this is the club's
annual fall project.
Responsibie for refreshments
at this meeting are James Au-
try arid Mesdames Mable Hurl-
son and Grace Meacham.
that is needed in health anti
research ectivity today."
Dr. Youmans, former dean
of medicine at Vanderbilt
versitv. said that Dr. West Al
he deeply involved in UHF
planning at operations whch
are geared to the need for
purpase•in the nation's health
activities. •
Walk 170 Miles In 3 Days
liOQB,CHBOITER, England -
(UPI) --)illtqlt Curtis, 60, and
Bob Nott 46, said they
ikwaed 1 miles home in
theft ir half days after
they Milked the bus that was
tq have taken then% on a sea-
side outing to' Blackpool, Eng-
land. '
(POLITICAL ADVLOTISLXVIT) IPbLITICAI. ADVEXTIsEi(oNT) 
(POLITICAL AIOTEXTISEMENT) (POLITIC/41-, ApvItylsemexej
•
.1k NOTICE
The following citizens, residents and registered voters of Sh
elby County, Tennessee, have requested absentee
ballota for the General Election and Special Election referendum to 
be held the sixth day of November 1962:
WARD
PatIt 1(nianneirg
WARD
Metelegt O. owe
Anna K. Metes
Johl1 R. Willni11
ARD 1
TO
AR11
H C. Toronto.
cl3,4; 
 7. 
:,4PwIrI:AAD;114r 11 1 2..1
Roosevelt T. S
Margaret Wai‘1 ,11
Willie M. Wallow
WARD 164
Katherine Merman
Thom., R. fiAlizi. 141
Freak T. Chem
James R. liellidaY
Howard E. Ts.4nr
WARD 144
navirt C. Berry Jr.
liamt..saeril,C.E.4Buiptleyr
csIvIn A. Dines
Af.e H. Hine.
Edward P. Mitchell. .1r.
Howard R. lUcharAson
Wirlred B. Richardson
Willie K, Will',
WARD 15
lames Pile. ID
',Itheniel M. Pehols
",,,,Inelie. 
7. 
n,,,ParkN
WA,Itnnl) 16-2
P,drir12. A rmi.tearl. Jr. Mal.
,`1,,heth W. Armistead.
noise T. ...axion
",he W. Dille*. Jr.
ohrado e rikk e rJr.
(-Made B. Chew
5.1.in It. chow
Sadie L. Vs.,.
Josephine GaWteAsar'iorerl
Mo.. Edwin C. Cod'.. Jr.
Edwin W. Cocke. Jr.
Mr. Sidney Genette
Walter H. Mai. •
ripener D. Phillips
Elleabeth A. ive
:/'1.11-rniam" enf Tnettilffitrilettnt. Cat.
IVarrnif
J ames M. yrru. •
WARD 1/4
E.• Hewitt Alva
Eift i,ôn.jd N T.1.1154tter
nytip,4
111714 ginWARD 17.2
• A7n4e.e.irdM Difs'grion.."
Jsm•s R. 7 ,Isk
• 1.,,vGli,rleawkodids.T;:,?4,40,L.717; k
WARD 1/-3.
Theodore Onnennan
WARD '1/4
5.-hard r Moore
Revision Sauer
WARD 1$
Ferry C. Freels
Th"e'enrnmohn F FP/. Greadg s'on
A Bemire Smith
Mame James Smith. Jr.
Rae Hay SmWiti 
PD 
"I,nde A. Oesr 
t
WA D WI
Rarer A. Crten ant
Dente E. Garibaldi
John W. Harris
:44;arilikaleer 4rm.b•UtTilltomi'd."jr.
b%'illt'an, Wolfe
Mrs. WilliamWAN,DIte 204
llorott.y C. BattleMa 
H. • Era.,
Eugene J. Johnson. III
Charlotte F. Mooney
.ThSn Dsvfel Snaorrier
Man. Alice Seangter
Nichols B. W,AviAnore.a..T.i.
Rlla R. McPaMen •
Ivo M. McFadden
Robert C. PITAmitfiD
Crone 
nbert E. 1ga.. Jr.
Richard L. ant
"cry Friedneenn
Mr, J-V. Hardwerker
J. V. RaMhserker
Riehard Houstan. Jr.
Ernevlek B. watii.r
Ismee R. Mcreslin
Mille Nell Mefbraid
Gracility V.• We le
13.! hMtl-e el's* J oil niree.uAmilp 2"
Leonard M. Kea
Fraects M. Plum s
WA 214
James A. Pugh
Timothy P. Rawlinie
WARD 214
Oscar 0. Rowveiluto "
Luther C. Mearlifin
WARD SI
Eliot P. Geer,.
WARD t54
II...tree II. Trown. Jr.
Charles E. 0w1n
William J. P•itehell. Sr.
• WARD 234
Jame, T. Wields •
WARD 014
Florence IS. Alli.en
John Vincent Alltme
Plot.. P. eosh
NathanielI itood-IY;t:m
nob. L. Strickling. Jr.
cp.King,t.C. clan, Irtelnw •
WARD
William E. Shelton
WARD 214
Ruth llehed.on
tine Yence7CA4grneril"obert M. Conner Sr.ethaniel Priv; u4
Amiens 1/.. CAtrell
Roberta atureh
WARD W.1
0sndar,..37„.4.1...r„
A
Eddie i 
RD 114
Robert 1141ter„ Jr.
Thomas M. Mho
Robert S. plat
Dr. Lyme F. ake
r•earigiepAgrje lake
ip 
Ehtlie*eile 4H. _C.:Vane/RI**
Elisebeth
oeorfte A. Ritchie Jr.
WARD
fidelaid, W. Feltsonto Mr,tasr.rd :Gift? rt Jr
h'ers1411. Grits:I/II. Cate.
itsn. 
reilss ;. 
l
idilcShen•
Mare .N111 1.1;A itWo
Coca I. II.iiey
Rev. Abs CrAtAll
4.1101,:v1,. Aeey
F
11... =II. reedia • ..iiiitHt eo
Ire 4111:1r
u
W. Deopres
1111arn 
W. 
Doors'. Jr
Will9
i I) 14oustas
uth 11 5IolOn
tifirranes,..42.J son.,0
m" stet 
.
Arteare'
eamwTonMe.ait. 
Jr.
R 
WARD 314
Amy Tement
WARD 31.1
John Cud.
Jones, S. Mkris
Bern/ E. Th ett
Josephine G Don
Lake Hays Sawn
11/AID Si')
Tracy W. larnett
Grace S Bomar
Clyds 1"Phittcrson. Jr.
WARD 314
Frances S. Dolmen
Georgie D. Holgneg. Jr.
John E. Stewart
/?1,Do."Fvu ryjinal-xd.R.t.c4,744.,Ii:lo a s 14.1
Charlotte J. Bqac
WARD 334
Sam F. (ale. Jr.
Hirer., le Everett
Roaald M. Lawrence
WARD 334
J:i4;311.15.
RD 142Lawrence EnWsA,, 
SHeistrb'f'L. It-K:01116Z;
Logan H. IWATrookD w I
Cornelius Brown
WARD WS
Harold R. Sims
James H. Tutnipseed
Andrea Baker
w•no,rt Mimes Jr.
*WARD 34-1
William L. Blue
Mrs. Birdie Lee Cawthorn
F.lisabeth Dudley
Marvin A. Goldferb
John H. Quinn. Jr.
William . 1'1(.11;:e
Dick t. McCool, 510
Gliady44s *HE: MS1rore I •
N. S. Shebe
Geraldzmm SGWtieeArsanD ,r. *,
H. 
Jr. 
Albert B. Leathertmod. Jr.
reg Henry C.' Rayburnei8 nt A. MooreIiec ke°00 U. Selman
WARD 564
Willis,,leln r C B ari F- Redford. CoL
iggi;ssile0Cr.b0:dey
Richard K. Satiny
Donald G. Rhoade
Jean P. Rhoads
WARD WS
Orals Lep Hale
WARD 114
Itlehaed E. Barfield
• George C. Perryman
Herschel L. Roberts
Jrin Jefr:R:fil
alsait .trespboteu
ro
tary.. ;;,,WAritt:D. 31.3
?.1•Did •
WARD WU
Jerry D. Gordon •
• WARD /6.1
Owlet E. DeAiolanev
jADFfredilite4171$1:11Yinrs
Janice Meek or •
Richard P. Martin
WARD 41-2
1Cithstine Aim Ibinelieerker
Katherine L. Johnson
Ar:4FRiall Kahn
rs:hui3.1°IietIrCt11.41r.
Charles E.. WHAendRD 0ersonw 4.14,
Rob terry hf3rbrr
Sterling S. N#A11443niti
vlinrnie.Fielde Jr.
Barbara P. McAdams
J./aims:It: 
C. 
AF. ,..Swannes
WARD 434
Peer/ F. Brows
Richard D. Holden
WARD 43.2
Erwiid AS. 1 fillgtherlr*
James A. TiartA, Jr.
Janke C • ar end
Imes fes
Mettle las RisE. 4.1
mine. 0. Rnbinsoo
Raul E. Maltreat: 414.1
• Igenes W. bray
kr" V. ce47.',4 •
Willis 
 P. 
eggt7„
wm I:Hartley
Edward It_ Hunvald •
• Lau C. Humiald
Ceti Limier •
rs,,,EadE; Alr..  liR bobirrdsihrne‘onn,
Willie Watch
WARD 444
Patricia A. surr
cherles oni. ent, Jr.
Judith Ann Harris
Owim W ibtt
Owes Smes H. JelmackA.0 F. Johnston
kSea A. Malemeennel, E. Mend• 110114 Melons
David Ramsey
R4i.eves
,Porgii ,_171sitrherel
111rogytIni:.51.11kr :401.11rateeth I.. TurnhullegidalM B. wTAurnAybulmil
Herbert Herff
Mrs. Herbert Meet
Rae C PO4cC.. Jr.
Arlene F, SImon.
WARD 444
Tartan S. rams'
Nortratia3r01 irtave
Flerolei Isielisgd MD.
,?lItaaley Sieber
Mery Fran5es Smith
Edgar s. Trotter
WARD Mil
111nra .'".Ecl,Daveata0/ rseerri
Plaulet . pi:limos/1e
11%7.1141 41.s,V.* -
Jerry G. 1110113)2am
WARD 4,54
!fit 1,Tnar 4"
.jamen* M Cant.l
Louise N. Carr 
.174idglw1lirdrIr r(1.'Msn*Torl Jr.
rs. 1411154os ritahuga
Kale 5, 
TorTeltID
VIgnie A. Ltd'
itale$,R eagerAl...John 
41 wMv.5.174:14. Jr.
Story V:4di
WARD 43.5
Russell L *didn't, Jr.
chird ryer
Dr7. Dd A.. x
lonee
Joan ti. Mrehors
4017:11 I(;P
Ruell 8. Digs.
haral wsonoree 
at 
tnn; Pro 
J emee I. Vuenis.hsa
Dorothy KM en
tru,rogl L
Vilisa24.1! &foeScott
Saks V. SoidiL Jr.
Marian AlleeWn41IDDIck4"son
Mir beth Cede Critter
11:th:AAki,l.an Dungan, Jr.
Thoena ''.1".trsTsin
Mary
,amt44G41°Frank Motors'. III
riGetotrie se. AtAilkinstoa. II
Veer e
14"11; 
5. Welsi,
Valli, J. i,w1P 44-1
Jr.
Keithlir Sue . Brodie
3:114. 'T'saC.:"Arrd
hire •rioe V, aeln
ttutN 
F. 
i717.y  4 Jr.
1.4g5 
B. Mtthnll
Elisabeth J. Lindb 4"
Anne R. Walker
Derasld D. Walker
WARD 46-3
Raul James Lenelgaa
47.1
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'America's newspaperboys
• help keep freedom in your future"
•
•
M. Scott Carpinte., Project Mercury, NASA, fourth US. astronaut in space. second American to orbit the earth.
says M. Scott Carpenter, Mercury Astronaut, who's
doing his own share of helping to preserve freedom
"America has a half-million reasons to be
optimistic about the future: the half-million
newspaperboys who are on their way to be:
ing the future leaders of our Nation.
"These youngsters learn the importance of
responsibility, the value of money, and the
great opportunities a free system like ours
offers to its people.
"Many of these boys put a
regular part of their week-
ly earnings into Savings
Bonds and Stamps. And,
since 1941, many of them have promoted
Bonds and Stamps to their customers—to
help keep America strong and free.
"We can be mighty proud of our newspaper:
boys and of the part they're playing in the
future of freedom."
M. Scott Carpenter,
Project Mercury, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas
Keep freedom in your future with
U. S. SAVINGS BONDS
.0 St Of qtrtil
•••
• • a• 
AI •
• • ••
• ••
• • ••••
•
0 The U.§."Goivritrnent does not pay for this4duertistnit. The Trea
sury Department thanks The Adtnertieing Council and this newspaper for their patriotic support.
By Paul Robinson
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DAILY FORTUNE FINDER
To learn your "Fortune" for today from the stars, write in the letters
of the alphabet corresponding to the numerals on th• line of the astro-
logical period in which you were born. You will find it fun.
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sele bane early."
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Sports
HORIZON 
risx•LANE GRAPPLE
.Local fans will have a
special interest m the college
football game between Lane
and Fisk scheduled for Mel-
rem Stadium ,Saturday night.
Both schools have large alum-
ni clubs in the Bluff City area
and each team's rooter will be
represented with Memphis
Prep League talent of the
Pelt. The Fisk Alumni club
is sponsoring the game to
benefit its scholarship fund.
Last Saturday Fisk tied Knox-
ville college 22-22 and prob-
ably will be the seven point
Ilkyorite to down the Laneagons of Jackson, Tenn.
LESTER ADDS TO
MELROSE WOES
Lester kept alive its cham-
pionship aspirations at the ex-
pense of Melrose, taking the
measure of the Golden Wild-
cets, 14-6, last Wednesday
night in Melrose stadium.
JIM
BEAM
1:74
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RARkEVIS VODKA 140 Preen sr 10 Pilot
1001Greln NeehsllIpInts.Cleer Sofirradell•
Ise ,Oilsief‘el AIMS B. loam Oltan iCo
Cier ont, "entente /INSEAMS Proof
Kesteely ileorlion Milekey.lsmos S.
Segni lastatasce.Clermont.Seent. %Niamey.
The issue was settled for all
practical purposes on the
opening kick-off when Les-
ter's Bob Pratcher dashed 80-
yards for • touchdown. Prat-
cher was all alone as midfield
as he used up 12 seconds en-
route to pay dirt. James Nave
kicked the point to give Les-
ter a 7-0 lead.
The Lions added to that ad-
vantage when Nave went
over from the two yard stripe.
Charles Wright, who once
again sparkled the Lions of-
fense, ran the conversion. Les-
ter coasted the rest of the way,
and except for an exciting
87-yard kick-off return for a
touchdown by Frank Brig-
genre, a punt and kick-off
specialist, also returned kick-
off earlier this season for the
distance against Carver.
CARVER STUNS
DOUGLASS
Carver has only a scant ma-
thematical chance at the prep
football crown, and a tie is
about the best the Cobras can
expect, but the convincing
manner in which the Snakes
disposed of Douglass, 25-7,
last Thursday night the large
crowd on hand knew Carver
was playing for keens. The
damage was supplied chiefly
by little John Jackson whose
snake-like moves put Doug-
ass defenders in frenzy as he
sidestepped his way into the
end zone for a pair of TB's on
runs of 62 and 44-yards re-
spectively.
Kick-off returns for scores
were in abundant last week
with Carver's unknown end
Willie Joe Snipes breaking
the backs of Douglass a 75-
yard jaunt. Jackson ran the
point after touchdown. Carver
recovered a fumble on the
ensuing kick-off and within
three minutes the Red Devils
faced a 0-13 deficit after Jack-
son's first TD excursion.
Carver was undaunted by
seven points tallied by Doug-
lass in the second period, Sid
Brown broke through from
the two, adding the conver-
sion also. The Cobras came
right back to make the count
19-7 on a brilliant run by
Jackson, playing as a flanker
back with Raymond Jones
the club's leading ground
gainer as the running back
most of the season, had the
wraps taken off when Jones
was sidelined with a knee in-
jury. Brady Epps caught a
five-yard pass from Robert
Jones while on his knees for
the final Carver score. •
BERTRAND TROUNCED
Hamilton, after having run
up and down the field only
to give out of gas when it ap-
peared that their ball carriers
had clear sailing for the goal.
broke out with a rash of
touchdowns to come from be-
hind to bury Father Bertrand
under a 31-12 score Friday
night. The game was marred
by a near free-for-all fight
that broke out near the end
of the game when a Hamil-
ton linesman who had been
ejected from the game, sud-
denly turned and took a pot
shot at a nearby Bertrand
player. One Thunderbolt also
was waived to the sidelines.
Order was finally restored by
officials with just seven
seconds to play.
The fisticuffs didn't seem to straight touchdowns for Ham-
ilton after Theo Pickett had
made a diving catch of a 22-
yard aerial that knotted the
score at 6-6 in t he second
quarter. Carroll scored twice
on bucks of two and one
yards, topping the productive
evening with a 55-yard gallop
with an intercepted pass.
Jimmy Jackson's two yard
plunge in the second quarter
had put Bertrand ahead 6-0.
The way Hamilton had
been passing up opportunities
the Thunderbolts appeared off
and running until the Wild-
cats open the flood gates with
an overhead bombardment.
Speedy Len Alexander tried
to make the score respectable
when he went 44-yards off left
tackle in the final period.
MANASSAS AND
WARRIORS
Manassas was a poor host
to non-league Mitchell Road,
christening the county eleven-
in their first grid season, 39-0.
Saturday night. Quarterback
Wesley Mitchell led the Tig-
ers in their romp, firing
touchdown passes to ends
Lawrence Carter and Hous-
ton Chaflin and sneaking two
yards for score himself. Joe
Mabon tallied twice on runs
f 53 and 15 yards. Jeff
Mathews went 85 yards with
an intercepted pass to round
out the biggest score amassed
by the defending prep champs.
James Buford showed that
extra points can be kicked by
splitting the uprights with
three of six attempts.
Bread and butter player
Oscar Reed rambled for 14
yards to give Washington a
25-19 verdict over Cameron in
Nashville last Friday night. It
was Cameron's first loss to
a Memphis school this year,
having defeated Douglass and
Bertrand.
UFA 1•..v lira/
RETURNING TO MEMPHIS are the above three football greats who set a
record for themselves during their high school days at Melrose here. The,
will participate in the Fisk university-Lane College game scheduled for Mel-
rose stadium 8 p.m. Saturday. Nov. 3. Malone, a Melrose high school standout
of 1958.-59, will share co-captain responsibilities of the Fisk eleven. He plays
TO CHEER BULLDOGS These Fisk uni-
versity eo-eds will add color and spirit to the
night when the Fisk Bulldogs meet Lane In
the first annual Benefit Football classic at
Saturday night, Nov. 3. In Melrose stadium.
Page 1
Ten LeMoyne
. Students Named
To 'Who's Who'
tackle. He was Memphis All-City In 1959. Hudson. also A Melrose graduate,
will be among the eight boys who starred for Memphis high schools. Six of
the Memphians performed for Melrose and two for Hamilton high. Lee will
return to Memphis Saturday as co-captain of Fisk's Bulldogs. He plays quar-
terback. During 1958 he was Memphis All-City.
Proceeds from the game will go for scholar-
ships and grants-In-aid for students attend-
ing Fisk from the Memphis area. Eight Mem-
phis students, who starred on high school
elevens here will return as Fisk standouts.
Washington, Lester
Tied For League Lead
l'he Prep League race heads
down the home stretch with
just two weeks left before the
curtain is pulled on the most
evenly matched circuit in prep
history. From this writer's
vantage point it's quite likely
that the championship will
not be decided until Cinderel-
la Lester collides with Booker
T. Washington N o v. 7th,
(Wednesday), the final week
of the season.
Washington and Lester have
4-1 records with two games
each left to play. Douglass,
who had been sharing the
lead the past few weeks with
the Warriors and Lloits, was
upset last week by Carver but
still the shocked Red Devils
have an outside chance for
their first football title. It
will strictly be an uphill bat-
tle for Douglass. They can
take it all providing that both
Norma Taylor Crowned
Queen Of Lester High
At Homecoming Rites
Miss Norma Taylor, popular A mammoth crowd, includ-
member of fge senior class of ing many parents and alumni,
Lester High school, was crown- saw Charles Wright, president
ed "Miss Lester" at the pro- of the student council and
gram opening the third an- captain of Lester's football,
nual Homecoming activities team crown the queen. Enter-
of the school last week. ing the gymnasium with an
escort of NDCC officers, "Miss
Lester" was followed by her
attendants, Marion Roberson
and Rosetta McKinney.
Miss Taylor is a member of
many student groups including
the Gracious Ladies, the Li-
brary Staff, the National Hon-
or Society, the Players Guild,
and is a majorette in the
school b a n d. She is well
known throughout co-ed cir-
cles in the city as the presi-
dent of the city-wide Student
Librarians Association.
bother Hamilton as Lallon
Boyce completed a 70 yard
touchdown pass to end Larry
Dailey as the clock ran out.
Dailey made up for having
dropped two TD heaves
earlier in the night. Dailey
caught a pass for the point to
add salt to the wounds of their
bitter neighborhood adverse-
series.
Halfbackiowd Ln. N. 
parade against
llesd
the to 
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Bertrand, scoring three
PLUMBING & HEATING FIXTURES-- Parts New and Used
OPEN 7 A M. to 6 P.M. 0 TERMS AVAILABLE
BROWN & EPSTEIN PLUMBING ANDHEATING COMPANY
982 Jackson Aye. CONTRACTORS JA 7-261$
DANCELAND
SUPPER CLUB
NEW MANAGEMENT
HIGHWAY 51 NORTH MILLINGTON TENN
NOW OPEN EVERY NIGHT
SAND NIGHT
Bands — RUFUS THOMAS
— BEN BRANCH
Wednesday-Friday-Saturday
9 P.M. - 1 A.M.
WE CATER TO PARTIES 1
:451 ,-• •
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John A. Taylor Sr., 2866
Princeton st., she is a member
of the Early Grove Baptist
church where she serves as
assistant secretary of the Sun-
day school and president of the
Junior choir.
OTHER PARTICIPANTS
Other students featured at
the coronation ceremonies on
Tuesday were the football
queen, Miss Margie Blakemore,
a junior; and her attendants,
Cordelia Porter and Doris Har-
per. Sharing the spotlight al-
so was the queen of the.jun-
ior high department, Miss
Robbie Ann Howse, with her
attendants, Naomi Reid and
Virginia Turner.
"Miss Lester" was presented
with many gifts by the classes,
clubs, and organizations of the
school, with a special one
from the joint faculties of Les-
ter and Carpenter Elementary
schools. Following the pro-
gram a social hour for the hon-
orees, their parents and other
guests was held in the school
library where the queen's
gifts were on display.
CORONATION BALL
The Coronation Ball, a bril-
liant affair given in honor of
the queen, was held in the
school gymnasium Tuesday
nigh I. Homecoming activi-
ties were climaxed when the
Lester Lions roared to a 14-El
'Washington and Lester lose
their remaining contests.
The schedule favors Wash-
ington whose only loss was a
13-12 defeat at the hands of
Douglass. The Warriors must
get by last place Melrose and
Lester while the Lions will
have to face Douglass also.
That moment of truth is slat-
ed to come for Douglass
Thursday nighL_ uthen they
tangle with Lester on the
Meh•ose gridiron. The game
rates as a toss-up. The Lester
offense is put in gear by
Charles Wright and Douglass'
chances hinges on their efforts
to put a bug in the versatile
quarterback's transmission.
Douglass, playing their final
game, will bank heavily
on the running of Sid Brown
who has scored in all hut one
of his team's games.
Ten LeMoyne college stu-
dents, two seniors and elgtrq
juniors, have been named to.
Who's Who Among Stu4etlf1!.
in American Universities and;
Colleges.
The seniors are-
Stewart Truly, 514 Edith. .1
Floyd L. Weakley, 730 VlefeJol
ker. • I
Juniors are:
' 1Louvenia S. Clayton, 5711-A.
St. Paul. ;
Marian N. Chapman, 831-1j
St. Paul.
iWillie R. Chapman, 031431
St. Paul. 2.J
Virginia Flowers, 1851 Kelt-
ner Circle.
Earline Houston, 935 Leath.'
Donna J. Jones, 2080 Worth-.
ton Circle. 1
Everett D. McKissic, 1433
Humber. 
• '1
Ruth Louise Young, l721 !
Brooks Road
1
Acquatic Show To Be Given At Branch YMCA
A water show, "Acquatics
For Fun," has been planned
by the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA, 254 S. Lauderdale at.,
for Monday, Nov. 5, starting at
7 p.m.
The show has been coordi-
nated by some of Memphis'
finest acquatic experts, includ-
ing Jerry Johnson, head bas-
ketball coach at LeMoyne col-
lege; James Smith of Porter
Junior high school; Frank J.
Lewis, principal of Grant
school; Dan Partee, boys work-
er and swim instructor at Abe
Scharff Branch YMCA; Bill
Springer of the local chapter
of the American Red Cross
and Jack Pentz of the Mem-
phis Recreation department.
Demonstrations in boating,
Scheduled Prep League Games
Thursday, Nov. I, Melrose
stadium, Douglass vs. Lester.
Friday, Nov. 2, Melrose sta-
dium, Washington vs. Mel-
rose.
Saturday, Nov. 3, Melrose
Wednesday, Nov. 7, Melrose
stadium, Lestar vs. Washing-
ton.
Thursday, Nov. 7, Melrose
stadium, Hannhon vs. Carver.
Friday, Nov. 16, Melrose
O.
swimming, diving and
saving wil; be included. 7_0,1
The show is open to till
public. Admission is free, said
Kenneth T. Whalum, head of
the Branch YMCA.
Geeter Students
Rear Ratcliffe
Robert M. Ratcliffe, public
relations director and aluraiii
of ficers for LeMoyne
addressed the high sch001-4!F,
vision of Geeter High' Seitifol
Tuesday morning. Responsiblii
for the occasion were staff
members of Geeter's student
stadium, Fisk vs. Lane (Col- stadium, Open. paper.
lege game).
put a win on the "Friendship 11/11/1"......"........."...."1111.
Jug." 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC a•
Team W. L. PCT. CAR WASH $ ••LEAGUE STANDING •Washington 4 1 .800 or
Lester 4 1 .800 8 A.M.-6 P.M. it
Douglass 4 2 .667 •
Carver 3 2 .800 
Sat. or Sun. $1.25 Monday asat. Om 11 A.M. to 6 P M.
Hamilton 3 3 .500 $im OW 8 A.M. to 2 P.M. thru a
Bertrand 2 3 .400 Friday N
.333 a
.000 SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
ALL GAMES 3100 Summer at Baltic
Man aaaaa 2 4
Melrose 0 6
,
Washingt°11 7 1 1/75 auxussw•••••••••••••••••••••■•itt
Lester 6 1 0 • :00857
Douglass 4 4 0
Caarvner 3 3 0 .500
Hamilton 3 3 1 .500
Man 3 4 1
Bertrand 21 74 0 .1250
Melrose
LEADING SCORERS
Player School TD PAT T't1
Reed, 0.
Washington
Manassas, lust four days , Brown, S.
from giving Mitchell Road a Douglass
39-0 Prep League baptizing,
was set to kick this week's
action off against Father Ber-
trand tonight (Wednesday) at
Melrose. Last week, the Thun-
derbolts were handed a 31-12
licking by Hamilton. It's hard
to believe that most of this
same Hamilton squad absorb-
ed a 12-54 trouncing from
Bertrand last season. Ber-
trand is 2-3 and the Tigers
sport a 2-4 record on the
season.
Washington is heavily fav-
ored to keep Melrose winless
and _assure the Golden Wild-
cats their worst campaign in
the school's hislory. As an
added incentive for the Fri-
day night fray, the two teams
would like to be the first to
—
—
Mallory Knights
In Midst Of Drive
For Christmas
The Mallory Knights Chari-
table organization has started
its annual drove for 1962, an-
nounces the director, Harry L.
Strong. The drive will con-
tinue through Dec. 22.
Strong said this drive is to
help the needy families and
the underprivileged children.
He added that, "As the Christ-
mas Season ne a rls, our
thoughts turn toward giving.
This is very important to
those whose spirits are dim-
med by misfortune and pov-
erty."
Members of the Mall or y
Knights are asking contribu-
tions of new or used clothing,
and toys. All cash donations
are deductible for tax pur-
poses.
cats on Weonesday night. The
football queen chosen by the
squad, Miss Margie Blakemore,
participated in half-time ac-
tivities.
Lester High faculty mem-
bers who served as a steering
committee for Homecoming
were Mrs. D. S. Ray. Mrs. M.
F. Jones, and Mrs. M. H. San-
ders. Other committee mem
bers were I. W. McIntyre, Mr
B. C. WaRhburn, W. G. COVl -
ser, P. L. Washington, Miss
E. M. Bagsby, H. F. Pitcher]
and G. W. Cox. R. H. Morris isl
victory over the Melrose Wild- principal of the school
Alexander, L.
Bertrand
Jones, Ray
Carver
Wright. C.
Lester
Jones, P.
Douglass
Heath, G.
Carver
Carroll. L.
Hamilton
10
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
2
65
37
26
25
25
24
24
24
CHARLIE'S CAFE
1321 VOLLENTINE
Where Food is Good
and Even Better
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER IS 6•7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
I tI:hf.tRiiim; .1 itt, t
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
L.
Perry 's Beauty and Barber Shop
452 Walk•r Ave.
BEAUTY SHOP
A Complete Beauty Service
Expert Hair Styling
Permanent Tinting
Individual Styling
Lic. Operators
•
BARBER SHOP—L.;
A Complete Service
4 Barbers
Manicurist
Children's Hair Cuts
We Do All Style's
FIRST ANNUAL
BENEFIT CLASSIC
FISK UNIVERSITY (Nashville)
vs
LANE COLLEGE (Jackson)
MELROSE STADIUM
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3 - 8 P.M.
See a total if Eleven Former Memphis High Schoel Grid stars return Home as
College Standouts on the Fisk and Lane Squads. Proceeds from game will
benefit scholarships and grants -in aid for students attending
Fisk from the Memphis area.
ADMISSION tDULTS - SI.15 STUDENTS - SO, ADVANCE SALE - S1.00 • ADULTS
ORIOLE DRUG - STROZIER DRUG - L•MOYNE'rOLLEGE F' A ULI TAILORING 
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THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NOW OFFERS A NEW SERVICE TO ADVERTISERS
- INSTANT CREDIT -
YOU CALL NOW........... ....WE BILL YOU LATER........... • .. JAckson 6-8397
To buy, or sell - A house, an automobile, cottage, mansion, a lot, church or furniture. Or to rent a room or an apartment.
YOU HAVE THE GOODS•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.WE HAVE THE RESULTS
SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT was a part of the Achievement
Day programs held recently at the Shadowlawn school at
Vendale. Winners are, seated from left, Glenda Sue Riles,
Hest place; Ann Ruth Cook, second both of Shadowlawn; and
Sammy Holloway Brunswick. Standing, same order, are Bet-
tie Reid, Mt. Pisgah; Lillie Eddings and Patricia Jones, run-
ners-up in the Spelling Bee.
1,200 Attend Achievement
Program Al Shadowlawn
•Some 1,2000 persons, includ-
ing 100 Negro farmers, at-
tended the second annual
Achievement Day program at
the Shadowlawn school at El-
lendale recently.
Among the activities was a
Spelling Bee with representa-
tives from Mt. Pisgah, Bruns-
wick, Springhill and other
neighboring schools participa-
ting.
First place was won by
Glenda Sue Biles and second
by Anna Ruth Cook, both stu-
dents of Shadowlawn. Samuel
Holloway of Brunswick claim-
ed the third prize and Betty
Reed of Mt. Pisgah placed
fourth.
FARM DISPLAY
Of special interest to the
farmers was a display featur-
ing 100 years of progress in
agriculture and which pre-
dicted that farm chemicals
will replace the hoe and make
agriculture more attractive
and profitable.
Top quality sows, gilts and
boars were exhibited by Gold-
ie Terre!, James Davis and
Hatrry Hayes. Prize money
for the occasion was donated
by Radio Station WDIA as a
part of its community good-
will program.
A Landrace boar shown by
Hayes has sired some 136 pigs
in the community during the
past year.
HOME CANNING
Members of the Shadowlawn
home economics department
presented an educational ex-
hibit showing how homemak-
ers can cut the cost of living
by making clothes worn by
the family. Hats and other
garments made by the Home
Demonstration club were on
display.
Another display which at-
tracted considerable attention
was arranged by the Shadow-
lauth 4-H club and included
several verities of vegetables
and 'field crops produced by
the members as projects.
A 4-H Club public speak-
ing contest was a part of this
year's Achievement program
and created considerable in-
terest.
PLANNERS
Edward Gray, principle of
Shadowlawn, was general
manager of all activities. J.
N. Justice was assistant di-
rector, Mrs. Addie Justice gen-
eral chairman of the Women's
Division, Thurman Davis
chairman of the 4-H club di-
vision and Freeman Smith,
chairman of the Men's division.
Also assisting in the pro-
gram were members of the
Agricultural Extension depart-
ment, including James Cole-
man, 4-H Club work; Miss
Alberta Gaines, Home Demon-
stration agent, and Ernest
Brazzle, Agricultural Produc-
tion.
'The Slow Learner
Was Topic At Faculty
Meeting Of Walker
The Walker Elementary
School Faculty held its month-
ly meeting in the school li-
brary. Hot coffee and dough-
nuts were served.
Mrs. DeAlean Beane, E. M.
R. teacher gave a report by
tape recorder. A discussion
period followed on "Teaching
the Slow Learner" by the late
W. B. Featherstone, Professor
of Education. Teachers' col-
lege, Columbia University,
New York. A slow learner
is one who does not grasp in-
formation quickly but is ca-
pable of reasoning or achiev-
ing. He does not think ab-
stractly. but concretely.
The author states further
that no child should be con-
sidered a slow learner until
many methods of instruction
have failed to provide the child
with an understanding of the
problem.
It is said that 20 out of
0 E HUNDRED YE RS OF PROGRESS IN GFKULTUREMUM M
PROGRESS ON FARM — A mule and a hoe
were at one time the most essential tools on
a farm, but both are falling into disuse. This
exhibit at Shadowlawn shows how important
the hoe was and how chemicals are being
used today to rid weeds and grass from row
155I5 11111111
r .
e
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Houses For Sale Hel Wanted
10 ACRES OF LAND
3108 N. Gerrmintown Road
Between Highway 64 do 70
Near Ellendule
Can Be Shown fly Owner Anytime
House For Sale By Owner
Beautiful 3-bedroom Brick Howie With
Carport. Hardwood Floor& VA per cent
to 0.1.'s No Qualification. 172.00 a
Month. Call FA 7.4655, Airy Road to
Judson. South to 1765 Wendy Drive.
crops. From left are Edward Gray, principal
of Shadowlawn: Prescott Fisher, principal of
Spring Hill schools; J. N. Justice. Fred Smith
and Freeman Smith. Kneeling at tight in-
specting sweet potatoes is James Jackson.
Air Force Promotes,
Transfers Memphians
Information about ten Mem-
phians has been received
here this week from the U. S.
Air Force Home Town News
center at Tinker AFB, Okla.
Andrew D. Dandridge, a
graduate of Melrose High
school, has been promoted to
airman first class at t h e
Brize Norton RAF Station in
England. His parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Berry Dandridge of
Blytheville, Ark.
Second Lieutenant Roy W.
Holeyfield, son of Mrs. Chine-
ster Holeyfield of 1959 Glory
cl., has been reassigned to
Forbes AFB, Kans., after
graduating from a course for
communications officers at
Keesler AFB, Miss.
TSU GRAD
A graduate of Tennessee
A&I State university, he re-
ceived training in the opera-
tion, maintenance and man-
agement of radio, Teletype
and cryptographic equipment
and systems.
At Camp New Amsterdam
in Holland, Robert Hines, Jr.,
has been promoted to airman
first class.
Hines attended Father Ber-
trand High school and Le-
Moyne college and is the hus-
band of the former Miss Pearl
every .100 children may be
grouped as slow learners, but
from this number about five
would be considered emotion-
ally or mentally retarded. Dr.
Featherstone also states that
homogenous grouping of pu-
pils work a disadvantage to
the Cower pupils.
Mrs. Li/lie L. Bowen is re-
porter, Charles W. Horner is
Principal.
HOW TO SAVE MONEY by preparing one's
own food al home was one of the demonstra-
tions presented at Shadowlawn school recent-
Is. and these girls were among the r ici-
C. Westbrook of 1045 Latham
St.
AT MISSILE BASE
Another Tennessee State
graduate, Tavis L. Grant, was
promoted to airman second
class at Holloman AFB, N. M.
recently.
Airman Grant is a frdiel1
traffic specialist at the Air
Force Missile Development
center. His wife is the form-
er Miss Ada M. Funches of
1365 Dempster.
Airman Third Class Willie
A. Mincy is serving with the
341st Strategic Missile Wing
at Malmstrom AFB, Mont.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ruben Boone, Jr., of 1879
Person, and entered the serv-
ice last July. He is a grad-
uate of Hamilton High school.
AIR WOMAN
After graduating from a
course for administrative spe-
cialists at Amarillo AFB, WAF
Airman Third Class Grace E.
Jortes was sent to McGuire
AFB, N. J.
A graduate of Melrose High
school recently completed
training at Lackland AFB,
Texas.
NEW AIRMEN
Airman Basic Mitchell M.
Pants. From left they are Anita Williams.
Georgia Etta Gibbs. Anna Ruth Cook and
Cleo Davis.
J. C. Curry U. Purdy
Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs.
McKinley Brown of 1574
Arkansas at., was sent to Cha-
nute AFB, Ill., for training as
an aircraft accessory systems
specialist, while airman Third
Class Eddie L. Davenport, Jr.,
was transferred to Richards—
Gebaur AFB, Mo., for train-
ing and duty as a plumbing
specialist.
Davenport's parents are
Mr. and Mrs. P. Davenport of
971 Kansas.
Airman Basic John C. Cur.
ry, grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Jones of 1192 College
st., will attend the technical
training course for aircraft
maintenance specialists at
Amarillo AFB, Tex. He is a
graduate of Hamilton High
school.
Sent to Grand Forks AFB.
N. D., for training as an air
policeman is Airman Third
Class Uelucious Purdy, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Purdy
381 Butler.
Purdy was graduated from
Booker T. Washington High
school in 1962.
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below •
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
TO 
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Street Address
City 
Zona Na
Stott 
MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING....
THE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
—5—
on can earn cash selling the Tri-State
Defender weekly. Call us or come in
today. We deliver to your door.
emiewa tig
SO....HURRY
NEWSBOYS, MEA, ,OR
11WOME:V .ho are interested in
making money. Call Jackson 641397
Jackson 641398 Call or come to:
236 South Wellington Street
Special Services
ATTEND
WARE'S BIBLE ci.Amst:s
541 VAUICII Sc
EserY Monday Night
Free Enrollment
Feel llet g
Beaut1011 Walnut flniahed. Spinet
tyros Plans
914 No. Mit...wild.
BICYCLE FOR LUX
In excellent condition. Call or stop
by 202 Ayres No. B.
JA 5-4001
WIIIIIIII11161011131131111111
WANT TO RI tiNS lFi.
CLOCKS REU DLESS OF CON-
DITION.
Also, Any blabs Clock Repaired
Will Pick Up And Deliver
J. A. Hickey PH: EX 74742
HELP WANTED:
WS NEED EXP. MEN OR WOMEN
high *chord ed to be able to man-
age and capered's,. men and women
to work at wiling furniture In field
and :Untie:wee. Call FA 44151.
Midtown Fun:Mare Company
31 A IDI - N.Y. • TO $615 WE. TIcK•
We sent. Jobs wittiest 1104 AIM).
cY. 210 Post Ave. Westbury N. Y.
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertiii
ing in the Memphis mai ket
We pay 25 per cent and 30
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
on the dollar.
per cent contract commission CLASSIFIED
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis. Tenn.
Ar
WE ARE LOOKING FUR AN A
bltitnia bard working man internist
ed In making money according to hisbIlltl•s. kapima. pakl. Newt in,hut n t abeNutely nerewary. Part or
roll um* For fume? Informationidea. call JA 5835? CirculationDept
Apts. For Rent
FL RN 'SHED ROOM WITH H A LF
bath-aster p Wes furnished Phone
BR 54154.
TWO WORKING GIRLS TO SHARE 3
room furnished apt. Call lira Lois
King for informatkat 275.0435.
Situation Wanted
1 PAYE CI.RAN 00111•ORTARLE
ism. working mothers otildren. Also
Jo !Wing In borne. Call 526-1687
Help Wanted
RACIPDALE •Il4PLO• If r•NT
• BeautY Operator to Wm k In
White Beauty WSW
Maid Comb 825 sir
Short Order Cook 320 up
Maids - CM& 
JA 5-4181
WOMAN LIESIHEII JOB 53 MAID OP
baby-sitter cifin,} neck. Call
5-4551
Hom•work.rs Wanted:
WI grin rend LW the cOminetill name,
and addle.. of 50 U.S. nnal that
LlitorNTLY SLIM itIalim/Oltkietts
ror only 250 postpaid! Push your
mune, Andreae. and glle unsay to
FARMER zurrs vats AV,. New Yeti
W. N.Y.
WOULD LIKE Yilitta All &MUM
Ironer or keep chliJren
• %11. 8•2151
BUY U.S. BONDS
BABY (41'11 ER
Woman desires Job as baby sitter elto noise elder man or woman • wouldlike to work nights. CII 1114431
MEN WANTED -
• TAKING ORDERS
Italie as to $2.50 per hour. Part
or Full Tints cau Mr. Hale.
948-0774
Business Services
13A RSE1,1.AKE PISIHING ALL DAV
So cents. — Horse back riding Ill 00lir 50 cents 54 br — 5105 Hors
Lake Ytd - EX 1081.
I. AWN GARDEN Re.R IDE
Rotted Hulls, rotted se *dust. earn
Card remoter: :oleo FLOM HaulingCall 2 . McNeil. 211. 7•11418(1 SS1
Josephine St.
BUSINESS CARDS
Rosiness C•rds - Letter Heads . En-
5elOpu. - Wadding Anne. Restionable
Prices • 24 hour airs ice. All kind,
of printing & Publishing. Office. School
k Church suPPII•8
Stanaalla Printing a Publishing Co
2477 DeadrIck Ave
FA 74127 or 324-5449
APO. VOICE AND CHAIM
PlI vat* or groups Specie'
rate to whool children. Z. Lola King
1816 South Parkway East, Pb..-
275-0435
DRESSMAKER - mums( aERViUC
Hilda Barbee 5108 Horn Lake Rd
Can: ICX 6.1068
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
NOU KNOW SIIE IS NW'
A GIPSY
'Ibis is her new office at the Mimi&
sippi State I,ine. MADAM BELL is
bark after a long time of being away
and at last she is bark to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife Or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouragedi
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
HELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
Bud as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State line on the way to Demand°. Iler home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSioto 51otel. Ile sure to took for the RED BUICK
1101I5E and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whilehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
N1A1)AM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
II 
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
Dermitory Rooms: — Clean, Condor-4bl*, Moclorn Furniture,
Poaat• Salk — Clams Wash Roams — Shawars . • •
Wootly Rotas: $5 — $10
2A.cd.rn Swimming Peel 
— Y••r Round Swimming: 15.30 R. —
0/4,9 — S.'iS"SSIS — Wetting Sections. Underwater Lighting -
11•mdiftil Sun Dad. Hold, AA Rating.
S•pulelior Gym Equipped with Siege: Speclefors Section with
100 oral ing capatily 
— For tosques, ltournernents. Compalelise
cA•lchw. Clown Coning - Community Prog,IMS
4 7• large Club Rooms: Cliob tm•t;09. Cl  Fee um% —
Confo,•nc•s - TO1111 
— Stittidt
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7—S10—$25
TRI-STATE
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